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ABSTRACT
The conduction band of InAs lies lower in energy than the GaSb valence band. In order
to preserve continuity of the Fermi level across the interface, charge transfer takes place
resulting in a confined quasi two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in the InAs and a
confined quasi two dimensional hole gas (2DHG) in the GaSb.
This study is an investigation into the vertical transport in an n-lnAs/p-GaSb single
heterojunction (SHET). Application of a forward bias (InAs negative with respect to
GaSb) increases the 2DEG and 2DHG concentrations and, therefore, their confinement
energies. Eventually a critical bias is reached where the electron confinement energy
moves above the hole confinement energy (the theoretical voltage induced
semimetal/semiconductor transition Fc). Any subsequent increase in voltage is expected
to result in a current decrease, and a region of negative differential resistance (NDR)
should occur.
The SHET can be grown with two distinct interface types, 'InSb-like' and 'GaAs-like'.
This in turn affects the vertical transport characteristics of each type. Experimental IV
traces at various pressures are compared with the corresponding results from
sophisticated self-consistent band profile calculations taking into account band mixing
effects for the first time through a k.p theory framework. Experimental IV traces of the
SHETs under a magnetic field parallel to the interface are also compared with results
from calculations that take into account the coupling of the growth and in-plane electron
and heavy hole motions. Both sets of analysis support earlier conclusions that NDR
occurs after Vc for both interfaces, and that each interface supports a different conduction
mechanism.
Evidence of multiple phonon processes occurring in both sample types is observed for the
first time and is proposed to reconcile the above experimental observations with theory.
This data is found to offer explanations for a number of other observations.
Field perpendicular to the interface leads to the observation of features beyond the NDR
region in both sample types. In samples with an 'InSb-like' interface, applying additional
hydrostatic pressure leads to very strong features beyond the main NDR. Through a
complex self-consistent decoupled model taking into account electrons and heavy holes,
all these features are proposed to be due to a filling of an integer number of Landau
levels. The band profile is predicted to alter dramatically at this point. The same model
explains the observation of weaker features at 1 bar at high fields (~ 40T).
A variation of NDR position is found with a rotation of an-plane field.
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/. / Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Solid state electronics is undergoing rapid changes driven by heteroepitaxy,
lithography, and new device concepts. The advent or" semiconductor lasers and
integrated electronic circuits has led to a flurry of activities in compound
semiconductors, bringing into the mainstream the III-V family of semiconductors
with the notable examples of GaAs, AlAs and InGaAs. Remarkable advances in thin
film epitaxy have allowed active semiconductor devices with sub 3-dimensional
properties and built in biaxial strain due to lattice mismatch, providing a tremendous
playground for the semiconductor physicist, experimental and theoretical alike.
Instead of working with a fixed set of material parameters, one now has a tailorable
array of parameters which can be chosen for optimum device response. As the 21 st
century approaches, semiconductor physics is far from being exhausted. It will
continue to provide a plethora of subject matter for the study of fundamental quantum
physics as well as being a fertile ground for further technological innovation.
The work here specifically is related to an effect proposed and demonstrated by Esaki
[1,2]: that of negative differential resistivity (NDR). This is a regime of decreasing
current under increasing bias voltage. His work initially was based around heavily
doped Ge and Si leading to his proposal, and later demonstration of, NDR in the
tunnel diode in the late 50s (section 1.4). Later collaborative research with Tsu
focused on the tunnelling characteristics of multiple barrier structures and
superlattices, which again yielded them the experimental observation of their
predicted NDR. This ultimately led Esaki to be awarded the Nobel Prize in 1973.
As a consequence of its peculiar electronic band structure, the InAs/GaSb single
heterojunction (SHET) is one such system that exhibits strong NDR. In-house growth
developments allowing precision fabrication of this and related structures has yielded
rich results over the past decade [3, 4, 5, 25, amongst others]. Following the initial
work of Austing et al [4] and more recently (and more relevantly) that of KhanCheema et al [5], the study here further explores the SHET's transport properties to
yield information about the nature of tunnelling, band structure and any interface
dependent processes.

1.2 lll-VBulk Semiconductor Material Properties

The aim of this chapter is to provide a background for the research carried out.
Sections 1.2 and 1.3 introduce some general solid-state physics concepts which aid in
the understanding of specific semiconductor phenomena. Section 1.4 provides an
overview of the historic:! back-drop of semiconductor research with particular
emphasis on the Esaki Tunnel Diode. After a discussion of this first case of Negative
Differential Resistance (NDR), the InAs/GaSb SHET is introduced with a brief
discussion of its resonant conduction mechanism. This is followed by a discussion of
the rich variety of possible optical and electrical devices that the antimonide
heterostructure family may yield. The chapter finishes with a thesis outline, mapping
out the new observations made during the research and their possible implications.

1.2 III-V

Bulk

Semiconductor

Material

Properties
The behaviour of electrons in a crystal as they move under the influence of the atomic
cores might at first sight appear to be impossible to calculate. However, it turns out
that the electrons move through the crystal as if they were free and even the simplest
free electron model allows one to appreciate concepts such as bandgaps and effective
masses [6]. However, instructive as it is, it is not a clear description of electron
behaviour in real semiconductors.

More advanced treatments such as the tight

binding and pseudopotential methods can describe the entire valence and conduction
bands while perturbative methods such as k.p theory accurately describe band
structures very close to a high symmetry point [7]. It is the latter of these theories
which is used in chapters 3 and 4 to calculate the band structure of the InAs/GaSb
heterojunction.
Before continuing the discussion, it will be useful to examine the atomic structure of
some of the elements which make up the various III-V semiconductors. Consider, for
example Ga and As,
Ga Is22s22p63s23p63d104s24p1
As Is22s22p63s23p63d104s24p3
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The outermost electrons are s or p type and in fact it is found that even in the
crystalline semiconductor, the electrons in the valence and conduction bands will
retain this type of character, even though they are 'free' Bloch electrons. The outer slevels will depopulate, donating their electrons to the empty p-states and will form
covalent bonds. After hybridising into bonding and antibonding orbitals and, because
of the large number of interacting unit cells, they are broadened into bands. The
deeply bound s2 antibonding orbitals form the conduction band, with the p6 bonding
orbitals forming the valence band. The resulting tetrahedral atomic arrangement
provides the crystal with a zincblende structure consisting of two inter-linked face
centred cubic Bravais lattices with
offset of (ai+aj+ak)/4 where a is the
lattice constant (Figure 1.1).
The six occupied p-states (valence
band) are nominally degenerate in
energy at k = 0, but split due to
interaction of the angular momenta of
the valence band states with the
crystal

potential

(the

spin-orbit

interaction). This results in a four
Conventional unit cell for the
Figure 1.1.
zincblende structure. It consists of a face centred
cubic lattice with a basis of two elements, where
each is offset in real space by ('/J, V4, 1AI) from the
other where / is the lattice constant.

fold degeneracy at the band edge and
a two-fold degeneracy lying lower in
energy (the spin split-off band). For
k ?t 0, the four-fold degeneracy splits,

forming the light and heavy holes (calculated dispersions of the electron and hole
states in bulk InAs and GaSb are presented in chapter 3, Figure 3.1). The relevant
examples of band structure for bulk InAs and GaSb are given in Figure 1.2. Note that
both the conduction and valence band have extrema at the F point separated by an
energy gap, a characteristic feature of all III-V semiconductors. Free electrons are
thus likely to populate the conduction band in the region of the F point and similarly
free holes will populate the F point valence bands. This important detail is necessary
when trying to model the system using for example k.p theory which only lends itself
to regions in k-space that are close to a high symmetry point. The semiconducting
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behaviour of ffl-V materials then occurs because this gap may be small (as in the case
of InSb) or it can contain doping levels within ~ksT of either band (as in GaAs).

x
Figure 1.2. The electronic bandstructure of bulk InAs and GaSb between
various points of symmetry, as calculated from the pseudopotential technique
of ref. [8]. The valence band maximum has been taken as the zero of the energy
scale (the F-point).

1.2.1 The Brillouin Zone
The reciprocal lattice of a crystal lattice is that described by the set of vectors G such
that
e'G'T = 1

(1.1)

1.3 Heterostructures

where T is the set of real space vectors which describe the Bravais lattice of the
crystal. For an fee Bravais lattice, it can be shown that the reciprocal lattice is bodycentred cubic with a primitive cell volume of 4(2n/a)3. The Brillouin zone is then
defined as a primitive cell in the
reciprocal lattice and is the smallest
volume entirely closed by the planes that
are the perpendicular bisectors of the
reciprocal lattice vectors drawn from the
origin.

Within the first BZ there are

points which have, higher degrees of
symmetry and will therefore feature
more strongly in any observed physical
First Brillouin zone of the
Figure 1.3.
zincblende crystal lattice

process. They are labelled in Figure 1.3.

The work in this thesis is concerned with

the BZ centre at k = 0 which is labelled as the F point. In describing the transport
characteristics of the SHET under varying pressure (chapter 3), states further away
from this point are shown to have a small effect, and further work when the SHET is
under magnetic field (chapters 5 and 6) is consequently interpreted as occurring
between carriers only at this point.

1.3 Heterostructures
Since essentially all the electronic and optical properties of semiconductor devices are
dependent upon the bandstructure, the ability to tailor it is obviously a powerful tool
offering the possibility of designing novel devices with superior performance. This
can be achieved by alloying two or more semiconductors, use of built-in strain via
lattice mismatched epitaxy and the use of heterostructures to cause quantum
confinement. The latter of these has been realised through the advent and
improvement of controllable growth techniques such as Metal Organic Vapour Phase
Epitaxy (MOVPE) and more recently that of Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). While
earlier growth methods could grow high quality single crystals, it was difficult for
these techniques to abruptly change semiconductors during growth. MOVPE and
MBE techniques, however, make it possible to 'grow' very pure and well ordered
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semiconductors on top of each other with the unprecedented precision of one atomic
layer. This leads to new optical and electrical devices whose properties are
determined by the quantum confinement of electrons and holes throughout the entire
heterostructure 1 . As an example,
consider the Al/ja^As-GaAsdirection of growth (z direction^
-50 A-

AlxGa,xAs GaAs

_Conduction
Band
ALGa, As

AljcGai.jcAs quantum well (Figure
1.4)

where

the

band

line-up

confines the carriers in the z
direction so that essentially a 2D
electron system forms with a free
^

electron dispersion in the x-y plane.
Valence

Band

heavy
hole"

Thus, the electron energy can be

l^hole

written as,

Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of the band
structure of a GaAs/AlxGai.AAs quantum well
neglecting any band bending, showing confinement
of electrons and holes in GaAs in the direction of
growth with an indication of a typical well width L.

(1.2)

where Ez is the energy of the
carriers in the z direction and m\\ is their effective mass in the plane perpendicular to
the interface. Similarly, 2D hole systems form in the valence band. For a simple
infinite quantum well, the electron confinement energy is given by,
n2 7T2ft
(1.3)

For a more realistic quantum well, of the type shown in Figure 1.4, Ez will similarly
depend on the well width L. The energy separation between states of differing index
number n therefore is roughly inversely proportional to the square of the well width by varying this value the energy levels within the heterostructure can be tuned
enabling the design of opto-electronic devices over a wide wavelength range.

1 Confinement is not restricted to one dimension. Continuing efforts in advanced epitaxial techniques
are being dedicated to realizing confinement in two dimensions (quantum wires) and all three
dimensions (quantum dots).
2 The system is more accurately described as being quasi 2D as the confinement potential acts over a
finite length. In this case the 2D DOS is slightly modified by the profile of the 3D DOS (shown in
Figure 1.5).

1.3 Heterostructures

The filling of the subbands themselves is determined by considering the density of
states (DOS). For parabolic bands in the (x, y) directions, the 2-dimensional DOS is
found to be independent of energy [9],

Pi =

YYL

(1.4)
Adding together the densities
associated with all the bound
states gives the total density
shown in Figure 1.5. As the
well width increases, the
bound state energies become
more closely spaced so that

Pi

the steps in the DOS become
—/

—i

^i

Energy

*

Figure 1.5. The density of states for a quasi 2D quantum
well are integral multiples of (1.4). E1, E2,... are the bound
state energies for the potential confining the electrons. The
broken curve shows the square root energy dependence of the
density of states for the 3D electrons in a film of large
thickness.

more difficult to observe.
The DOS then approaches the
smooth form appropriate to
3D free electrons indicated
by the broken curve in Figure
1.5.

In the absence of band coupling, bound states in triangular potentials also produce
free 2D systems in the (x, y) plane. The 2D DOS is then similarly step-like. In the
presence of coupling however, the problem becomes more difficult. I return to this
point in chapter 4.

1.3.1 Structure Types
The AljcGai-xAs-GaAs-AljfGai-xAs system above is an example of a 'type F system,
i.e. the quantum wells for the holes and electrons appear in the same material. Other
heterostructures can be engineered with the band lineups such that the electron and
hole quantum wells are in different materials. They are termed 'type IF with two
distinct types: staggered (InAs/AlSb) or broken gap (InAs/GaSb, and studied here).
Figure 1.6 summarises these three distinct ways in which the conduction and valence
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bands can line up at the interface between two semiconductors. Further charge
transfer and/or doping effects will alter the band profiles from their straight line bulk
case and make them bend (section 1.5).

The heterostructure can then quantum

mechanically confine electrons and holes near the interface where the band bending
occurs as well as in any well or barrier. In the case of the InAs/GaSb SHET, the
carriers will only be confined in the resulting triangular potential well near the
interface.

1

2

Type

Type II

Type I

(broken gap)

(staggered)
1

1

1

1

1

?
2
Figure 1.6. Schematic of the three distinct ways in which the conduction band valence bands can line
up at the interface between two semiconductors.

1.4 The Esaki Tunnel Diode
At this point it would be instructive to introduce the 'Esaki Tunnel Diode', a device
with transport behaviour similar to that of the structure under investigation in this
thesis - the InAs/GaSb SHET. Such a device, proposed and demonstrated in 1958 [1]
is basically a heavily doped (1019 - 1020 impurities cm"3) p-n junction and was
predicted to show Negative Differential Resistance (NDR), i.e. a regime of decreasing
current under increasing bias voltage
With such high doping concentrations the valence band of the /?-type part is
degenerate in energy with the conduction band of the w-type region at zero bias
(Figure 1.7(1)). The uppermost occupied state is at the Fermi energy EF, so that there
are empty levels at the top of the valence band on thep-type side, and occupied levels
in the conduction band on the w-type side. When the junction is biased (Figure
1.7(2)), electrons tunnel across the narrow junction to fill the empty levels in the
valence band on the right. The current rises with applied voltage until it reaches a
peak. Any further increase in bias reduces the number of crossing electron and hole
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states available for tunnelling and the
current begins to grow weaker (Figure
1.7(3) and (4)). By point (4), there are
no available electron and hole states a
the same energy and so any tunnel

V

current is blocked by the band gap. At
higher bias still (Figure 1.7(5)), the
increasing current is due to the

1

Conduction Band Edge
Band Gap
Holcs^

increasing thermal current. The high

^Electrons

doping means that the junction is very
narrow (-100A).

Electrons
Valence Band Edge

Since the time of

2

flight of the tunnelling electrons is
proportional to the length of the
electron path, the tunnel diode can be
used as a fast switch.

The most

remarkable property of tunnel diodes is
the negative slope of the current-

Figure 1.7. Schematic IV characteristic of an
Esaki Tunnel diode exhibiting NDR with
representations of the band structure at
various positions on the curve.

voltage curve - this means that the system has negative differential resistance in that
region that can also be technologically exploited. Not only does the InAs/GaSb
SHET exhibit NDR, but the mechanism is similar to that operating hi the Esaki
Tunnel diode. This is elaborated upon in more detail in the following section.

1.5 The InAs/GaSb System
Heterostructure research has primarily been centred around the nearly lattice matched
GaAs/AljcGai.jcAs system. Its uses were realized long ago in the early seventies [10]
and, in comparison, with the first proposal of the InAs/GaSb nearly lattice matched
system during the late 70s by Sai-Halasz [11], the antimonide family of
heterostructures is relatively new.
Figure 1.8 shows the band line-ups of both InAs and GaSb. As the valence band of
GaSb lies well above the conduction band of InAs, the SHET is described as being
extreme type II in nature. It is exactly the result of this type of band line-up between
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the two materials which gives the InAs/GaSb SHET its unique and unusual properties.
When brought together to form the heterostructure, charge is transferred across the
interface in a process of 'internal compensation' preserving the continuity of the
Fermi level across the structure. Electrons leave the GaSb band and flow into the
InAs conduction band, leaving behind holes. An electric field is set up causing the
bending of the conduction and valence bands in accordance with Poisson's equation.
The triangular potentials near the interface will now be able to confine charge in the z
direction resulting in a two dimensional electron gas in the InAs coexisting back to
back with a two dimensional hole gas in the GaSb.

InAs

811 meV

InAs

A=?

418 meV

GaSb

GaSb

Figure 1.8. The left hand side shows the relative energies of the conduction and valence band extrema
at OK with the value of the band overlap, A, as yet unknown (approximately 100-200 meV). The right
hand side shows a schematic SHET band profile at OK, where a charge transfer process results in the
back to back confinement of quasi 2-dimensional electron and hole gasses at the interface.

The charge transfer process therefore yields very high intrinsic 2D mobile charge
concentrations of very high quality without the need for potentially performance
<

degrading doping. Consequently, these conduction devices result in high peak current
densities. With the added possibility of including the nearly lattice matched barrier
material AlSb in the epitaxial growth sequence, the possibility exists for further
improvements to antimonide based transport or optical devices (section 1.6 and
references 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19).
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1.5.1 Resonant Conduction
Figure 1.9 shows a sample result of the IV characteristic of an InAs/GaSb SHET at
4K. A number of features can be immediately seen: i) a linear reverse bias trace, ii) a
zero bias kink after which is Hi) a linear increase in current with bias, iv) an NDR
region and finally v) a region after the NDR valley again where the current increases
with bias (but now non-linearly).

This section aims to detail the nature of the

conduction mechanism in the SHET (in the absence of magnetic field) and thus it will
include an explanation of each of the above, though not necessarily in the given order.
transport

The
Peak

Background current

mechanism itself can be
appreciated by utilising
a very simplified two
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Figure 1.9. IV trace for an 'InSb-like' interface sample at 4K
showing the main feature in the trace. Circuit oscillations lead to a
'step' in the NDR region [4,20,21].

which

in

SHET

occur

electron

through
heavy

and

holes only. It assumes
that

there

is

no

interaction between the

electrons and the holes and they therefore are completely free to move in the xy plane.
With their motion confined in the z-direction, their motion is governed by equation
(1.2). Thus, we have a free 2D electron gas in the InAs existing in the energy range
between the first confined level and the Fermi energy. In the GaSb exists a free 2D
heavy hole gas between the Fermi energy and the first confined hole state. Under
zero applied bias, the Fermi energy is continuous throughout the interface (Figure
UOa).
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a)
InAs

,,

GaSb

holes
electrons

InAs , r

GaSb

Figure 1.10. a) Shows the zero bias, zero temperature SHET band edge profile in the vicinity of the
Fermi energy. Application of forward bias (InAs negative with respect to GaSb) increases the electron
(hole) concentration which increases the band bending, resulting in an increase in E0 (HH0) which is
shown in the remaining diagrams. Also shown are the relative positions of the in-plane dispersions for
electrons and heavy holes for both cases (light and split-off hole dispersions are not shown for clarity) .

When a small forward bias is applied, the electron concentration will rise thereby
increasing the band bending and raising both the electron confinement energy and the
quasi electron Fermi level. Similarly, the hole confinement energy and t[uasi hole
Fermi level will fall. Though there is an energy overlap between the electrons and
holes, tunnelling is not possible if parallel momentum k\\ is to be conserved [22], since
the maximum parallel momentum of the holes is significantly less than the parallel
momentum of electrons with the same total energy. With a further increase in (small)
bias, tunnelling is still prevented until holes at the quasi Fermi level have the same
energy as electrons with the hole Fermi wave vector. Thus, up until this bias, the
13
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tunnelling current will be zero so accounting for the so-formed 'S' shaped kink near
zero bias. From then on however, hole states can tunnel through electron states
(Figure 1.1 Ob). The current increases monotonically with increasing voltage as the
number of hole states increases. The point at vvhich the maximum tunnel current can
be thought of as being reached when the quasi hole Fermi level is aligned with the
bottom of the electron subband.

Any subsequent increase in voltage leads to a

monotonic reduction of the current (NDR) until it vanishes at a bias Vc when the hole
confinement energy reaches the electron confinement energy and no electron and hole
states have the same energy (Figure l.lOc).
This rather simplistic picture neglects a few important effects which alter the
conduction mechanism. Firstly, phonons may allow electrons to scatter into hole
states. This can occur at any value of k\\ and is capable of providing a significant
current beyond Vc (Figure 1.1 Od). A major part of this work is in fact to determine if
at all such phonon processes occur and if they are interface dependent. The actual
details of these results are left until chapters 4 to 6 as the aim of this section is to
provide a short insight into conduction in the SHET. Another important effect that
the above discussion neglects is electron-hole and heavy hole-light hole coupling.
Band mixing effects between electrons and holes can be successfully neglected in
GaAs/AlGaAs systems because the separation between conduction and valence band
states is large. In the InAs/GaSb SHET, band mixing introduces large band nonparabolicites so that the in-plane free electron/hole dispersion picture is in fact a
significant approximation [23]. Chapters 3 and 4 detail the k.p method applied to the
InAs/GaSb SHET which for the first time to take into account these non-parabolic
effects caused by band mixing.
Various conduction mechanisms have been suggested [5] to explain the variation of
the current beyond the NDR region, termed the background current.

These are

summarised below,
•

One step tunnelling of electrons from the InAs to GaSb conduction band or holes
from GaSb to InAs valence band. However, according to previous calculations [5]
this is unlikely as the GaSb conduction band remains well above the InAs
conduction band (and similarly for the valence bands) at high biases. In addition
14
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as the bands will have uncrossed at such high bias, states at finite k\\ will be
restricted to existing on one side of the interface: those in InAs predominantly
electron-like and those in GaSb hole-like. Thus band mixing is also unlikely to be
a significant background current source.
•

Thermal excitation of electrons from the conduction band in InAs into the GaSb
conduction band (and similarly excitations of holes into the InAs valence band).
However the lack of any fit between high bias currents and the thermionic
emission theory (via the Richard-Dushman equation),

the temperature

insensitivity of the valley and the fact that large background, currents even at IK
are observed suggesi that the role of thermal contribution is small [5]. Note that
Shen [24], in contrast, has been able to prove that the unexpected large
background current in the InAs/AlSb/GaSb/AlSb/InAs system is partly due to this
thermal contribution.
•

The role of impurities aiding thermal or tunnelling conduction remains unclear. A
low background doping and consequently a low impurity density of states would
be unlikely to provide any significant contribution to the background current.

•

Again the possibility exists for phonon mediated tunnelling contributing to the
background current.

These may allow electrons (holes) to tunnel into local

impurity levels located in the band gap and then lose (gain) energy through
phonon emission into the GaSb valence (InAs conduction) band.
This perhaps is the least well understood part of the IV trace of the SHET. With
studies focused more on the NDR region, it seems that the study of the background
current is relegated to a secondary position, though with the various possible
conduction mechanisms (or combinations of) suggested above, there is clearly a rich
amount to be learnt through resolving its component sources.
In reverse bias, the SHET exhibits an altogether different IV curve - with bulk GaSb
valence band states and bulk InAs conduction band states overlapping, a current
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proportional to the voltage flows, rather like reverse bias in an Esaki tunnel diode but
without the barrier.
This introduction into the operation of the SHET lays the foundations to
understanding its IV characteristics.

In reality however, band mixing, inelastic

processes and interface effects all affect the conduction mechanism and it is the aim
of this work to determine which processes are responsible for tunnelling and in what
proportion. The conclusions will be discussed in detail in later chapters.

1.5.2 The SHET Interface
The lack of any common element in the bulk materials of the InAs/GaSb
heterojunction allows structures to be grown that are nominally identical except for
the monolayer at the interface. Two possibilities exist. Either an 'InSb-like' or 'GaAs-like' interface may be grown (Figure 1.11). This monolayer in turn determines
the band overlap A (measurements by Daly et al [25] show it to be 155±5 meV and
125±5 meV respectively), and the diode vertical transport characteristics [26]. It is
not unreasonable to assume that the different responses of the two sample types could
be explained by the difference of 30 meV. However, this is found not to be the case.
Pressure and field measurements presented (here and earlier in [5]) show the two
interface types support very different conduction mechanisms, with the 'InSb-like'
samples behaving more predictably than the 'GaAs-like' samples. With the added k.p
analysis taking into account band mixing effects as well as decoupled models taking
into account the effect of magnetic field, this thesis will provide further clues to aid in
discovering the underlying reasons (or additional processes) responsible for the
difference. These are presented in the remainder of the thesis and a more detailed
discussion on A is reserved until section 4.3.
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Figure 1.11. [110] projections of the SHET with an 'InSb-like' interface and a 'GaAs-like' interface.
Single lines are bonds in the plane of the paper and the double lines are projected up from or down
through it.

1.6 Applications of Antimonide Based Materials
The nearly lattice matched InAs and GaSb (along with AlSb) offer a large range of
possible band alignments which can be used to fabricate a wide array of structures for
transport and optical use.

The applications of antimonide based materials are

therefore tremendous and include devices for infra-red gas detectors, laser technology
and long haul communications. The following section, as a representative crosssection lists some antimonide based devices under development.

1.6.1 Infra-red Lasers
Recent developments exploiting the novel band gap alignment between InAs and
GaSb have led to a realisation of type II quantum cascade (QC) lasers for high power
mid and long wavelength IR source applications. The basic unit in a type II QC laser
structure comprises two coupled QWs residing in conduction and valence bands
respectively, with the valence band edge in one QW higher in energy than the
conduction band edge of the other QW.

The approach, utilising intersubband

transitions is determined, not by the band gap, but by the small energy separation of
conduction subbands arising from quantum confinement in QW structures based on
wider band-gap semiconductor materials. A bias is applied to the structure so that the
hole level in the GaSb layer becomes resonant with the lower electron bound state in
the InAs well. Electrons will therefore tunnel out of the lower confined state very
quickly. They cannot tunnel out of the upper state because this lies in the forbidden
gap of the layers to its right and a population inversion is therefore created. The
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electrons in the upper state must undergo a radiative transition to the lower state
before tunnelling out of the InAs well. A significant advantage of such a device over
others is that the lasing wavelength can be tailored over a wide spectral range from
mid IR to submillimetre by changing either the composition or thickness of the QW
layer. Yang et al have provided an analysis and demonstration of such lasers [27]
with verification by Hasenberg et al [28]. With the emission wavelength of current
semiconducting lasers mainly in the near IR, such antimonide based lasers producing
light in the atmospheric IR transmission windows (3-5 and 8-12 jim) would be of
tremendous benefit. Their potential applications would be widespread and could, as
examples, be used in atmospheric pollution monitoring, medical diagnostics and
communications.

Figure 1.12. A section of a Quantum Cascade Layer based on intersubband transitions in an
InAs/AlSb/GaSb type II quantum well structure. By varying the composition and thickness of each layer,
the laser energy can be fine tuned. Note also the possibility of direct transitions between electron and hole
states (Ej - HHj for example) giving another mechanism to produce light.

The optical applications of antimonide based materials do not limit themselves to
lasers. High efficiency LEDs based on GamAsSb/GaSb and GalnAsSb/GaAlAsSb
structures [29] have been fabricated in addition to high performance superfast
GalnAsSb/GaAlAsSb photodiodes [29, 30], etc. and indicate the established use of
antimonides in modern optoelectronics.

1.6.2 Microwave diodes
An obvious, yet very important application of devices exhibiting NDR is their use as
oscillators extending into the microwave frequency band. At biases near the NDR the
diodes can be inserted in a resonant circuit or cavity generating oscillations at the
resonant frequency.

Recently, Brown et al [31] have reported oscillations at
18
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frequencies between 100 to 712 GHz using an InAs/AlSb double barrier structure.
Not only did their device yield frequencies in excess of those produced by the
GaAs/AlAs material system, but the measured power density at the resonant
frequency was considerably larger. Clearly, such antimonide based devices exhibiting
NDR might be used as microwave sources for communications and radar.

1.6.3 Transistors
One of the earliest applications of the InAs/GaSb material systems, exploiting the
novel energy band line ups was in transistor technology [32]. As early as the late 80s,
the hot-electron transistor [33] was fabricated by Chiu et al who used AlSb, InAs and
GaSb as the emitter, base and collector respectively.

At around this period, the

bipolar [34] and field effect transistors (FETs) [35] were also developed, again
utilising InAs and GaSb as well as Al based materials. More recently, Tehrani et al.
[36] designed a three terminal resonant interband tunnelling FET, based on the
InAs/AlSb/GaSb resonant tunnelling diode integrated into the drain or source region
of an InGaAs/AlGaAs/GaAs FET.

Their device demonstrates the possibility of

combining the best tunnelling diode structure with the best of FET technology to
achieve the highest peak to valley ratios and gain.

The same group were also

responsible for the Stark effect transistor, a device which made use of Stark shifts of
energy levels in a quantum well to exhibit transistor action at room temperature. Such
devices have the potential to be used in the fabrication of high speed and high
frequency circuits.

1.7 Outline of The sis
This section provides a brief outline of the contents of the subsequent chapters.
«

Chapter 2 provides a summary of the experimental methods used in collecting the
data for this thesis as well as briefly reviewing the work of Mason et al, who
instigated the programme of growth and development that ultimately has lead to
experimentally accessible samples.

Detail in these chapters for both sections is

deliberately avoided as it has been well documented in previous work [5].
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The next three chapters present experimental results and the results of theoretical
models used to aid the understanding of the conduction mechanism in the SHET.
They therefore represent the central chapters of this work.

Chapter 3 and 4

collectively present a study of the SHET under pressure using a full k.p SchrodingerPoisson model taking into account band mixing effects.

As a substantial

improvement to the decoupled model employed in [5], the results of this chapter are
crucial to corroborating their conclusions, namely that resonance tunnelling in 'InSblike' interface samples is consistent with the mechanism outlined in section 1.5.1,
though inconsistent for tunnelling in 'GaAs-like' samples.
Chapter 5 provides a detailed account of the effect of magnetic field perpendicular to
the interface on the IV trace of the SHET. Pressure is used as a further parameter in
investigating various features that are field induced and analysed using a decoupled
model.

Evidence for Landau levels in the samples is presented and perhaps

unsurprisingly, interface dependent features revealing strong evidence for inelastic
processes in both sample types (and especially strong in the 'GaAs-like' samples).
The results therefore represent a large step in understanding the origins of the
differences in the conduction mechanism.
The effect of magnetic field applied parallel to the interface (instead of perpendicular)
in various orientations is investigated in chapter 6.

With the results of previous

chapters revealing stark differences in the IVs between the two interface types, the
results here prove to be no exception. Employing self-consistent calculations again,
the results confirm the interface dependent results of chapters 4 and 5 and in addition
provide evidence for anisotropy in the hole Fermi surface. Complicated and as yet
unexplained features are observed in the 'GaAs-like' samples as the field is rotated.
As the reason for the different NDR traces of the two sample types seems to be
*

increasingly explicable through evidence for inelastic processes and even interface
effects (chapters 4 to 6), these surprising results remind us that the InAs/GaSb SHET
is a system worthy of continuing experimental and theoretical research.
Finally, chapter 7 provides a summary of the new discoveries contained in this thesis,
a round-up of work that still has to be investigated and suggestions for continuing the
research in the antimonide family of heterostructures.
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2. / Introduction

2.1 Introduction
A prerequisite of studying two dimensional semiconductor physics is the availability
of i) high quality samples grown with near perfect interfaces, and ii) suitable
experimental apparatus to probe the vertical transport properties of the sample.
Though the work here is concerned with the physics behind resonant tunnelling in the
SHET, it would be incomplete should the reader not be given an appreciation of the
many years of painstaking research that have gone into optimising its growth as well
as of the methods used to collect data. This chapter is intended for just this purpose.
The basis for all the experiments reported in this work were carried out on an
automated rig. Once the samples were ready to be tested, such a set-up allowed
measurements of IV under a combination of pressure and magnetic field (and the
corresponding conductance and 2nd derivative traces) to be made. In this chapter, a
brief introduction to device fabrication (section 2.2) and experimental techniques
(sections 2.3) will be given. For a more detailed exposition of the apparatus, readers
are referred to references [l] and [2].

2.2 A Brief Overview of Sample Growth and
Processing
The physics behind the work carried out here, and indeed in any modern
semiconductor research be it experimental or theoretical, requires the availability of
excellent quality structures on which the physicist can perform his or her experiments.
Such a requirement has led to what is sometimes known as 'Quantum Engineering' a term that appropriately describes the growing of structures uniform to the atomic
level. Through a program of optimisation started in the early 1990s, the Clarendon
benefits greatly from the work of Mason and Walker, the 'Quantum engineers'
responsible for much of the sample growth [3].

For my specific case of the

InAs/GaSb SHET success of the home grown diodes is reflected by previous reports
of highest measured peak to valley ratios [4]. This section is intended to give a very
brief introduction to methods used in heterostructure growth and specifically, that of
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the development of the 1771 and 1772 series of samples exclusively used throughout
this work. For a more detailed review, readers are referred to [3] and [4].
The most commonly method employed for sample growth is that of Metal Organic
Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) and this has been the method used in the Clarendon.
This growth technique essentially passes metal-organic molecules (alkyls) of the
group III elements mixed with hydrides, or organic compounds, of the group V
elements over a heated substrate. The compounds react and epitaxial layers of the
required III-V compound are deposited on the substrate. The source materials are
carried by palladium diffused hydrogen through a mixing manifold and into a silica
growth cell containing the heated substrate. (The sources used are trimethylantimony
for Sb, trimethylgallium for Ga, trimethylindium for In, tertiarybutylarsene for As.)
In forming heterostructures, individual layers are formed by allowing two appropriate
precursors containing the required group III and group V elements respectively into
the silica gel over the heated substrate. At the interface between the layers, the
precursors are switched off and the appropriate new precursors are switched on. In
the growth of any heterostructure of InAs and GaSb, the lack of a common anion or
cation allows them to be grown with the possibility of growing an interface that is
either 'InSb-like' or 'GaAs-like'. In practice, this is achieved by staggering the
precursor switching in a predetermined manner.
Through a consideration of sharpness of the NDR, hysteresis and reproducibility of
the IV, Khan-Cheema (see chapter 5 of [l]) identified the optimal sequence leading to
the highest quality samples. In this sequence, the interface is grown by allowing only
one of its constituent elements in at a time. For the 'GaAs-like' interface samples for
example, the Ga precursor continues for 0.5s after the Sb has been switched off before
being turned off itself.

Only then is the As precursor switched on, biasing the

interface towards 'GaAs-like', followed by the In precursor 0.5s later.

Raman

measurements and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) performed by Lyapin
[5] and Murgatroyd [6] have added weight to Khan Cheema's choice, revealing that
this switching sequence produces the best quality of monolayer interfaces. It is this
growth sequence therefore, labelling 1771 for samples with an 'InSb-like' interface
and 1772 for samples grown with an 'GaAs-like' interface that is used throughout this
thesis.
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Figure 2.1 details the structure of the InAs/GaSb SHET.

A 6000 A nominally

undoped GaSb buffer layer is grown on top of ap+ GaSb substrate. This is followed
by a 3000 A layer of «-type InAs.
Once in this form, further processing is
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of microns to reduce the current

thereby reducing Joule heating effects. This is done by G Hill and co-workers at the
University of Sheffield. The details of the processing of the wafers to lO^m devices
sitting in cylindrical 'H4' packages are described again in [l] and are not reproduced
here.

2.3 Vertical Transport IV Data Acquisition
With the sample sitting conveniently in the H4 package, contacts are indium soldered
to its base and rim using approximately 1 cm of gold wire. Initial measurements were
made by attaching the gold wires to a basic insert consisting of copper wires which
were subsequently fed to an IV measuring unit. For 4K measurements in magnetic
fields, the sample was attached to specially made inserts [7, 8] carefully orientating
the sample so that the magnetic field could be applied perpendicular or parallel to the
interface. Once that was done, a metal jacket was placed over the insert and sealed.
The air was pumped out and replaced by a low pressure of helium gas to serve as a
thermal conductor during cooling of the sample in the magnet. During pressure runs
or combined pressure-magnetic field experiments, the sample loaded in the cell was
attached to an appropriate insert which was then cooled to 4K either in an ordinary
cryostat or in the magnet cryostat.

Recent improvements in insert design have

allowed samples to be rotated in the magnet or to even hold spherical pressure cells
allowing high pressure measurements with variable sample orientation in the
magnetic field.
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The principle behind the IV trace data acquisition is actually very simple and is based
on the circuit diagram below (Figure 2.2). An IV unit, designed in the electronics
workshop by Smith [9] provides a steady internally generated voltage, Vin, typically
ranging from -1 to +1V. This is fed into a voltage amplifier, AMP1, which drives
terminal A of the sample. Negative feedback keeps AMP2 'ideal' so VB is equal to
the voltage at its positive input, making VB a 'virtual earth' at close to 0V. Thus, the
voltage across the sample is given by VA- The current fed back through R to the
amplifier will exactly cancel the current flowing in the sample, so the sample current
is given by:

=_YLR

(2.1)

where Vj is the output from AMP 2.

Vin

\^
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Figure 2.2. Basic circuit for IV measuring unit.

The resistor, R, can be switched between sensitivities of 10 uA/V up to 10 mA/V,
allowing a corresponding voltage output range of between 0 and 10V. The current
and voltage measurements are fed into two Keithley DMMs (reading VA to an
accuracy of 0.1 mV and V/ to 5 decimal places) which are triggered and read by the
computer via an IEEE interface after a preset delay time of around 100ms, necessary
to allow the DMMs to settle to an accurate reading. The computer then increments or
4

decreases the D AC voltage by a preset number of bits and the process is repeated. In
this way, data sets can be recorded sweeping up or down over a desired voltage range.
Weak features in the IV traces were identified by measuring the conductance (dl/dV)
as a function of bias. These are carried out by modulation of the applied dc voltage
with a small sinusoidal ac signal. The resulting oscillating component of the current
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is measured and fed into a lock-in amplifier where it is multiplied by a reference
signal of the same frequency (and phase) as the modulation.

Integration of the

resulting signal gives a dc voltage which is proportional to the conductance. The dc
output of the lock-in amplifier is then measured with a DMM in the usual way.
Weaker features still are identified by numerically calculating the derivative of the
conductance traces in MicoCal Origin™. Such measurements were extensively used
throughout all experiments involving pressure and magnetic field.
In practice, data acquisition is controlled by computer using "NDR for Windows"
designed and written by Khan-Cheema [l]. This controls all initialisation procedures,
the voltage ramps and the data acquisition.

2.3.1 The High Pressure Russian Cell
The ability to change the band structure of any semiconductor device, and hence any
of its observable properties, undoubtedly will lead to a better understanding of the
device operation and the physics behind it.

A key tool in tunnelling research

employed for just this reason is the application of hydrostatic pressure [10]. The
results and conclusions of chapters 4 to 6 all have used pressure as a means to alter
(reversibly) the band structure of the InAs/GaSb SHET and therefore its IV.
All the pressure measurements were taken exclusively with the 'Russian' pressure
cell. This remarkable cell is ideal for combined pressure-magnetic field runs for two
main reasons. Firstly, with a diameter of 27mm and length 47mm, it is the only cell
available that can fit into the magnet. Secondly, an outer beryllium-copper body and
an inner non-magnetic Nickel-Chromium-Aluminium (NCA) alloy allowed it to
withstand enormous pressures reaching 27 kbar. In practice however, pressures rarely
were raised above 20 kbar as NDR vanished by about these pressures - well within the
safety margins of the cell's use.

The extreme nature of its size and operating

pressures results in a bore of 4 mm - just enough to house one sample, albeit
intricately.
Figure 2.3 below shows a cross-section of the cell and a close up of the teflon capsule
in which the sample sits. With the set up below, using petroleum spirit as the pressure
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medium, the sample was
simply compressed using
hydraulic
presses

press.

This

the

pistons

on

causing the teflon hat to
compress. An estimate of
the pressure exerted on the
sample can be determined
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Bottom screw

is reached, the upper screw
is tightened, transferring

Figure 2.3. Cross-section of the Russian cell and a close up
view of the teflon capsule housing the sample.

the pressure exerted from
the hydraulic press to the cell itself.

An accurate measure of the pressure can

simultaneously be found through a four terminal measurement of the resistance of the
manganin wire, also attached to the sample stage. This takes the form,

(2.2)

where RO is the resistance of the wire at atmospheric pressure, RP is the resistance at
the pressure at which it is being measured and &R=RP -Ro. The coefficient a and p
are 395.3 and 200 respectively at 300K and 391 and 200 respectively at 77K (or 4K)
leading to a difference between the pressure at 77K and 300K of roughly 4 kbar [11].
The sample itself sits on a 'sample stage'. To this are connected at the very least 6
wires: two for the sample and four for the manganin manometer. These are passed to
the obturator and glued into place by stycast expoxy resin. A brass washer is slotted
on to the obturator, followed by a teflon hat containing the pressure medium. The
brass is easily malleable so that as soon as pressure is applied by the press, a leak
proof seal is made between the obturator and the teflon hat.
Future experiments will be able to exploit the latest technology in pressure cell
design. Recently, spherical cells capable of fitting into the narrow superconducting
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magnet cryostat have been designed [10]. With an insert designed by H Im allowing
the cell to be rotated and able to withstand pressures up to 16 kbar, such apparatus
will yield important information on, for example, high pressure angle resolved
magnetotunnelling experiments. In the GaAs/AlGaAs double barrier system, such
experiments have revealed novel F-X mixing effects [12]. The 1 bar equivalent
experiments on the InAs/GaSb system potentially reveal information about the
anisotropy of the hole Fermi surface and yet more differences in the transport
properties of the two interface types (chapter 6), with the promise of further insights
under pressure.

2.3.2 Continuous and Pulsed Magnetic Fields
Continuous fields were provided by an Oxford Instruments (OI) superconducting
magnet. With the superconducting coils immersed in liquid helium and carrying up to
115A, fields up to 15K can be readily generated. The principle behind its use for the
experiments carried out for this thesis is simple. Without any need for detailed
temperature control (all measurements taken at 4.2K), liquid helium was transferred
to the magnet bath via an OI GFS300 transfer tube. The sample at the end of an insert
(or in a pressure cell at the end of the insert) is slowly lowered over a period of 30
minutes into the liquid helium filled magnet. The magnetic field is then swept to the
required strength and the IV (or conductance) results taken by the IV measuring unit
described earlier. Previous measurements have required the use of a continuous flow
cryostat system to enable accurate sample temperature control [1]. This requires the
use of an additional Compton pump controlling gas flow across the sample through an
adjustable needle valve attached between the liquid helium bath and the cryostat
where the sample resides. Extra care is then obviously required in order to maintain
the sample at a steady temperature.
For higher fields, the Clarendon houses a pulsed magnet field system with a typical
total pulse length of 20 ms [13]. The system consists of a 32 mF capacitor bank which
is charged up to 7 kV to provide the huge discharge needed to induce fields up to SOT
in the solenoid. The coil construction itself is graded such that the high stress region
of the coil, typically the inner region, can be wound from the minimum necessary
length of a high strength but high conductivity wire, which is usually copper-niobium
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(CuNb).

The outer part is A^Os being a moderate strength, higher conductivity

material.

The result is a coil with high strength where needed but an overall

resistance as low as possible making it less vulnerable to thermal limitation [14].
The magnet is precooled in a dewar filled with liquid nitrogen and a stainless steel
vacuum insulated insert is placed in the inner cavity. This hi turn is filled with
nitrogen or helium. The sample, attached to the end of an insert can then be placed in
the inner cavity, making sure that it finally rests at the centre of the solenoid. On
discharging the capacitors, the magnetic field increases, reaching a maximum before
decreasing over the pulse time length. It is recorded by pick-up coils and a saw tooth
voltage is applied to the sample such that the forward bias peak coincides with the
maximum field. This optimises the forward bias measurements for peak field. The
pick up coils attached to the insert record dB/dt (which is integrated by computer to
yield the field B) and the standard IV measuring apparatus described earlier in section
2.3 is used to measure the voltage and current.
Future experiments will be able to take advantage of a new pressure cell, capable of
fitting in the 18mm bore of the pulsed magnet cryostat. Again a product of Russian
expertise [10], the cell is able to withstand pressures of up to 16 kbar at room
temperature (12 kbar at 77K) and is highly non-magnetic. The high pressure-very
high magnetic field combination that is therefore available should provide any future
physicist a convenient and powerful tool to investigate the vertical transport
behaviour of the InAs/GaSb SHET (or of course those of other structures).
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3.1 Introduction

3.1 Introduction
Many properties of bulk semiconductors are dependent on the mutual interaction of
the various bands in tne material, and a comprehensive theoretical study cannot be
complete without these interactions being taken into account. Indeed, the small band
gaps of InAs and GaSb [l] imply that any realistic calculation of their band structure
and those of their derivative heterostructures must include such perturbative effects.
This can be done from first principles using the pseudo-potential or tight binding
models, though a major drawback of these methods is the considerable computational
power they require. The k.p method offers a way out of this apparent impasse,
allowing quick and accurate determination of energy band dispersions and
wavefunctions in the vicinity of an important high symmetry k point. Its origins lie in
the work of Shockley [2] and other noted figures including Dresselhaus, Kip and
Kittel [3, 4], Luttinger and Kohn [5, 6] and of course Kane [1, 15]. Its continual
development now ranks it as a very fundamental theory very often used in
semiconductor physics [7]. It is this model that is used in this and the following
chapter. Further, this theory has been extended to include heterostructures by way of
the Envelope Function Approximation (EFA) and the report constituted here and in
the subsequent chapter is to my knowledge the first report on the application of this
theory to the InAs/GaSb single heterojunction. This chapter introduces the basics of
k.p theory and the envelope function approximation.

Chapter 4 details its

applications to the InAs-GaSb heteroj unction.
At the time of writing of this thesis, the nearest works encountered have been those of
Vaughan [8] and Altarelli [9] applied to InAs/GaSb superlattices. Vaughan exploited
the periodicity of the superlattice to write the Hamiltonian and (envelope) wave
functions as Fourier expansions in momentum space. However, the calculation time
is proportional to the layer width of the superlattice, so in the limit of large layer
thicknesses in approximating a SHET, the calculation would take a very long time.
Altarelli [9] used a 3-band k.p model and solves by using a modified variational
principle.

Again he solved for superlattices.

The method used here calculates

solutions exactly at the F-point and then expands wavefunctions at other points in
terms of the F-point basis.

Those details are presented in chapter 4.

With the
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inclusion, of magnetic field in the Hamiltonian [7, 8, 10, 11], future work should be
able to take into account the effect of band mixing when a magnetic field is applied
perpendicular and parallel to the interface.
The highest symmetry point in the Brillouin zone is that occurring at the zone centre
(the F point).

Furthermore the band gap extrema for most III-V and II-VI

semiconductors (with the major exception of AlAs) lie at this point so that observed
semiconductor phenomena are often related to carriers near this point. This chapter
commences with a discussion of the symmetry properties of the conduction and
valence band zone centre Bloch states (section 3.2). With the F-point set of basis
functions, I detail k.p theory applied in the simple case of a single nondegenerate
band (section 3.3.1) before detailing the approach used by Kane [1, 15] to treat the
more realistic case of degenerate bands (section 3.3.2).

Perturbative effects are

considered in section 3.3.3 to finally yield the Hamiltonian used throughout this work.
The EFA is described (sections 3.4) to allow the theory to be extended to
heterostructures, which for this work is specifically the InAs/GaSb single
heterojunction.

Finally the chapter ends with a discussion on major time-saving

approximations, computational shortcuts and a summary.

3.2 Symmetries of the Zinc-Blende Structure
The crystal structure shared by most III-V semiconductors is that of two inter-linked
face centred cubic Bravais lattices, one each describing the loci of the group III atoms
and group V atoms. The offset vector between these two Bravais lattices is a(\ + j +
k)/4, where i, j and k are orthogonal unit vectors and a is the lattice constant. This
combination is known as the zinc-blende structure and is the same as the diamond
structure but with two different constituent atoms forming each nearest neighbour
<

pair.

Consideration of the symmetry properties of such a crystal type greatly

simplifies the description of the electronic states, and this is taken advantage of in the
ensuing k.p description of band structure. This subsection is therefore intended to
provide the reader with no more than an appreciation of the relevant group theoretical
concepts. More detailed information can be found in [12, 23].
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In the terminology of group theory, the space group of the zinc-blende structure is
said to be 'symmorphic', i.e. it can be subdivided into two separate subgroups
representing translational and rotational operators and thus they can be treated
separately. The lattice periodicity (and hence that of the Hamilton ian describing the
states, *F) leads to the well known Bloch theorem.

where the wnk are rapidly varying functions (indexed by the band number n at some k
vector belonging to the first Brillouin zone) having the same periodicity as the
underlying Bravais lattice and are called Bloch functions.
Rotational symmetry further allows one to extract information about the nature of the
Bloch states at very high symmetry points in the Brillouin zone. The point group of
the zinc-blende structure is identical to that of the well established point group Tj of
the tetrahedron [14]. The eight outermost electrons from each primitive cell in the IIIV semiconductor stem from the s and p orbitals, so that the valence band edge in the
crystal will have the symmetry of the bonding p orbitals which correspond to the T$
irreducible representation (irrep) of Tj in the absence of spin-orbit coupling. Thus the
valence band at the Y point is threefold degenerate and the Bloch state can be labelled
accordingly as | Jf }, 7), Z) where the notation signifies that these functions have the
same symmetry properties as the atomic px, py and pz orbitals. The irrep of the
conduction band is simpler still, given by the representation r\ and is singly
degenerate. This has s-like symmetry properties and is therefore labelled as
The inclusion of the spin-orbit interaction requires a more complete study of the
double group containing both the symmetry operations of the spin wavefunctions and
4

those of the orbital wavefunctions. It splits the sixfold degeneracy of the valence
band into a four- fold degenerate j = 3/2 state and a two-fold degenerate state withy =
1/2. From the characters of the double group [12, 14], one finds that these states
belong to the F8 and F7 representations respectively.

The conduction band

representation, now 1^, however, remains two-fold degenerate.

The Bloch states

which can now uniquely be labelled according to their j and m/ numbers can be
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expressed as a linear combination of the eigenfuiictions of the orbital angular
momentum and spin3. This is done specifically to diagonalise the spin interaction
[15]. The states are reproduced below in Table 3.1.

3.3 k.p Theory for Bulk Semiconductors
3.3.1 Nondegenerate Perturbative Approach
Neglecting many-body effects and the spin-orbit interaction, the eigenvalue equation
for an electron moving in a periodic potential V(r) takes the following form [13, 14,
15,20]:
(r) = *0<F(r)

(3.2)

Where K(r) is the Hartree mean field crystal lattice potential, which has the same
periodicity as the underlying Bravais lattice.

Substituting the Bloch form of the

wavefunction (3.1) into (3.2), the Schrodinger equation can be written in terms of a
modified Bloch Hamiltonian, H,

For any given ko, the set of all ullh (r) form a complete set of eigenfunctions with the
same periodicity as the lattice. Thus the unh for any other k may be expressed in
terms of an expansion of the Bloch functions at the given value of k = ko. Following
on from the discussion at the end of the introduction (3.1), the Bloch states at k are
expanded in terms of the zone centre Bloch functions,

3 This is made possible because the eigenfunctions of the spin-orbit interaction are eigenstates of the
total angular momentum j = l + s and its z component. This follows through noting that since / depends
on spatial coordinates and s does not, they will commute: [/, s] = 0. It is therefore evident that the
components of the total angular momentum will satisfy the angular momentum commutation relations.
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where the F-point Bloch functions, w^(r) , form a complete set of eigenfunctions of
. Substituting (3.4) into

the crystal Hamiltonian at ko = 0
(3.3) leads to the eigenvalue equation,

(3-5)
in

where the matrix elements Him = \tf\H\u^\ are given by,

(3.6)

2mo

0

The diagonal terms are essentially the eigenvalue solutions to the crystal Hamiltonian
HO at the F-point

The off-diagonal terms describe the k-dependent interactions

between the n different (non-degenerate) electronic bands.
The Schrodinger equation may be written in the form

= [Ha (r)

(3.7)

= — k-p and

(3.8)

where,

For small values of k in the vicinity of the F-point, the k.p term can be treated as a
perturbation, yielding eigenvalues £nk to second order:

|k.pnm
2m0
This describes an essentially parabolic dispersion for the different electronic bands in
the vicinity of the F-point, modified by a non-parabolicity introduced by k-dependent
interband (n*m) interactions. Using the effective mass relation,
nk

m..

(3.10)
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equation (3.9) leads to an expression for the effective mass tensor mn in the vicinity
k~0, given to second order for the wth band as:

CUD
where the i are the unit vectors of the principal crystal axes. The free electron mass
mo is perturbed by dispersive interband terms, originating from the k.p interaction.
The effect of the neighbouring bands on the effective mass depends on two factors:
• In a lattice with inversion symmetry, such as diamond, the first order matrix
elements of the k.p perturbation in equation (3.11) are zero. Although the zincblende structure lacks inversion symmetry, the first order elements are small and
can be neglected [ l, 16]4.
• The energy separation e[ - sYm between the two bands determines the relative
importance of the contribution of m to the effective mass of band n. The
contribution to the mass mn can be negative as well as positive, causing mn to
become negative in some cases.

3.3.2 Degenerate Bands - The Kane Model
Kane noticed that for the principal III-V and II-VI semiconductor systems at the Fpoint, the lowest Fa (J = i) conduction band and the highest F8 (J = f) and Fy (J = 5)
valence band edges (the so called 'near' states) are well separated from the other
crystal bands (the 'far' states), which to a first approximation can be neglected, but
included later through a second-order perturbative treatment (3.3.3). For a detailed
account of the derivation of the Hamiltonian, the reader is referred to his review
papers and the work of Bir and Pikus [7] who obtain the same result through the use
of complex group theoretical arguments. Here, only the first step in Kane's analysis
will be considered. This was essentially finding a k = 0 basis in which the (non-zero)
spin-orbit coupling in III-V semiconductors became diagonal.

4 A Taylor expansion about the assumed extremum at the T point would lead to the same conclusion.
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The spin-orbit interaction has up to this point been ignored (in equation (3.2)) but of
course plays an important role in many semiconducting materials. It takes the form
[15],

Where a are the Pauli operators on the electron-spin variable. Hso leads to two terms
in equation (3.6), namely Hso itself and,

(3.13)
is usually very small compared to Hso 3 and hence is frequently neglected [15].
Instead of using the set of eight zone centre Bloch wavefunctions functions
|S),|X), |7) and Z) (each band having two degenerate spin states and which
transform according to the symmetry properties of the atomic s, px, py, and pz
wavefunctions) linear combinations of the basis functions can be formed such that the
total angular momentum, J, and its linear projection, m7, are diagonal in the new basis.
The explicit form of the eight F-point Bloch functions uno are given in Table 3.1
below. In Kane's framework therefore, these are the 'near' states, as opposed to all
the other 'far' bands, which are included by perturbation theory. The Hamiltonian
itself is reproduced in Appendix C.

5 The reason is that the main contribution to the spin-orbit interaction comes from the core region of the
atom where VT and p are very large, k is at most '/2 a reciprocal lattice vector and hence small
compared to p.
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u[ and
0
0

-EG
-E,

w4 (r) =

-EG

Table 3.1. The eight band T-point Bloch functions for a zinc blende or diamond crystal structure,
given in terms of the periodic atomic basis functions (see Appendix C where the Kane Hamiltonian is
reproduced for which these are used as a basis). The linear combinations are such that the spin-orbit
interaction is diagonal.

In this representation, the spin-orbit interaction Hso (3.12) (though not necessarily
Hiuo) is diagonal and does not contribute to the off-diagonal interband matrix
elements, which simply reduce to JL(n r \p\mr }.

Equation Cl can then be

diagonalised to give the eigenvalue equation,
(3.14)

where n runs over the four doubly degenerate bands. In the [001] direction, k± = kx ±
iky = 0, k = kz and the Kane Hamiltonian becomes block diagonal. It is then easy to
show that the eigenvalues are solutions of,
1 k = -Ee

(3.15)
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and,

where Eg is the fundamental band gap at the /"-point (Erf - Er^ } and Aso is the spin
orbit splitting (Er^ -Er }. The Kane interband matrix element P,
(3.17)
describing the interactions between the conduction and valence band states has a
value that depends on functions that vary on the atomic scale. As the lattice constants
for many III-V materials are approximately the same, one would expect and indeed
finds that this value is fairly constant [20]. Also note the solutions for equations
(3.15) and (3.16) correspond for any &z to a given value ofm/: m/ = ± 3/2 for equation
(3.15) and m/ = ± 1/2 for equation (3.16).
Expanding equations (3.15) and (3.16) to second order in k (the higher order terms
give rise to non-parabolicity), the [001] direction dispersions and effective masses of
the conduction and valence bands near the F-point are obtained (Table 3.2). Notice
that the nij = ±3/2 state (equation (3.15)) lacks any coupling leading to an effective
mass which coincides with the bare electron mass. This is due to restricting the k.p
interaction to the /£, Pj and /g basis. A more thorough calculation would need to
consider remote band effects outside this basis. This is the subject of the next section.
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Table 3.2. The eigenvalue solutions and effective masses for the principal spin-degenerate conduction
and valence bands in the vicinity of the T-point from an 8 band Kane analysis in the [001] direction.
Any attempt to diagonlise the Kane Hamiltonian (in any other direction besides [100], [001] etc., leads
to non zero k± (kx ± iky) terms due to admixing between various w, states - the algebra is therefore more
complicated). Note the obviously incorrect prediction of a heavy hole mass equal to that of a free
electron mass.

3.3.3 Far Band Considerations:

Lowdin

Perturbation

Theory
The Kane model, though allowing interactions between bands, does so in the limit of
a restricted subspace. The consequence is that in many cases it still does not
reproduce correct band structure. For example, it still predicts heavy holes with an
effective mass equal to the free electron mass. To resolve this inconsistency, the socalled 'far' states need to be considered. This is done by a second order perturbative
method, known as Lowdin perturbation theory. In this method, the Bloch functions
for arbitrary k (wnk) are expanded in terms of the band edge (F-point) Bloch functions
uj which can be divided into two classes corresponding to 'near' and 'far' states.
The aim is to describe the behaviour of the near band states, in the context of In
dependent interactions between the different near band states and also with the far
band states.
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L5wdin showed that the Hamiltonian can be renormalised to operate entirely within
the set of near bands, with the interactions with the far bands introduced as a
perturbation [17, 18].

The effect introduces four independent parameters in the

Hamiltonian (Table C2, Appendix C): F, y\, ft and ft. These modified Luttinger
parameters are similar in principle to the Kane interband matrix element P, describing
the far band interactions in terms of experimentally determinable parameters.
Diagonalising the matrix for kz (which is along the [001]) axis in the vicinity of the Fpoint then leads to a better description of the corresponding band edge effective
masses,

(3.19)

mhh

mlh

m^

3Eg

Notice how the perturbative inclusion of the 'far' band terms now leads to a heavy
hole mass that is not equal to the free electron mass, unlike in the earlier case (see
Table 3.2). The bulk dispersion curves for InAs and GaSb can be solved for a range
of k near the F point by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (C2), and are presented below
in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Energy dispersions of InAs and GaSb near the Y point, calculated by diagonalization of
the bulk k.p matrix for each material (Table C2). In contrast to the free electron model or even the
more complex Kane model, the eigenvalue solutions are no longer isotropic. The far band
interactions distort the energy surfaces about the F-point extrema, introducing band warping which
is found to be particularly strong for the F8 valence bands [4].

3.4 Heterostructures

and

The

Envelope

Function Approximation
Advanced growth techniques allowing the formation of heterostructures with
interfaces that are flat up to one atomic layer means that the problem of calculating
bulk III-V eigenstates needs to be extended to take into account the abrupt change of
bulk material at the interface. Consider, for example the simplest case of a single
heteroj unction

formed

between two

perfectly

lattice

matched A

and

B

semiconductors. For z> 0, the electron experiences a one-electron potential which is
4

identical to that of one of the perfect bulk materials, say A.

For z<0 then, it

experiences a one electron potential which is the same as is found in a perfect bulk B
layer. Such a case will of course encompass the InAs/GaSb SHET samples grown in
the Clarendon that are used throughout this work. HRTEM images of the SL sample
actually show the ordering of the rows of the heavy constituent III-V atoms as well as
the abrupt one monolayer interface [19].
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Though global descriptions such as the tight binding and pseudopotential methods
have been extended to describe heterostructure band structure with some success, they
continue to be mathematically and computationally complex in comparison to the
relatively limited descriptions required by experiment. A much more widely used
approach is the so-called Envelope Function Approximation (EFA), based on the k.p
model, describing the band structure in the vicinity of a critical point (usually the F
point). This is described here, starting with the two key steps in its derivation,
• As V(r) will now consist of the microscopic periodically rapidly varying part due to
the host materials and a macroscopic slowly varying part due to the differing band gap
energies of the respective materials, the Bloch states will be mixed. Inside each layer
the heterostructure eigenstates will consist of a rapidly varying component (the
periodic parts of the Bloch functions) and a slowly varying component, the envelope
function/. Thus, if the heterostructure is composed of two materials A and Z?, then in
A:
(3.22)

/
and in B

(3-23)
where the point in the Brillouin zone around which the heterostructure states are built
is the F-point (k = 0, denoted by the superscript T' on the Bloch functions above).
The summation over / runs over as many edges as are included in the analysis. Note
the EFA by-passes any ambiguity concerning the description of the electronic states
that exist at the interface. This is a well justified assumption as the electron and hole
states will have very small probability amplitudes of being found in this region.
«

• Secondly, the periodic parts of the Bloch functions are assumed to be the same in
each kind of layer which constitutes the heterostructure. This essentially implies that
the Kane matrix element P is assumed to be similar in the two (or more) materials,
and is in fact confirmed by the similarity of the Kane matrix element over a wide
range of III-V semiconductors [20]. It does however mean that the calculation sees no
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difference between the two materials other than their differing band offsets and band
gaps, and consequently information about the interfaces and other atomic phenomena
are lost. Thus,

(3.24)
So that the heterostructure wavefunction can then be written for material A or B as:
(3.25)
and the objective is then to determine/
The fact that the summations in equations (3.22) and (3.23) extend to the first / bands
limits the range of k measured from the k point in the Brillouin zone around which the
heterostructure states are built. This range of bands, from which the y(r)'s are
constructed, must be large enough to allow the calculated dispersion relation for the
heterostructure to approximate the real dispersion relations.
If the plane z = zo is the interface separating the A and B layers (and assuming that the
growth axis is the z axis), then applying the continuity of (// across the interface and
remembering that the w's are linearly independent, we must have:
(3.26)

where the || sign signifies the (x, y) plane. Since the lattice constants of the host layers
are assumed to the same, the heterostructure becomes translationally invariant in the
layer plane. Thus the/s can be factorized into:
1

(3.27)

Writing the heterostructure Hamiltonian in the form:

2m

h
4w0V

YB

(3.28)
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where YA (Ys) are step functions which are unity if r corresponds to an A layer (to a B
layer). We have:
(3.29)

where sf'r ,sf 'r are the energies of the /th band edge at the zone centre of the A and B
materials respectively.
Substituting the envelope function form of y/(r), the periodic Schrodinger equation
leads to the following eigenfunction equation,
(3.30)

Thus, the Hamiltonian is described by an mxm matrix Hnm, operating on an mdimensional column matrix %mA'B(z) where,

-£.
-——
Air
Pz,nm o
K'P||, nm

m

m

oz

(3.31)

where p||/W( = (if p (1 wM, /7__(HH = (if p, ur \ and the subscripts denote the direction of
the momentum operator and the spin-orbit interaction is neglected. If the set of Bloch
wavefunctions umr are restricted to the eight \J, mj> functions used in the Kane
approach [1, 15], the momentum operator matrix elements pnm can be replaced by the
Kane matrix elements imnP, describing the interactions between the conduction and
valence band states. Far band interactions can then be included as a second order
perturbation using Lowdin perturbation theory.

The bulk Hamiltonian matrix elements Hnm (see Appendix C) can thus be rewritten to
operate on.the heterostructure z-component envelope function ZmA'B(z). Comparing
(3.31) with (3.6) shows that this matrix is just the bulk k.p matrix except that
1. kz is replaced by -id I oz 6.
6 Note that there are multiple definitions of z. Throughout the derivation of the k.p theory equations,
the z direction has been taken to be a well-defined direction in the crystal lattice, determined by the
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2. the band edges are now position-dependent and vary in a steplike manner.

With the bulk Hamiltonian known and the appropriate transformations 1 and 2 above
required to generate the correct heterostructure Hamiltonian, the problem of
calculating the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of any semiconductor system has
essentially been reduced to the solution of a set of second order coupled differential
equations which govern the spatial behaviour of the slowly varying envelope
functions. The microscopic details of the heterostructures, i.e. all the parameters
which depend on the rapidly varying phenomena at the scale of the hosts' unit cells
have disappeared. However, this is compensated by gaining knowledge of the
envelope functions from which can be extracted more useful observable macroscopic
data.

3.5 Computational Details and Approximations
It would be instructive at this point to introduce various approximations used in the
algorithm, computational details and shortcuts improving the speed of the
calculations.

3.5.1 Calculating the Hamiltonian at finite k\II
Using the zone centre wavefunctions as a basis, the states at finite k\\ can now be
calculated, using the Hamiltonian shown in Appendix C. This needs to be done for
many k\\ points, and was typically done for 250 points extending to 0.025 bohr"1 . In
practice, simply recalculating the Hamiltonian for each k\\ would be very time
consuming and would be unlikely to yield the complete solution in the available span
of time.

To overcome this obstacle, Rau [23] has made use of the fact that the

Hamiltonian is a function of % k\\ and various overlaps between electron and hole
wavefunctions only. Once these (T point) wavefunctions are calculated however, the
orientation of the tetragonal chemical bonds between atoms (and given in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.3 of
the first chapter). However, the growth direction has also been defined as the z direction. The two
definitions of z will coincide only for structures grown in the [001] direction. Fortunately, this being
popular growth direction is the direction in which the samples used throughout all this work were
grown. Thus all the Hamiltonians presented in this chapter, and given in the appendices, are acceptable
as they stand.
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overlaps can be calculated and therefore the Hamiltonian be writtei. as a superposition
of three matrices.

H=HQ + k^Ha + k Hp

(3.32)

where HO is the Hamiltonian calculated at k\\ = 0. By calculating the Hamiltonian for
two other k\\ points allows Ha and Hp to be calculated. Any subsequent calculation of
the Hamiltonian at any k\\ point can utilise equation (3.32) above providing a very
time saving shortcut to the calculation of the band structure where solutions are
required for many k\\ points.

3.5.2 The Axial Approximation
The cubic symmetry of III-V semiconductors leads to a directional dependence of the
dispersion in k\\ space (strictly speaking, due to lack of inversion symmetry, III-V
semiconductors belong to the two fold symmetry tetrahedral group and not the four
fold cubic group though this has a negligible effect on band structure calculations).
Thus, a rigorous calculation would take this into account, and the algorithm would
proceed to calculate states all over the two-dimensional (kx, ky) plane. It is very
fortunate then, that following from the work of Altarelli et al [9, 2 1]7, this directional
dependence can be averaged and the calculation can proceed assuming a radial
dependence in k\\.

This Axial Approximation thus assumes eigenvalues of the

Hamiltonian are independent of the direction in the k\\ plane. This is done by setting
the Luttinger parameters 72 and 73 in the Hamiltonian to their average Vi^H-ya). This
causes the dispersion of the energy levels in the layers planes to be isotropic and
therefore gives the system more symmetry than actually exists but is a good
approximation allowing the calculations to be feasible.

3.5.3 Time Reversal Symmetry and Kramers Degeneracy
Time reversal symmetry, under the operator taking x into x and p into -p, leaves the
Hamiltonian unchanged and therefore applies to almost all quantum systems. It is the

7 Reference [21] introduces and shows the validity of the axial approximation, while [9] is an example
of its use in the study of InAs/GaSb superlattices.
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origin of what is known as Kramen' degeneracy. This requires a spin state at a
general k point to have the same energy as the opposite-spin state at -k. If the crystal
has inversion symmetry, all states at a given k are therefore doubly degenerate. The
situation is more sub ;le for the zinc-blende structure as it lacks a centre of inversion.
Then generally, all states become non-degenerate, the splitting being, of course, the
result of the spin-orbit interaction. These are fortunately small enough to be neglected
and it is therefore assumed that Kramers' degeneracy still holds in such structures.
From the point of view of the calculations, this additional piece of information means
that only one of the degenerate states need be calculated, thus further reducing
computational time. For a more detailed discussion on this, the reader is referred to
[3],[22], [23] and [24].

3.6 Summary
This chapter has provided an introductory review of the k.p method of determining
the band structure of bulk semiconductors near a given point in k space.

The

discussion has reviewed the Kane model for degenerate bands within a restricted
subspace, with the inclusion of Lowdin theory to perturbatively treat the effect of 'far'
bands, thus leading to the Hamiltonians given in Appendix C. Through the use of the
EFA, the theory can be extended to cover semiconductor heterostructures. Finally, in
section 3.5 a number of approximations are given making it easier to implement the
ideas computationally. With the machinery now in place, one can proceed to apply
the theory to the InAs/GaSb single heterojunction. This is the subject of the next
chapter.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1 Introduction
The close proximity of the conduction band of InAs and valence band of GaSb
immediately makes the InAs/GaSb system an interesting choice for k.p modelling.
With the vast improvements in growth during the last ten years, the InAs/GaSb
system has been the subject of many experimental groups world-wide the results of
whom can only be interpreted through the subtle effects of band mixing [1, 2, 9, 10].
Previous work initially has utilised decoupled models, where the electrons and heavy
holes are assumed to be independent and non-parabolicity is ignored, as are light
holes. Though approximate, the results have nevertheless been fruitful. Work by
Symons et al [3] and Daly et al [4] neglecting band mixing and non-parabolicity has
provided information about A and its variation with pressure. More recently, KhanCheema et al [5, 22] has also used a decoupled model to prove that conduction
mechanisms existing in the SHET are sensitive to the interface type. Such models are
employed in the later chapters of this work in treating the effect of magnetic field on
the SHET. However, as informative as they are, they are nevertheless approximations
providing limited information about the heterostructure band structure. More realistic
calculations would of course have to take band mixing into account especially when
the conduction band of one material lies very close to its valence band, as is the case
of InAs in the InAs/GaSb SHET.
Initial multi-band models taking into account mixing were used by Yu et al [6, 7].
They focused on InAs/GaSb/InAs tunnelling devices. Working assuming flat band
conditions in their calculations, they were able to show that transport occurred
through electrons tunnelling into light hole states in the GaSb wells, but noted that
additional resonances would occur due to heavy hole mixing [8]. The first multi-band
self-consistent k.p treatment of the InAs/GaSb system dates back to the work of
Altarelli [9]. He showed that in an intrinsic superlattice, no truly semimetallic band
structure results, but rather a zero-gap or very small gap (Eg < 10 meV)
semiconductor (even when the layer widths are very large). He thus concluded that
doping and temperature effects must play a key role in the observed semimetallic
behaviour.

The only other work to my knowledge is that of Vaughan [10] who

extended Altarelli's work by also including the effect of the spin-orbit split-off band
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in his calculations. Here we employ a 6-band model to present the results of the first
multi-band and self-consistent calculation of the InAs/GaSb SHET.

4.2 Self-Consistent Calculations
Charge transfer at the interface leads to coulombic band-bending and any realistic
calculation must include such effects. This is done by simultaneously solving the
Schrodinger and Poisson equations.

The fundamental algorithm used in the

calculations consists of i) making an initial guess at the band edge potential F(z), ii)
calculating the band structure (energies E(k\\) and envelope functions f(k\\)) from the
potential V(z\ Hi) determining the Fermi level from the band structure, iv)
recalculating V(z) by solving Poisson's equation and finally returning to ii) until
convergence. These points are elaborated in more detail below.

4.2.1 Method of Calculation
4.2.1.1 Initial Potential Approximation
The approximate initial potential is provided by a Fang-Howard variational
calculation [11] which gives for the conduction band in InAs (z<0) and valence band
in GaSb (z>0),
e n

3
bz"
—-Jo
-\-2z +—-h
—
\e
b 2
/
-> i
e-p -j ~ . ->
--<2z + -A--^
b 2

z<0
(4.1)

\

z>0

where n(p) is the two dimensional (2D) electron (hole) concentration, s? is the
relative permittivity of substance x, A is the band overlap and z is the direction of
growth with the interface of the SHET situated at z=0. The variational parameter b is
cVir»\xm to
tr» be,
Tne*
shown
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33me, e2n ,

z<0
(4.2)

4.2.1.2 Calculating Band Structure
The zone centre electron and hole states are commonly used as a basis as then
analytical expressions can usually be derived for them [12, 13]. This is not possible
for the InAs/GaSb SHET, due to the complicated shape of the band profile edges.
These therefore have to be calculated numerically before they are used as a basis set
(in fact this is the only set of basis states numerically calculable and therefore
available anyway, thus necessarily making them the only choice as a basis set). The
choice of a suitable number of zone centre states with which the states at finite k\\ can
be expanded is discussed below in section 4.2.1.2.1.
At zero % valence band coupling is non-existent and the only band mixing effect
between the conduction and valence bands is through the kz operator operating
between the electron and light hole states. But as the overlap of the electron and light
hole wavefunctions near the interface will be small even these terms too can be
neglected.

Thus the F point Hamiltonian is (very nearly) diagonal and the

eigenfunctions of the zone centre electron, heavy hole and light hole states \fn and
their eigenvalues £„ can be calculated by solving the appropriate one dimensional
Schrodinger equation under an effective mass (mz ) approximation, which for the
electrons is,

2m, dz

(4.3)

Where Vis the conduction band profile in the SHET.
Once these are calculated, the matrix elements of the k.p Hamiltonian (Appendix C)
can be used to construct a 60x60 matrix detailing the interactions between each and
every other electron and hole state. Diagonalising this final matrix leads to the correct
(mixed) eigenfunctions and eigenstates, including the true states at the zone centre.
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Equation (4.3) is solved using a transfer matrix formalism. This method simply splits
z up into a mesh of intervals where Kcan be treated as constant in each interval. With
\I/\L and y/rnR the values of the nth subband at the left and right hands sides of an
interval anc assuming continuity of the wavefunction and its gradient, it is easy to
show that,

=T

m,

dz

(4.4)

m, dz

The transfer matrix T is:

T=

cosk&

• ^
- —^ sin koz
m.

k

where k =

(4.5)

coskdz

and dz is the interval size for V(z),
The SHET is assumed to sit in a larger quantum well thus forcing the necessarily
essential boundary conditions that the confined states (i.e. those confined by the
approximate triangular conduction and valence bands at the interface) and continuum
states are zero at both ends of the box. Further boundary conditions for the confined
states can be derived by noting that far from the interface in the both the InAs and
GaSb where the band profile is flat, the solution to (4.3) requires, for example, the
electron wavefunction to exponentially decay to zero. Similarly, a zone centre hole
state confined by the SHET must exponentially decay to zero at both ends of the large
QW as such states exist above the GaSb and InAs valence bands. Such exponential
decays on one side of the interface exist only for the confined states. The continuum
*

states though decay exponentially in only one side of the interface. The zone centre
electron continuum states, again as an example, existing above the conduction band
edge in the InAs and below the conduction band in GaSb, will be plane-wave like in
the InAs, but will of course decay rapidly to zero in the GaSb.
The total transfer matrix relating the wavefunction and its gradient on either side of
the larger QW is then given by,
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k:

(4.6)

All:

Using the appropriate boundary conditions, the requirement for confined states can be
derived (and shown in Appendix B), which for the zone centre electrons for example
occurs when the following example is satisfied,
f

\

T 4- T

jli -i T JT T

...

*

/
mz,InA.\

where Tx,y is the (x, y) entry in T, k\ is the initial k value at z = 0, fyis the k value at the
opposite side of the structure in the GaSb and mz* is the effective electron mass (0.023
in InAs and 0.04 in GaSb). The expression derived for an electron continuum state
incorporating the modified boundary conditions is also shown in Appendix B and is
unsurprisingly different,

(4.8)

Thus, by scanning in energy until one of the above two expressions holds true, the
zone centre electron eigenvalues can be calculated. Equation (4.3) is then used to
calculate the zone centre envelope wavefunctions. In a similar way, all the heavy hole
and light hole confined and continuum states can be calculated.
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Figure 4.1. The SHET in a larger quantum well, illustrating the confined and continuum states
(discussed in [14]).

4.2.1.2.1Choosing an Appropriate Number of Zone Centre Basis
States
States at finite k\\ are expanded in terms of the finite number of the calculated zone
centre basis states. A suitable limit to this number was found by fully performing the
calculations using a fixed number / of electron, heavy hole and light hole zone centre
envelope functions each as a basis and then comparing the results with calculations
repeated for a higher value of/. Sample results for / = 5, 10 and 11 are given in Table
4.1 below showing that the results (given for fixed electron concentrations ri) for / =
10 and 11 are very close. This confidently allows the calculations to proceed using 10
electron, heavy hole and light hole wavefunctions each as a basis set, in the
knowledge that including higher zone centre states in the basis will negligibly affect
the final output.
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«j = 5xl0 15 cm'3

A?/tf = 5xl0 15 cm~3

rc;y = 5xl0 15 cm'3

E0r

65.78

61.56

61.05

Ef

93.88

88.60

87.93

E2r

103.46

98.15

97.94

EF

104.65

99.45

98.93

HH0r

127.32

126.94

126.93

EHf

118.81

117.98

117.91

LH0r

117.90

117.02

116.89

HF

115.25

113.56

113.16

Bias

-17.67

-26.50

-27.00

ns = 7.5xl0 1? cm0

w/fl = 7.5xl0 15 cm-3

f?y / = 7.5xl0 15 cm'3

Eor

73.71

69.04

68.74

Ef

109.71

103.14

102.75

E2r

123.94

116.86

116.15

EF

127.54

121.24

120.95

HH0r

120.73

120.04

120.46

HH] r

110.46

108.41

108.76

LH0r

109.46

107.20

107.85

HF

112.23

116.14

116.56

Bias

15.31

5.09

4.78

Table 4.1. Sample results of k.p self-consistent calculations performed using either 5, 10 or 11
electron, heavy hole and light hole wavefunctions each as a basis (denoted by the subscript on the
electron concentration «). The values indicated are those of the 1 st, 2nd, etc confined electron and hole
states at the gamma point, and also the electron and hole Fermi energies and the resulting bias.

The combination of calculating a suitable number of zone centre (confined and
continuum) states and subsequently using them to generate solutions at finite k\\ easily
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makes this part of the algorithm the most time consuming. The thirty zone centre
states yielded matrices of size 60x60 to be diagonlized. This itself was done 250
times per iteration of calculation for each equally spaced k point between 0 and 0.025
bohr'1 .

4.2.1.3 Calculating the Fermi Level
This is an iterative procedure in and of itself. For an electron concentration n, a trial
quasi electron Fermi energy is selected. For this quasi Fermi energy, the electron
population of the heterostructure subbands can be calculated using the method
described below. If it found to be greater than n, the quasi electron Fermi energy is
reduced and the population is recalculated. If it is less, the quasi electron Fermi
energy is increased and the population recalculated. This interpolation continues until
a suitable convergence is obtained. A similar procedure is used for calculating the
hole quasi Fermi energy.
The 2D electron and hole systems require calculating the 2D density of states (DOS).
Given a 2D plane of height and breadth /,, the number of allowed k\\ points within a
circle of radius k\\ is:

(4-9)
The 2D DOS is then the number of allowed k\\ points per unit area:
\ dN
L2 dE

I
L2 dk dE

2x 2

dE

(4.10)

The next step requires calculating the electron and hole 'character' of each state. This
is done by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, leading to a wavefunction that can be
written as a linear combination of all the calculated gamma-point wavefunctions:

with
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where u and v, are the Bloch crystal periodic functions for the bulk electron s«late and
bulk hole states respectively, and \jfi& and \f^ are the calculated electron and hole
envelope functions. Note the summation for the electron component involves only
one Bloch function u while the hole component will involve two Bloch functions v,,
corresponding to the heavy hole and light hole states.
For a state with a wavefunction given by (4.11), the total number of electron
populated states per unit area is, utilising (4.10),

where the integral is over the set <I> of all populated states (i.e. existing below the
electron quasi Fermi energy). The total electron concentration for a given quasi Fermi
energy can then be written as a summation over all subbands /:

A similar treatment is used to calculate the hole quasi Fermi energy. Note that the
usual factor of 2 for spin degeneracy is not explicitly included in equation (4.13)
because the 6x6 Hamiltonian (Appendix C) treats each spin state individually.

4.2.1.4 Calculating the 'New' Potential - The Poisson Equation
With the Fermi energy now established, the charge distribution of a single state at a
particular in-plane vector (described by equation (4.1 1)) can be calculated,

,w=
where a = FInAs, ft = FGasb and F/nAs and FGaSb are like Fermi-Dirac factors defined
with respect to the quasi-Fermi levels in the respective materials (at OK, FInAs/GaSb = 1
or 0 only).
The total charge density is finally calculated by summing over all bands and all k\\
points:
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(4.16)

(27T)

With the charge density calculated the new potential is constructed by solving
Poisson's equation. Neglecting nany body interactions, this can be written as:

dz2

_ *M

(4.17)

with,
z<0
z>0

V(z} =

(4.18)

Under the boundary conditions,
en

dz

ep

0

z<0

and

(4.19)

A

z>0

equation (4.17) can be doubly integrated to give V(z).
The presence of impurities in the background charge, however, modifies the above
equations slightly. This is considered below.

4.2.1.5 Background Doping
Nominally undoped GaSb and InAs grown in-house by MOVPE have a background
doping of magnitude ~10 16cm~3 which is capable of altering band profiles away from
the interface. In bulk GaSb the Fermi level is known to be pinned to the acceptor
level, the implications of which are discussed in below. For InAs, such studies have
not been carried out. The following section also details the assumptions made in the
absence of such information.
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GaSb
Nominally undoped GaSb grown in-house by MOVPE isp-type with//"'*-! 0 16cm~3.
Far from the SHET interface, GaSb acts like the bulk material pinning the Fermi level
34 meV above the valence band edge [15].
Although residually p-type, the material is compensated by a smaller concentration of
donors. It is the ionization of these donors that can contribute to the band bending.
Far away from the interface, the Fermi level is pinned to the acceptor level. The
donors have ionized, losing their electrons to the acceptors leaving each positively
charged donor balanced by a negatively charged acceptor. As the valence band edge
(and therefore the acceptor level) bends upwards, the ionized acceptor, now above the
Fermi level, is unable to retain its extra electron. The acceptors are neutral and the
_

ionized donors thereby contribute a 2D charge density ND

where ND

/*"">•* O A

^~* 01,

ZA to the band bending

is the compensated donor concentration and ZA is the (acceptor)

depletion length.

InAs
The hydrogenic ionization energy (IE) is 13.6eV. For semiconductors, an electron in
the presence of a donor impurity can be represented as a particle of charge e and mass
m moving in free space in the presence of a positive charge e/sr. This is a modified
_

jf>

f\

_

hydrogen problem with the IE multiplied by m /er yielding an IE for InAs donors of 2
meV.
Compensation means that in this material acceptors will be present. All the acceptors
and donors must be ionized far away from the interface in the Fermi level is assumed
to be pinned to the donor level. In the depletion region, acceptors remain ionized but
donors become neutral contributing a net negative 2D charge density NAIn*szD to the
band bending where NA'"As is the compensated acceptor concentration and ZD is the
(donor) depletion length.
With background doping, Poisson's equation becomes,
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,

z<0

dz2

(4.20)
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Figure 4.2. Schematic showing the formation of negative background charge for the InAs side of the
SHET. The Fermi level away from the interface is pinned by the donor level. The concentration of
acceptors, NAInA'\ multiplied by the distance of band bending, ZD, yields a 2D charge density that
contributes to the band bending.

where NAInAs is the compensated acceptor concentration (in InAs) and NoGaSb is the
compensated donor concentration (in GaSb). The effect of changing NAInAs and
NDGaSb on the band profile was studied by Khan-Cheema [5] who found that by
varying their values between 10 l3 and 4xl0 15 cm"3, the output confinement energies
changed only by less than 2%. In the calculations presented in this chapter therefore,
NA'nAs and NDGaSb are both assumed to be 10 15 cm"3 .

4.2.1.6 Convergence
After calculating the newly calculated band-edge potential, a weighted average of the
new and old potential is taken (30% new and 70% old) and the algorithm is repeated
to whatever degree of accuracy is required of the confinement energies or biases.
After 8-10 iterations, 1 found the difference between successive E0 's to be less than
0.001 meV, typically taking 24 hours on a 180 MHz Pentium processor.
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4.2.1.7 Pressure Dependence
The changes that hydrostatic pressure makes can be summarised below:
• Bulk InAs and GaSb have F-point band gaps that increase with pressure at the rate
of 10 and 14 meV/kbar respectively [16, 17, 18].
• Hydrostatic pressure decreases the band overlap, A, at a rate of -9.5 meV/kbar.
The band overlaps at 1 bar are taken as 155 meV for the 'InSb-like' interface
samples and 125 meV for the 'GaAs-like' interface samples [4].
• The InAs conduction band ^edge zone centre effective mass as a function of
pressure is given by the following expression [19],
m,t = (me + 6.67 x 10~4 P)

(4.21)

where P is the pressure in kbar and m* is the electron effective mass in the absence
of any applied pressure. There is no available literature on the variation in electron
mass of the GaSb conduction band edge. This doesn't affect the calculations
greatly as the penetration of the electron wavefunctions into the GaSb layer is
small. However, it can be estimated from the results of the eight band k.p model
presented earlier. From Table 3.2,
1~*~ ~_ —+
1 4PA2
„ ~" +"
ma
and thus,

dP

•+•

dP

(4.23)

where I write Pk as the Kane interband matrix element to distinguish it from the
pressure P. For GaSb, substituting the values AJO = 0.75 eV, Eg = 0.811 eV, EP =
2Pk2/mo = 22.88 eV and dEgr/dP = 0.014 eV/kbar [20] into equation (4.23), I
estimate the variation of the electron mass in GaSb to be dme */dP = 5.896xlO~4w0
kbar' 1 .
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It was assumed that the Luttinger parameters remained constant throughout the range
of pressures under which experiments were carried out.
Strain effects due to the slight lattice mismatch between InAs and GaSb were also
neglected. No additional strain is induced by the pressure since the compressibilities
of the two materials are nearly equal [21].

4.3 Interface Type and the Band Overlap
The lack of any common element in the bulk materials of the InAs/GaSb
heterojunction allows structures to be grown that are nominally identical except for
the monolayer at the interface. Two possibilities exist; either an 'InSb-like' or 'GaAslike' interface may be grown (Figure 1.11) each with a different band overlap. As
Khan-Cheema [5] and the work here shows, the vertical transport properties of the
SHET are clearly very sensitive to the interface type of the SHET.

This is

immediately apparent in the simple IV trace taken in the absence of any magnetic
field or externally applied pressure (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.8). NDR occurs at about
0.15V for the samples with an 'InSb-like' interface but at 0.3V for samples with
'GaAs-like' interfaces (and at a higher peak current too). Applying pressure (section
4.4, [5, 22]), or magnetic field (chapter 5 and 6), confirms the difference in the
response of the two sample types. These differences reveal one of the main reasons
for studying the InAs/GaSb SHET. The question arises: 'Is the difference in the
response of each sample type explicable by the band overlap?' The answer is a
resounding no [5, 22] - the 'InSb-like' interface behaves predictably, revealing a
conduction mechanism consistent with that described earlier 1.5.1, while samples
with a 'GaAs-like' interface must harbour a different conduction mechanism.
«

This chapter represents the starting point of the investigation into this inconsistency
by showing the pressure behaviour of the SHETs and attempts to understand the data
through a 6 band k.p model. For that and for future magnetic field related work, the
value of the A needs to be ascertained. The remainder of this subsection is reserved
for just this purpose.
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Early experiments by Sai-Halasz et al [23] and Beerens et al [24] led to values of A of
150±50 meV and between 150 and 163 meV respectively. These are surprisingly
close to the values generally agreed upon now [3] but reveal the huge disparity
betveen other groups who determined it with a much greater error. This class of
groups includes, for example, Gualtieri et al [25] who reported A a value of 90±100
meV. On the theoretical front, Van de Walle et al [26], using model solid theory,
calculated a band overlap of 160 meV - also a value close to the values used in this
work. With interface type considered, the work of Foulon and Priester [27] predicted
a 31 meV larger band overlap for an 'InSb-like' interface than for a 'GaAs-like'
interface, while Dandrea et al [28] calculated the difference to be 44 meV.
The values used here are those obtained from relatively recent magnetotransport
measurements on superlattice samples grown in the same reactor and under the same
conditions (temperature, switching sequence etc.) as the SHETs studied.

The

experiments, carried out under hydrostatic pressure by Daly et al [4] suggest the
change in the bulk band gaps alters the band overlap A at a rate of-9.5±0.5 meV/kbar.
Also, by fitting their results to a self consistent effective mass calculation, they obtain
1 bar values of A that differ depending upon the composition of the monolayer
interface, with a A for the 'InSb-like' interface of 155±5 meV and one for the 'GaAslike' interface of 125±5 meV.
These values are consistent with reverse bias measurements of the InAs/GaSb SHET
IV by Khan-Cheema [5]. At a fixed high reverse bias, the current due to full bulk
GaSb valence band states overlapping empty states in the InAs conduction band is
expected to fall with pressure as the band overlap A falls fairly linearly. At some
critical pressure Pc however, the band overlap is reduced to zero and conduction is
then only possible through tunnelling. On increasing P through Pc the. current is
therefore expected to decrease exponentially, reflecting the change in conduction
mechanism. A plot of current versus pressure at such a fixed reverse bias is therefore
expected to exhibit an inflexion at Pc. Khan-Cheema has shown through such a study
that i) Pc is approximately 3 kbar larger for the 'InSb-like' interface than the 'GaAslike' interface, and ii) dAldP is similar for both interfaces.
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4.4Presenting Experimental and Theoretical
Results
With the single heterojunction k.p machinery described, the remainder of this chapter
will be devoted to presenting, analysing and comparing its results with that of
experimentally obtained data. Additionally, a comparison between the full 6-band
model used here and the decoupled model used earlier [5] will show if k.p theory
supports the earlier conclusions on the nature of resonant conduction in the SHET
obtained from the decoupled model. The aims of this section can be summarised as
follows:
• To determine whether the predicted model of resonant conduction (1.5.1) is
actually the method by which NDR arises in SHET structures.
• To check the validity of the k.p approach (and therefore that of the more simple
decoupled model).

4.4.1 Dependence of NDR on Hydrostatic Pressure
Pressure is a way of varying A for both sample types in a controlled way whilst
retaining the ability to monitor the forward bias resonant conduction characteristics.
Increasing pressure reduces A, causing the intrinsic charge to be transferred back
across the interface from the GaSb into the InAs and thus reducing n and p, A direct
consequence of falling n and p is to reduce the current at a given bias. Additionally,
as E0 and HH0 are closer, Vc (the voltage at which E0 lines up with HHo) will occur at
a lower bias, thereby decreasing the peak and valley voltages (Vp, Fv). For an ideal
SHET therefore, //> and Vp should decrease with increasing pressure until at a critical
pressure Pc when A = 0, the 2DEG and 2DHG concentrations are zero and NDR has
disappeared at zero bias and zero current. Thus hydrostatic pressure is an ideal tool
for probing the origin of NDR in SHETs.
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4.4.1.1 Results for the 'InSb-like' Interface
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the IV characteristics of an 'InSb-like' interface at
increasing pressures. The experiments were performed at 77K using the Russian cell
described in chapter 2. The peak and valley voltages fall as expected as the pressure
is increased which is consistent with EO moving closer to HH0 at zero bias. The peak
and valley currents also fall which, again, agrees with the model where charge
recombination as the pressure is increased leaves a lower 2D charge concentration at
the interface. Figure 4.4 shows the results at higher pressure. The NDR region can be
seen at 8.7 kbar, although it is considerably diminished in magnitude, and a feature is
visible at 12.7 kbar. At this pressure, there is no NDR but clearly the conductance
rises and falls before the current merges with the background current at roughly 0.1V
which points to the existence of a resonant conduction process drowned out by an
additional conduction mechanism (involving, for example, interface impurity states,
or a thermionic component). By 18 and 19.8 kbar, the IV traces are nearly coincident
and show no features.

This indicates the conduction path is the same for both

pressures and therefore independent of band overlap. The NDR feature thus vanishes
at very small biases which is consistent with EO and HHo at zero bias being very close
together. Though an exact value of Pc, the pressure at which all trace of resonant
conduction is not possible, an approximate value of 16 kbar does, however, fit the
data well and the results seem to show that for the 'InSb-like' interface the resonant
conduction path giving rise to NDR is suppressed by -16 kbar.
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Figure 4.3. Forward bias IV data for 1771#4 measured at 77K for pressures up to 19.8 kbar measured
earlier [5].
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Figure 4.4. High pressure IV plots for 1771#4 taken at 77K from [5]. The resonant feature has
almost vanished by 15.8 kbar, indicating the NDR is dependent upon the existence of a positive band
overlap, A, which falls to zero by ^.=^±0.5 kbar.
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The positions of the 2D electron and hole subbands with applied forward bias for this
type of SHET at 1 bar calculated using the full 6 band model is given below in Figure
4.5b. For comparison Figure 4.5a shows the results obtained using the decoupled
model. The zone centre electron and heavy hole confinement energies, E0 and HHo,
are seen to cross at 87 mV. This should be compared with the observed peak and
valley voltages at 77K of 147 mV and 213 mV respectively. However, before any
comparisons can be made, the following two considerations should be made. Firstly
resonant conduction can be, and probably is, phonon assisted (see section 4.5). Thus
a better indication of the theoretically expected position of the peak is at the bias
where E0 is a typical phonon energy (30 meV) beyond HH0. This value, V30, is 142
mV. Secondly, a proportion of the applied voltage is dropped across any parasitic
resistance R in the circuitry used to measure the IV trace. This was deduced earlier to
be about 20Q [29]. Taking this into account, the 'true' peak voltage is (Vp - IPK) = 44
mV and the 'true' valley voltage is 165 mV. Comparing the values now shows that
¥30 is approximately equal to the corrected valley voltage.

InSb-like interface at 1 bar
300

0
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150

200

Bias / mV
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Figure 4.5. Movement of the T point energies at 1 bar calculated in a) by a decoupled model [5], and 6)
k.p method using 10 subband T electron, heavy hole and light hole wavefunctions each as a basis. In a\
V, = 77 meV and V30 = 127.6 meV. In b), V, = 89.5 meV and V30 = 142.5 meV.
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Figure 4.6 shows the movement of the zone centre electron and hole subbands at the
higher pressures of 5 and 10 kbar calculated using k.p theory. Indicated are Vc and
KJO, the biases at which Eo = HHo and EQ - HHo = 30 meV. Plotting these values as a
function of pressure allows a comparison to be made w .th the results of the decoupled
model of Khan-Cheema.

This is done in Figure 4.7, demonstrating excellent

agreement between the two approaches and hence validating his earlier conclusions
based on his experimentally collected data. This confirmation that the decoupled
model agrees well with the k.p method means that the decoupled model can be used
to predict values for Vc and KJO accurately and quickly, but obviously will not be able
to provide detailed information about band mixing and non-parabolicity which only
the k.p model can provide.
Notice that each model provides conclusive proof that the light hole states do not
make a significant contribution to the resonant current as they are found to lie below
the hole quasi Fermi energy. The resonant current is therefore due primarily to mixed
electron and heavy-hole states at finite in-plane vector.
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Figure 4.6. Movement of the F point energies at 5 and 10 kbar calculated using k.p using 10 subband
F electron, heavy hole and light hole wavefunctions each as a basis. In a), VL. = 45.51 mV and V30 =
98.07 mV. In b), Vc = 19.59 mV and V30 = 64.96 mV.

Figure 4.7 further plots the calculated position of the peak and valley voltages for two
'InSb-like' samples. The data for 1771b#3 are earlier measurements taken by KhanCheema at 77K, while the data for 1771b#8 are careful measurements taken during
the course of this work at 4.2K. From the former plot, Khan-Cheema concluded VSQ
followed Vv well (with a series resistance of 20Q) taken into account, and hence that
the valley is likely to be due to phonon emission. Though my theoretical results bear
striking similarity to his, my experimental results do not, owing of course to the
different temperatures at which the pressure runs were conducted. From the 4K data,
I find that it is in fact Vp (corrected for 10Q) that follows V3Q well. The exact point at
which NDR occurs, clearly appears to vary slightly with temperature, mough the
overall picture of resonant conduction in the 'InSb-like' SHET is consistent with the
bias dependent electron-hole overlap described earlier 1.5.1 with complicated phonon
coupling that allows conduction well after the electron and hole bands have
uncrossed. This point is corroborated by the high pressure 4K results that strongly
indicate that up to three phonons are indeed involved in conduction (section 4.5).
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8

10

12

Pressure / kbar
Figure 4.7. Peak and valley voltages Vp and Vv plotted against pressure for 1771#3 (from [5]). The
error bars indicate the ±0.5 kbar uncertainty in the manometer readings. The dashed lines indicates the
calculated peak voltage. The dotted lines shows how the inclusion of series resistances of 10 and 20 Q
affect the experimental data. Shown are Vc and V30 calculated using a decoupled model employed by
Khan-Cheema and k.p theory. Notice the good agreement between the two approaches, thus validating
the earlier work.

4.4.1.2 Results for the 'GaAs-like' Interface
The experimental results of samples with a 'GaAs-like' interface are presented below.
Again, consistent with a decreasing band overlap A, the peak and valley voltages and
currents fall with pressure. Initially, A is 125 meV and d&/dP is -9.5 meV/kbar [3],
implying the pressure at which A is reduced to zero, Pc, should be about 13 kbar.
Moreover, in order for this interface to support the same conduction mechanism as the
'InSb-like' interface the resonance certainly should disappear at a pressure no greater
than 16 kbar with Vp -> 0 and Ip -» 0. However, as previously reported [5], the results
show resonant conduction persists beyond Pc and even at higher pressures still (see
Figure 4.9). With a resonant feature observed at pressures of up to 18 kbar where A is
close to -50 meV, the conduction mechanism in these samples is clearly very
different to that observed in 'InSb-like' samples.
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Figure 4.8. Forward bias IV curve for 1772#5 measured in an earlier work [5] at 77K for various
pressures between 1 bar and 21.2 kbar.
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Figure 4.9. High pressure IV plots for 1772#5 taken at 77K. The resonant feature can stiil be seen
at 21.2 kbar as a small hump I the IV curve, way beyond the zero band overlap condition at
Pc= 13±0.5 kbar. From [5].
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Figure 4.10 shows the movement of the zone centre electron and heavy hole
confinement energies, EQ and HH0 with bias for 'GaAs-like' samples at 1 bar. The
plot corresponding to a pressure of 10 kbar, when A has fallen to 30 meV, is shown in
the same figure. In both cases, and indeed in all the calculations carried out for
'GaAs-like' samples, Vc occurs at a significantly lower bias than either Vp or Vv. This
difference is better highlighted in Figure 4.11 where Vp and Vc are plotted as a
function of pressure, along with calculated Vc, V30 and V/2o (the bias position at which
EO and HHo are separated by approximately three phonon energies). The plot also
shows Vp and Vc corrected for a series parasitic resistance. The results show a central
point to this thesis: there is no agreement on the position of the NDR in 'GaAs-like'
samples between experimentally obtained values and theoretically obtained values
unless conduction is assumed to be strongly mediated by at least three phonons.
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Figure 4.10. Movement of the F point energies at 5 and 10 kbar calculated using k.p using 10 subband
F electron, heavy hole and light hole wavefunctions each as a basis. In a), Vc = 63.48 mV, V30 =
116.32 mV, y,20 = 286.32mV. In b), Vc = 5.05mV and V30 = 48.77mV, Vno = 193.97mV.
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Figure 4.11. Peak and valley voltages Vt and Vv plotted against pressure for 1772#1 (from [5]). The
error bars indicate the ±0.5 kbar uncertainty in the manometer readings. The dashed lines indicates the
calculated peak voltage. The dotted lines shows how the inclusion of series resistances of 10 and 20 Q
affect the experimental data. Shown are Vc and V120 calculated using a decoupled model employed by
Khan-Cheema and k.p theory. Notice the good agreement between the two approaches.

To summarise, the k.p method has yielded solutions which are close to those obtained
earlier assuming a decoupled model [5]. Thus, it supports those earlier conclusions
that the behaviour of the samples with an 'InSb-like' interface can be understood in
general terms by the resonant conduction process described in 1.5.1 and summarised
here. At zero bias, there are no overlapping electron and hole states with equal energy
and k\\. Increasing the bias causes an overlap to occur that is proportional to the
applied voltage. The current therefore is initially expected to rise with bias as the
number of overlapping electron and hole states increases. Comparison between k.p
calculations and measured data suggest the maximum tunnelling current (the peak) is
not reached however until the highest hole level has passed the lowest occupied
electron level by 30 meV (a typical phonon energy) implying that phonons are
involved in the conduction process. Beyond this point, the current is expected to
decrease leading to NDR. No such process can be attributed to the 'GaAs-like'
samples unless multiple phonon processes occur between electron states and hole
states once they have passed one another in energy. With multiple phonon processes
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unlikely, and no other explanation forthcoming, resonant conduction in 'GaAs-like'
interface samples has continued to be puzzling. However, very careful low
temperature and high pressure IV and first derivative measurements reveal a startling
result - multiplephononprocesses do occur. These results, discussed in section 4.5.2,
may be the key to reconciling experiment and theory in 'GaAs-like' samples and
thereby will help to provide a more comprehensive understanding of resonant
conduction in the SHET.

4.5 Phonon Processes in InAs/GaSb Structures
This initial foray into the pressure response of the IV characteristics of InAs/GaSb
SHETs clearly demonstrates a strong interface dependence. For 'InSb-like' interface
samples, the NDR peak occurs close to ¥30 when electron and hole bands no longer
overlap, with the NDR valley occurring soon after. The results for the 'GaAs-like'
interface samples show that the resonance is not directly related to the band overlap
but takes place through some inelastic mechanism when a bandgap of roughly 120
meV exists between the electron and hole systems. The more expected behaviour of
'InSb-like' samples and the rather surprising behaviour of 'GaAs-like' samples is a
feature which I return to in later chapters dealing with magnetic fields applied to the
SHET.
It is the aim of this subsection to present experimental verification of phonon assisted
tunnelling in the SHETs.

4.5.1 A Detour into Ram an Spectroscopy
The calculated phonon dispersion of an InAs/GaSb superlattice (with alternating
'GaAs-like' and 'InSb-like' interfaces) reveals so-called 'interface modes' (IFMs)
that fall within the acoustic-optic gap (between 166 and 212 cm"1) and above the
superlattice optic branch (above 240 cm"1) [30]. Monolayers with a 'GaAs-like'
interface display two interface modes, whose eigenvectors are given in [30, 31] and
reproduced below in Figure 4.12. The higher frequency mode at -250 cm"1 is
identified as an optic interface mode because all the atoms (i.e. on both sides of the
interface) move in antiphase, while the lower mode at 185 cm" is longitudinal
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acoustic (LA) in character because
the atoms in a given unit cell on
each side of the interface move in
phase.

The 'InSb-like' interface

only shows one interface mode at
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Figure 4.12.
patterns of the -185 cm"1 Acoustic GaAs IFM (top)
and the ~250 cm"1 Optical GaAs IFM (bottom) modes
in InAs/GaSb superlattices. The optical IFM was
found to be present regardless of the superlattice
period. Courtesy of Lyapin [31, 33].

and the strengths of the 'InSb-like'
optic and 'GaAs-like' interface
acoustic modes should be much
weaker. This was attributed to the

strong localisation at the interface of the 'GaAs-like' optic mode compared to the
'GaAs-like' acoustic and 'InSb-like' interface modes.
By checking for the existence of the relevant optical and interface modes, an accurate
assessment of the interface quality is possible. This is done by Raman spectroscopy.
Lyapin [34] has performed such experiments the results of which do show peaks in the
spectra corresponding to the energy of the LO phonon and weaker IFM signals for
SLs of each interface type. A good review of the results in the context of interface
characterisation is given in [5].
The aim of this subsection is to convey to the reader evidence for strongly localised
interface modes, and in particular that of the 'GaAs-like' interface optical mode at
-240 cm"1 (29.76 meV). This is likely to affect the affect the transport characteristics
in samples with such an interface type but several phonons would need to be involved
to be consistent with the -120 meV separation of electron and hole Fermi gases close
to resonance found experimentally (section 4.4.1.2). The section ahead details
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experiments that have been performed at high pressure providing just this evidence.
Multiple phonons each of energy -240 cm"1 are found to be involved in conduction in
the 'GaAs-like' samples. These are likely to be the strongly localised 'GaAs-like'
optical interface mode described here. In addition, the similar features observed in
'InSb-like' samples (section 4.5.2) suggests that phonons of nearly equal energy are
also involved in conduction in such sample types. In the absence of a -240 cm"1
interface mode, these may be bulk LO phonons. In short, established research on
phonons may well explain the type of phonons (interface or bulk) that the following
section shows to play a key part in conduction.

4.5.2 Observed Phonon Cascades
The pressure results presented earlier were all taken at 77K and no first derivative or
second derivative measurements were taken at that stage as the primary goal was to
measure NDR as a function of pressure. The experiments were repeated here, but at a
lower temperature of 4K and with the use of a lock-in amplifier to measure the first
and second derivatives of the IV trace. The results are surprising, revealing features
that are strong candidates for phonon cascades occurring in both sample types. Figure
4.13 shows very high pressure, reverse bias second derivative measurements of a
sample with a 'GaAs-like' interface. These features, absolutely invisible in the IV
and barely visible in the conductance are very clear in the 2" derivative and are found
only in reverse bias. The number of features observed increases with pressure and
furthermore, each peak on the plot is separated by about 30 mV, a value equal to a
phonon energy.
A smaller number (2~4) of reverse bias features were observed in the second
derivative for samples with an TnSb-like' interface. Additionally, the high pressure,
low temperature forward bias results show very slight features, even in the IV. These
occur at and near the NDR bias, and are highlighted below also in Figure 4.14. Each
feature is again separated by about 30 inV, suggesting that multiple phonon processes
occur in these samples too, in forward as well as reverse bias.
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Figure 4.13. High pressure measurements performed on samples with a 'GaAs-like' interface showing
reverse bias phonon cascades at various pressures.
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Figure 4.14. High pressure measurements repeated in this work but now at a much lower temperatures
reveal weak forward and reverse bias features in the IV in 'InSb-like' interface samples near the NDR
region. The inset is a plot of the first derivative of the IV traces showing the forward features more
clearly.
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The underlying reason why pressure allows such features to be observed more readily
than at lower pressures is that it reduces the electron and hole concentrations on either
side of the interface. At lower pressures, there is the possibility that phonon assisted
interactions will take place between multiple regions in the electron and hole Fermi
gases. The criterion for conduction would of course be that the electron and hole
region interacting are separated by a phonon in energy, but there could be many pairs
of regions which satisfy such a condition. This would make such phonon assisted
conduction features difficult to observe.

At higher pressures, with smaller

concentrations and therefore smaller values of \E0 -Er\ and \HH0 -HF \ there would
not be a large Fermi gas of electrons or holes. Far fewer point? in the electron gas
would be a phonon in energy away from the hole gas than at low pressure. Phonon
assisted conduction would then not 'wash' itself out as at low pressure, making the
associated features easier to observe in the IV or first derivative.
The results here therefore provide evidence for multiple phonon processes in the
InAs/GaSb SHET. Resonant conduction may after all be possible in the 'GaAs-like'
interface samples when the 2DEG and 2DHG are many phonon energies apart
through multiple phonon cascades, which have now been clearly observed. This
would also immediately reconcile the experimental and theoretical results presented in
Figure 4.11 by explaining why Vj2o follows Vv well. Hence the implication is that
resonant conduction in the two sample types is not too dissimilar after all - the only
difference really lies in the number of phonons assisting in tunnelling. In 'InSb-like'
samples, this is less than three longitudinal optical phonons. In 'GaAs-like' interface
samples the evidence here suggests that multiple phonons can indeed aid in
tunnelling. These may be LO phonons, or the optical IFMs. The results here cannot
differentiate between the two types, as both are of energy « 30 meV. This evidence
for inelastic processes is augmented later when the experimental and theoretical
results of the SHET in a magnetic field are presented (chapters 5 and 6).
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4.6 Band Gaps, Wavefunctions and In-Plane
Dispersion Curves
The results of the calculations for a heterostructure with an 'InSb-like' interface at 1
bar and zero bias are shown below. Figure 4.15 is a composite picture showing the
final self-consistent band profile and the subband in-plane dispersions. The inclusion
of coupling into the band structure calculation tends to make the electron and hole
bands repel one another. As there are many electron and hole subbands in close
proximity to one another, this ultimately leads to extremely non-parabolic bands and a
very complex band structure results.
As mentioned earlier, Altarelli was the first to include a realistic calculation for k\\ into
the k.p formalism to self-consistently calculate the band structure of an InAs/GaSb
SL [35]. He used a three band model, the results of which did indeed show mixing of
the conduction-band-like and valence-band-like subbands for k\\, resulting in an
anticrossing with an energy gap of <5 meV. Vaughan [10] has recently improved
upon Altarelli's original work by using an 8x8 k.p formalism, again predicting
minigaps (at the point where the electron and hole dispersions cross) at finite k\\ of the
same order. His work has been experimentally verified through recent magnetooptical experiments by Poulter et al [36, 37] who attributed strong absorption to direct
transitions across the minigap.
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'InSb-like' Interface at 1 bar and Zero Bias
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Figure 4.15. Results of the self-consistent k.p calculations carried out for an 'InSb-like' sample at 1
bar and zero bias.

The zero bias, zero pressure results here show that the largest minigap is just less than
5 meV (at approximately 0.01 bohr" 1 ), in good agreement with both Altarelli and
Vaughan. Many other smaller minigaps are found at other values of k\\.
The states at the F-point are totally unmixed and are thus completely electron-like or
completely hole-like (and calculated by the method described in 4.2.1.2). The
dispersion curves in Figure 4.15 are labelled according to these unmixed F states.
This is done only for convenience to aid in the reading of the ensuing discussion. As
one moves away from k\\ = 0, the states are no longer purely electron-like or purely
heavy/light-hole like but rather a linear combination of the chosen set of basis states,
with the proportion of each contributing determined of course through the k.p
Hamiltonian. Consider for example the dashed curve labelled by the second confined
(F) heavy hole state HH]. For very small k\\, the dispersion falls almost parabolically
indicative of it being nearly pure heavy hole-like. However, for larger % the
coupling with nearby states increases so much so that by about 0.004 bohr'1 , the state
can neither be categorised as being made up of predominantly F hole-like or
predominantly F electron-like states. At such anticrossing points, the mixing between
the various electron and hole states (which in the above example is mostly between
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the T point HHj and EI states) is greatest. Beyond this point, the curve begins to
slope upwards thus describing a predominantly electron-like state.
The proportion of the basis states at each k\\ point along this curve is actually shown in
Figure 4.16 while Figure 4.17 plots the calculated square modulus of the
wavefunction M at selected values of the in-plane wavevector. The first plot (4.16a),
shows the uncoupled T-point confined 2nd heavy hole confined state (calculated by the
method described earlier in 4.2.1.2). Due to the large separation between the valence
bands of GaSb and InAs, it decays extremely quickly for z < 0 and the probability of
finding the particle in the InAs side
of the interface is for all intents and
purposes zero. With increasing k\\,
electron-heavy

hole

coupling

increases and the contribution of the
HHi

basis to the

state

falls.

Simultaneously, the LHo and EI
character of the state increase (Figure
4.16). By -0.0045 bohf1 the state
has lost its HHi character and is
predominantly £;-like.

At a k\\ of

0.0033 bohr"1, which is roughly the
0.000
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0.008
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0.012

point at which the zeroth electron
subband would intersect the first

Ubohr 1 )
Figure 4.16 The major electron, heavy hole and
light hole proportions of the state described by the
dashed dispersion in Figure 4.15.

heavy hole subband in an uncoupled
parabolic

model,

and

which

corresponds to the first anticrossing
point in Figure 4.15, the LHo mixing

component is at a maximum. However, the state is also strongly of EI character and
accordingly its calculated value of W has a large probability on either side of the
interface (Figure 4.lid and e).

At higher k\\ values still, the dispersion moves

upwards and the corresponding state now mostly exists in the InAs side of the
interface. Figure 4.16 shows that the state now is predominantly of EI character
(>95%). Thus on crossing an anticrossing in k\\ space, the state has shifted from being
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predominantly composed of F hole-like (i.e. existing mostly in the GaSb side of the
interface) to predominantly composed of F electron-like (and has a large probability
of existing in the InAs side of the interface). The next anticrossing point occurs at
just under 0.006 bohr" 1 . Figure 4.16 shows that on increasing through this point, the
state returns to being more hole-like (HHo) at the expense of its E\ electron character.
Examples of |T| at these points are shown in Figure 4.11g, and h. Finally, on
crossing k\\ of about 0.008 bohr"1 , the state again reverts from being more hole-like to
being electron-like (Figure 4.17/,./). The HHo character of the state falls as its LHo
and EO character rises (Figure 4.16), but eventually by about 0.01 bohr"1 and above,
the state is by far EO type (98%). Now of course, the W resembles the 1 st confined
electron F-point wavefunction (Figure 4.IT/). Previously (at -0.004 - 0.006 bohr"1)
the greatest electron mixing component was from the 2nd confined subband electron
and the state near the first anticrossing point accordingly resembled the probability
density due to the 2" F-point electron wavefunction (Figure 4. lie).
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Figure 4.17. Displaying the modulus of the wavefunctions at various k\\ points along the highlighted
dispersion curve of Figure 4.15. It is initially purely heavy hole like (2nd confined state) at the T-point at zero
bias and 1 bar. The interface is at z = 0 for each plot (InAs exists on the RHS and GaSb on the LHS) and is
indicated by the dashed lines.
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4.7 Summary
This chapter has provided the first detailed k.p algorithm to calculate the SHET band
profile, confined (and continuum) wavefunctions and band structure. It is found that
an earlier decoupled model is in fact a good approximation to the more realistic k.p
case, thereby supporting its earlier conclusions.
The results confirm that the 'InSb-like' interface behaves far more predictably than
'GaAs-like' samples with a resonant conduction mechanism consistent with varying
electron-hole overlap (described in section 1.5.1). By comparing the results of the k.p
calculations and the measured position of the peak and valley at 4K, instead of earlier
77K measurements, it is found that at 4K the peak voltage for 'InSb' interfaces occurs
when EQ and HHo are about a phonon in energy apart. Furthermore, features in
forward bias separated by a constant 30 meV at the NDR region at high pressure have
been observed lending strong experimental support to up to three phonons being
involved in the resonant tunnelling process.
The * GaAs-like' interface does not behave so predictably under forward bias. Instead,
a clear resonance is visible well after A has fallen to zero and the NDR occurs at a
much higher bias than expected. The pressure dependence of the peak and valley
voltages is consistent with the resonance occurring when EQ - HHo is between 120
and 140 meV.

Again, large phonon cascades have been observed (also at high

pressure) in 2nd derivative measurements in such sample types thereby offering a
means to at least partially reconcile experiment and theory.
The observation of phonons in both samples is a fact that will be drawn upon the
analysis of the SHET behaviour in subsequent chapters.
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5. / Introduction

5.1 Introduction
Attention has so far been devoted to the effect of pressure on the InAs/GaSb SHET.
Using high pressure cell techniques, the interface dependent resonant conduction
mechanism has been investigated showing that 'InSb-like' samples behave far more
predictably than 4 GaAs-like' samples. With evidence for multiple phonon processes
(see 4.5.2 and section 5.8) to explain this discrepancy mounting, the SHET IV
characteristics need to be further explored before any conclusions can be reached.
This is done using magnetic fields and the aim of the rest of this thesis is to present
results of experiments and calculations for just this purpose.
The use of magnetic fields is not new in semiconductor physics. Though difficult to
produce, they provide a richer insight into the underlying physics than is possible by
studying electrons in electric fields alone.

Well established techniques based on

magneto-optics and magnetotransport provide us with much of what we know about
the symmetry of the electronic states in the Brillouin zone, carrier masses at band
edges; effects like the quantum Hall effect provide details on the many-body
interactions in low dimensional systems, etc. With the added advantages of being
able to orientate the field at an arbitrary angle relative to the sample and of setting the
field to any value, magnetic fields offer a very wide range of flexibility.
Here, I focus on one special orientation of the magnetic field, i.e. perpendicular to the
interface of the SHET. Under this configuration, the carriers' in-plane energy will
become quantised into Landau energies. This has been found to lead to additional
features in vertical transport IV characteristics of antimonide heterostructures, as well
as in other material systems [l]. Mendez et al for example observed multiple NDR
features induced by magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the interface of
GaSb/AlSb/InAs/AlSb/GaSb heterostructures [2, 3]. They explained their results in
terms of resonant interband tunnelling of GaSb holes through Landau levels in the
conduction band of the InAs quantum well. Here in this work, I too find new features
in the IV as a result of applying magnetic fields, though I do not attribute the observed
features as being due to tunnelling between occupied Landau levels.
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The chapter commences with section 5.2 detailing the experimental results obtained
with magnetic field perpendicular to the interface of the 'InSb-like' samples at 1 bar,
followed by the results obtained at higher pressure (5.2.2). Prior to the quantitative
analysis of the measured data, section 5.3 and 5.4 briefly introduce the reader to tie
behaviour of electrons in a magnetic field, the conclusions of which are utilised in
deriving the self-consistent algorithm for the SHET in a magnetic field (section 5.5).
The results of these calculations are initially used to analyse the higher pressure
results 5.7.1 before being applied to the 1 bar results 5.7.2. With the 'InSb-like'
samples treated, section 5.8 considers similar experiments and calculations for 'GaAslike' samples. The chapter concludes with a collection of the most important results
obtained in this particular study.

5.2 6InSb - like' Interface Experimental Results
Section 5.2 summarises the observed data from the 1771 'InSb-like' interface series
of samples under magnetic field applied perpendicular to the interface at 1 bar.
Experiments were carried out at 4K using the DC superconducting magnet and the
pulsed field set-up described in chapter 2. Its vertical transport characteristics are
indeed found to alter with field, with sharp features occurring beyond the main NDR.
Section 5.2.2 presents experimental results, again with field perpendicular to the
interface, but this time under very high pressure. Then, no sharp features are found,
with the obvious exception of the main NDR. However, intriguing field induced
weak features are shown through 2nd derivative measurements.

5.2.1 1 bar Results
Figure 5.1 shows how the IV trace for an 'InSb-like' SHET evolves with BL up to
«

15T. From 5T onwards, a second region of (mini) NDR appears after the main
resonance, moving up in bias as the field is increased. This NDR has been observed
before [4], but now detailed measurements of the 1 st and 2nd derivatives of the IV trace
reveal it not to be a single feature but in fact to consist of two distinct features (these
are labelled A and B in Figure 5.1). Figure 5.2, showing the measured first derivative
of the IV trace, clearly shows their movement with increasing magnetic field. At low
fields (<5T), they are very close to the valley and very close together and hence
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difficult to observe. However, at higher fields, as they move up in bias while the
valley moves down, they become increasingly clear. By 15T, the main NDR peak
and valley voltage are approximately 0.15V and 0.2V respectively while A and B are
at about 0.5V and 0.6V.
OT
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1771b#8
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Figure 5.1. IV characteristics for a sample with an 'InSb-like' interface under magnetic field
perpendicular to the interface. The IV trace at 6T has been highlighted here to illustrate two new
features. Feature B was observed by Khan-Cheema [4], but a weaker resonance, feature A,
wasn't. As it is weaker than B, it is very difficult to see its evolution with increasing B until ones
looks at the conductance results below. The traces are offset along they-axis for clarity.
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-0.2

0.2

0.4

Voltage/V

Figure 5.2. The conductance trace highlighted here corresponds to an applied field of 8T. Feature B
is seen to move up in bias and the movement of feature A can now be seen throughout the entire field
range.

5.2.2 Results at Higher Pressures
A series of combined pressure-(perpendicular) magnetic field experiments were
subsequently carried out. For pressures below about 4 kbar, the results were very
similar to those obtained at 1 bar. NDR was found to fall with field and at fields
above 5T, a second feature beyond the main resonance appeared, moving up in bias.
At pressures beyond this point, however, the secondary features disappeared and the
IV trace was found to consist only of a complicated NDR region. Figure 5.3 below
for example, shows the results at 4.59 kbar and shows the clear lack of weak
'secondary NDR' features in the IV. However, careful conductance measurements
show beyond the main NDR, the emergence of very weak magnetic field dependent
oscillatory. features (Figure 5.4). At higher pressure, these features are still
observable. The results at 9.73 and 14.8 kbar show these features more clearly in 2nd
derivative measurements (labelled A to E in Figure 5.6). The high degree of magnetic
field sensitivity of all these features indicate that they are specifically induced by the
perpendicular magnetic field.
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Figure 5.3. IV response for an 'InSb-like' interface sample under 4.59 kbar at 4K with a magnetic
field between 0 and 15T applied in IT steps perpendicularly to its interface. The NDR itself has an
increasingly complicated structure at this intermediate pressure as the magnetic field is applied.
Circuit oscillations make this region of the trace difficult to analyse though the peak voltage and peak
current are clearly seen to fall with field. Phonon features are seen clearly at the highest fields.
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Figure 5.4. Conductance results for an 'InSb-like' interface sample under 4.59 kbar at 4K with a
magnetic field between 0 and 15T applied in perpendicular to its interface. Dashed lines represent
data collected at 15T, 10T and 5T.
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Turning attention away from the high bias region (i.e. beyond the NDR peak), I now
focus on the IV data at lower bias. At higher pressures, features near the NDR region
that were earlier proposed (4.5.2) to be phonons are observed8. These can be seen
best in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 and clearly show that applying field does not alter
their bias position (they are even visible in the IV traces at 4.59 kbar, Figure 5.3,
between 8-15T). The magnetic field insensitivity of the these peaks is therefore
further evidence that they are indeed due to phonons. These experimental results
therefore further support the proposal that multiple phonon processes are present in
both sample types.

0.05

1771b#8 at 14.8 kbar

0.04

OT/

Increasing field

0.03
0.02
0.01
)0

0.05

0.10

Voltage / V

0.15

0.20

0.02 L
Figure 5.5. 1771b#8 at a pressure of 14.8 kbar and with a magnetic field between 0 and 15T
applied in IT steps perpendicular to the interface.

8 The application of pressure reduces the band overlap and therefore the concentration of the electrons
and holes in the system falls. It therefore has the effect of suppressing the IV characteristic. V/eaker
intrinsic phonon features are then more easily visible because the Fermi sea of electrons and holes is
smaller and there is less background current. Here, magnetic field further reduces n and p (at zero bias,
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Figure 5.6. 2nd derivative measurements performed at high pressure and with field applied. The
high bias features appear very clearly. The arrows indicate the positions of the first two weak
and strong features - the gradient of the arrows roughly indicating the direction in which the
peaks move. The trace highlighted in red in the 9.73 kbar plot indicates peaks exist beyond the
five first features (indicated by the arrows). These are thought, however, to be of the same
origin (section 5.7.1).

see section 5.7) and may be the reason why the phonon features become even more visible in the IV
with field (see Figure 5.3).
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5.3 Semiclassical Dynamics of Electrons in Magnetic Fields

With the vast amount of experimental data collected, there now remains the task of
explaining the results under a self-consistent framework.

This is a formidable

problem as the effect of magnetic field perpendicular to the interface leads to
secondary NDR features with fine structure observed in the first derivative (section
5.2.1) as well as features at high pressure in the 2nd derivative (section 5.2.2). Any
model would have to offer convincing arguments to explain the origin of these
multiple features. In this respect, modelling the effect of field perpendicular to the
interface is far more challenging than modelling the SHET IV behaviour without field
(chapter 4) or even magnetic field parallel to the interface (chapter 6) as then the aim
has been (and will be) to model the movement of the NDR region alone. What is
clear however, is that the B± induced features must be very closely related to the
additional in-plane (Landau) quantisation of the electrons.
This first detailed attempt at modelling the InAs/GaSb heterostructure with magnetic
field perpendicular to the interface assumes a decoupled system treating electrons and
heavy holes exactly at the F-point [5]. The assumption of neglecting the effect of
light holes and the effect of band mixing relies on the results of chapter 4 which show
that the decoupled model is a good approximation to a k.p model.

A more

comprehensive treatment in the future should of course treat the effect of magnetic
field perpendicular to the interface through an appropriate k.p Hamiltonian [6, 11];
this has been avoided as it would be obviously premature to use such a sophisticated
approach before trying the simpler decoupled model.

5.3 Semiclassical Dynamics of Electrons in
Magnetic Fields
The equation of motion for electrons in a magnetic field is neatly described by the
following equation [7]:
— = --vxB

dt

n

(5.1)

The velocity itself is normal to the constant energy surface,
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vk =~Vk E(k)

(5.2)

Equation (5.1) shows that the change in the ^-vector is normal to B and also normal to
the velocity. The second equation shows that the magnetic field alters k along the
intersection of the constant energy surface and the plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field. This is exemplified using an arbitrary constant energy surface in
Figure 5.7. In reality, these can be quite simple as for the spherical Fermi surface of
the conduction band of direct semiconductors or complex as for the distorted cube
constant energy surfaces of valence bands. Writing equation (5.1) in terms of the
electron position r, we have:
at

<5-3>

where v — r and has a component rL perpendicular to B and a component r\\ parallel
to B. Equation (5.3) shows that k has a component k± perpendicular to B while Aj
is zero and can be solved for n giving:
r± (0 = — k± (f) + Ti/2 rotation
eB

(5.4)

Thus the electrons will move on the constant energy surface in a plane perpendicular
to the field. If the energy surface is spherical, the electron will execute a circular
(cyclotron) orbit and if its velocity parallel to the field is non-zero the electron will
move in a helical trajectory. (The rotation is included since the cross product of a unit
vector with a perpendicular vector simply gives the second vector rotated by 90°).
This rather simple semiclassical argument therefore shows that when a magnetic field
is applied to electrons (or holes), their motion will be unaffected along the field
direction, and they will execute orbits in the direction perpendicular to the field. This
is compared with the quantum mechanical approach below.
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E=EF+dEF

b)

Figure 5.7. a) A cyclotron orbit in &-space is around the Fermi surface in a plane perpendicular to
B. b), The projection into the plane perpendicular to the field of the real space orbit corresponding
to the k-space orbit of a) has the same shape and rotation sense but is rotated by 90° about the field
direction.

5.4 Quantum

Mechanical

Approach

to

Electrons in a Magnetic Field
Assuming an isotropic, parabolic energy band, the single particle time independent
Schrodinger equation in the presence of a magnetic field can be written with the
Hamiltonian momentum operator replaced by p ->• p - eA , where A is the vector
potential associated with the magnetic field such that B = V x A [7]. Thus,

2m

(5.5)

i

Writing this in the gauge A = (0, Bx, 0) so the magnetic field B is applied along z
results in a Hamiltonian that does not involve y or z explicitly. After separating the
variables, the wavefunction can be written as:
(5.6)

This leads to motion in the x-y plane described by:

h
2m

—1

2

(eB
m*

m

(5.7)
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This is recognised as the Schrodinger equation for the Simple Harmonic Oscillator
with centre at -rc2ky where rc = -JhleB is the classical cyclotron radius of the lowest
oscillator (compare this result with the corresponding semiclassical results given by
equation (5.4)). Equation (5.7) has eigenvalues E' =(& + l)/i6>6. and eigenfunctions,
, _
(5-8)

where the Hk are the Hermite polynomials given by,

•

• ac,

(5.9)

where
eB
a)c = —r and A: is an integer
m

The first few of the Hermite polynomials are: Ho= 1, HI = 2£ HI = 4^ - 2, ... and
follow the recursive relation Hk+i(Q -2%Hk(Q + 2kHk-i(£) - 0.
Equation (5.7) reveals the z dependent wavefunction to be unchanged from that of the

free electron, with E, =ti~kl 11m . Hence the field quantizes the motion of the
electron gas in the plane normal to B leading to Landau levels and leaves it unchanged
along #'s axis. This is in agreement with the semiclassical approach, with the energy
of the electrons in the plane normal to B having a transformation of energy under the
action of the field; the orbit corresponding to the Mi Landau level given by

5.5 The SHET under a Perpendicular Field
From the preceding discussions, the effect of a magnetic field perpendicular to the
interface will quantize the electron (hole) energy in the x-y plane into Landau levels in
accordance with equation (5.7) and will leave it unchanged along the growth (z) axis.
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Ignoring spin and writing Ez as the confinement energy of the electrons due to a
conduction band profile V(z), the electron total energy is9,
(5.10)
where the £/s are the solution to the Schrodinger equation,

h2
2m, dz1

V(z)

(5.11)

Further, the magnetic field will effectively change the density of states from a
continuous distribution to one of a discrete set of 8 functions, each with a density of
states equal to 2eB/h assuming spin degeneracy (see 5.5.1.2 and ref. [8]). In reality,
however, phonons, interface roughness and ionised impurities will scatter the
electrons (holes) and add uncertainties to their energies.
In modelling the effect of field perpendicular to the SHET interface, a number of
approximations are made. Spin splitting is ignored, but this is justifiable as the
Landau level energy separation, hct)c, is an order of magnitude greater than the spin
splitting g p,B^e,h- It is worth noting, however, that the very fine structure that would
be indicative of closely spaced spin-split levels has been observed in tunnelling
experiments by Mendez et al in the GaSb/AlSb/InAs/AlSb/GaSb system [9, 10].
Temperature effects and the Landau level broadening mentioned above (due to the
presence of defects and impurities) are also ignored. Fortunately both are much less
than ho)c. For example, at a low field of about 10T, ha>c = 50 meV for the InAs
electrons. This is much greater than their thermal energy, kT, which at 4K is only
about 0.3meV. Also, the InAs bulk scattering time (at 300K) is T= 4xlO~ 13s, yielding
an associated uncertainty in energy of the electrons of A£ ~ h/r = 4.5 meV, again
much less than Hcoc (at 4K, ris much greater and correspondingly, AE is smaller still).
Similar conclusions can be reached for GaSb. Thus, with experiments carried out at
such low temperatures, these approximations seem very reasonable.
I later write the hole confinement energies as HH, and in order to distinguish between the electron and
hole cyclotron frequencies, 1 add the superscripts e and h respectively on the symbol 01 Note that the
InAs electron mass is isotropic in space, but the GaSb heavy hole mass is not, taking values of Q.3m0
along the growth direction and 0. \ni() in the plane.

9
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The self-consistent algorithm with B perpendicular to the interface is described in the
following section. It solves for electrons in InAs and heavy holes in GaSb exactly at
the F-point in a self-consistent way and is therefore an example of a decoupled model
as band mixing is completely neglected in contrast to the zero field calculations of
chapter 4. In reality of course, the Landau levels will have a permanently mixed
character [11] and in order to accurately predict the movement of the valence band
Landau levels with field, it would be necessary to include the relevant mixing
potentials in a band structure calculation. Such calculations would be very lengthy
and in the light of good agreement between the zero field decoupled model used by
Khan-Cheema [4] and the k.p model presented earlier, the use of the decoupled model
is justifiable.

Section 5.7.1 and 5.7.2 detail its results and compares them with

experimental results to shed light on the origin of the second NDR feature observed
under field (Figure 5.1) as well as evidence for phonon aided conduction in both
sample types.

5.5.1 Method of Calculation
The calculation is again a simultaneous solution of the Schrodinger and Poisson
equations for both sides of the interface. The steps in the algorithm consist of /)
solving equation (5.11) to determine the electron confined states and wavefunctions,
ii) the determination of the Landau level energies and the occupancy of each, Hi) the
construction of the electron density which determines the total potential in the Poisson
equation, /v) determination of the InAs background doping depletion length and
finally, v) calculation of the 'new' weighted conduction band and iteration to
convergence. Once this is done for the InAs side, the process if repeated for the GaSb
side of the interface until the band profile gradients match at the interface. These
steps are elaborated in greater detail below (for the InAs side).

5.5.1.1 Calculating the Confined States
The electron confinement energies E- (equation (5.11)) are calculated using the
transfer matrix method assuming a Fang-Howard initial potential approximation and
initial conditions on i//(z) always,
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dz

= -1

(5.12)

z=0

The first condition corresponds to zero barrier penetration of y.

This is a fair

assumption because of the barrier height between symmetry-matched band edges.
The second condition is an arbitrary assignment as the real value of the initial gradient
of the wavefunction is determined by normalisation. A confined electron state of
energy Ez exists when y is found to decay exponentially at large z far from the
interface where the potential profile is flat. For a transfer matrix T across the InAs
side of the interface, this condition is met when equation B5 of Appendix B is
satisfied. This is reproduced here,

(5.13)
where Tx>y is the (x,y) entry in T and kf is the k value far from the interface edge. The
values of Ez at which the above equation is true define the 1 st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. confined
subbands (£#, £/, £_?, . . .) with z component wavefunctions i//o, y/, i//2 • • -etc.

5.5.1.2 Calculating the Landau Level Energies and Occupancies
With the confined subbands Eo, £/, E2, a ladder of 'Landau' energies can constructed:

or in shorthand, E0o, EOI, ...,£/o, £//, ...E3o, ---and placed in ascending order. Each
electron in a particular Landau level will have a z component of wavefunction equal
to the wavefunction corresponding to the subband number. The number of states
associated with each Landau level is finite but, because the width of the level is zero,
the density of states is infinite. As in the 3D case, the number of states associated
with each Landau level can be determined by requiring that the average density of
states is the same with and without the field. Ignoring spin, there are two Landau
levels in an energy range hcoc\ if each level contains N states then the averaged density
of states in the presence of a field is N/ha)c. Equating this to the constant 2D density
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of statts in the absence of a field (equation (1.4)) gives the maximum population of
states that can be accommodated by each Landau level,

(5.14)
Once the population of a Landau level exceeds this value, additional charge will then
be accommodated by the next (previously) unoccupied Landau level and the Fermi
level will accordingly jump and pin itself to that level. One would therefore expect a
discontinuous variation in calculated bias at points when the number of occupied
Landau levels increases. This is avoided in practice by setting the position of the
\

Fermi level to lie in between the two Landau levels, while keeping the electron
concentration constant so that the higher Landau level (which I shall call the (&+7)th
level) remains unoccupied. For example, consider the simplest case where there is
only one confined subband and only one Landau level, k, fully occupied (and
therefore n = NL always) and at an energy E. The electron Fermi level can be set at a
value of E+a where 0<a <hcoc. Calculating the corresponding profile of the GaSb
side of the interface for various a yields a set of biases that are in between the values
that would be calculated if a = 0 (i.e. the Fermi level is pinned to the fully occupied
Mi Landau level, and the (A:+l)th Landau level is empty) and a = ha>c, (i.e. the Fermi
level is pinned to the just occupied (A:+l)th Landau level). For further increases in n
now the Fermi level will remain pinned to this (&+l)th Landau level, until of course
this Landau level itself becomes full. Then this description of the unpinning of the
Fermi level applies once more, and so on. In this way it is possible to obtain solutions
for the SHET under a perpendicular magnetic field for a continuous range of bias.

5.5.1.3 Solving the Poisson Equation
The charge distribution of the electrons (holes) is proportional to the modulus of the
wavefunction squared | i//e,i\ (I W,i )• Poisson's equation for this problem is:

z<0

en
y_f^_^/
'
-^•^ x-* /-»
dz2

i

ep'

2

(5.15)
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with:
z<0
z>0

(5.16)

where the summation is over all occupied Landau levels / and «/ is the number of
electrons in each Landau level.
Double integration of the above leads to the following equation for V(z):
z<0

(5.17)
z<0

using the boundary conditions,
en
ep

0

z<0

and

(5.18)
A

z<0

where n = p to ensure the continuity of the electric field at the interface. Taking
background doping into account, the equations above need to be slightly modified.
This is treated below.

5.5.1.4 Background Doping and the Fermi Level
The effect of background doping on the band profile in the absence of field was
discussed in detail earlier in chapter 4. For the GaSb, the impurity donors contribute
to the band profile in a depletion region of length ZA. This ensures that without
magnetic field the hole quasi Fermi level is pinned to the acceptor level Ea 34 meV
above the bulk valence band edge. With a magnetic field applied perpendicular to the
interface, the pinning condition must be altered to take into account the Landau
quantisation of the 2DHG and of bulk carriers. The hole Fermi level HHF of the
2DHG must be equal to the lowest occupied hole Landau level which in turn must be
pinned to the acceptor energy. The acceptor energy (tied to the bulk Landau level)
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must equal HHF. Symbolically, if Vfar is the flat GaSb valence band profile value far
from the interface, then Vfar - Ea + Vjicoch = HHF.

The background doping is

incorporated into the calculation as an additional term in the Poisson equation,

The relatively large 34 meV acceptor level comfortably allows the calculation to
converge for this side of the interface, typically within 15 iterations.
The situation is slightly more complex for the InAs side of the\SHET owing to the
small donor ionization energy Ed of 2 meV.

Without magnetic field applied

perpendicular to the interface (i.e. zero magnetic field or field applied in the plane
(chapter 6)), the calculations proceed treating the background charge as described in
4.2.1.5. In the depletion region, the acceptors remain ionized but the impurity donors
are neutral, contributing a net negative 2D charge density, NAInAszD, to the band
bending where NA"AS is the compensated acceptor concentration and ZD is the (donor)
depletion length (Figure 5.8). The Poisson equation is then,
PM

^

'

eN'"As
""

(5.20)

To maintain the continuity of the quasi electron Fermi energy throughout the InAs
with magnetic field perpendicular to the interface, the donor energy (tied to the lowest
bulk Landau level) must be equal to the 2DEG Fermi energy.

Self-consistent

solutions for this side of the interface were obtained under perpendicular field with
the above background consideration using equation (5.20) when an electron Landau
level became only just occupied.

The vast majority of the solutions, however,

required an alternative consideration of acceptors and donors to give a combination of
net negative and net positive depletion regions. This is described as follows. Again
far from the interface all the acceptors must be ionised and the Fermi level is assumed
to be pinned to the donor level. Near the interface, the acceptors remain ionised but
the donors become neutral when the conduction band profile is below a value of(EF V-ihGOc - Ed} less than the donor energy so that there is a net negative charge density
contributing to the band bending. If the compensated acceptor concentration is NAInAs
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zDneg is the depletion length over which this occurs, then the negative contribution
will be NA " szDneg. Beyond zDneg and less than a distance zDpos, however, there is a
hump in the profile above the Fermi level. All the donors now being far above the
quasi Fermi level in that region ionise, thereby contributing a net positive background
charge density to the band bending. With a donor concentration NDInAs the positive
contribution in the length of this bump will be (NDInAs-NAInAs)zDpos * NDInAszDpos. Then
Poisson's equation becomes,

e" - '

" ""

(5.21)

Sr S0
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Ionized donors
Ionized acceptors

\

EV

Interface

Figure 5.8. Example of a band profile under a perpendicular field for the InAs side of the interface where
the electron concentration is less than NL, i.e. the 2D electrons can all occupy one Landau level. The
Fermi level has to be pinned to the bulk magnetic donor level, i.e. if Vfar is the value of the conduction
band profile far from the interface, then Vfar - Ej + VittQ = EF. As the first subband Landau level is E0o =
E0 + '/iftcot. then the En itself has to be pinned 2meV below the bulk flat band.

e e e e e e e e e...

Ionized donors
Conc.A^=1015 crn'

Ionized acceptors
\
V

•

Figure 5.9. Schematic showing band profiles under a perpendicular field for the InAs side of the
interface. Notice that all donors (10 16 cm"3) with energy > EF (located at zDneg + zDpm > z> zDneg) are
ionised leading to a net positive reservoir of background charge (and a smaller negative background
charge contribution closer to the interface at z < zD,WK).
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5.5.1.5 Approximations
As zDneg « zDpos the contribution from the negative background charge is less than 1%
of the positive background charge. The negative background is therefore neglected
and the calculations are carried out as if :he positive background charge extends from
the interface to the point where the bands flatten. This assumption also reduces the
complexity of the Poisson equation which otherwise would require two parameters to
be determined (zDpos and zDneg). The calculations are consequently faster to perform.
With the value of ND'"As given (10 16 cm'3), the self-consistent calculations using
equation (5.21) typically took in excess of 50 iterations to converge.

As a

consequence, a series of calculations were carried out varying the value of NDInAs.
With a value of 10 15 cm"3 , self-consistent calculations were found to take less than 12
iterations with a final energy output error of less than 2 meV (sample results are
shown in Table 5.1).

Thus, as the difference was small with a large saving in

computational time, the calculations were carried out taking NDInAs = 10 15 cm"3 .

B (T)

ty/'"" (cm'3 )

n (cm"2)

Eo (meV)

40

10 15

15x10"

155.50

40

10 16

15x10"

157.10

40

10 15

19x10"

181.50

40

10 16

19x10"

183.06

40

10 15

23x10"

208.24

274.37

40

10 16

23x10"

209.35

276.76

10 15

3x10"

52.98

10 16

3x10"

54.96

10

10 15

6.5x10"

91.71

124.75

10

10 16

6.5x10"

93.45

128.16

10

I0 15

13x10"

144.93

198.19

10

10 16

13x10"

146.32

200.89

10
;,

:£?

10

Ej (meV)

Table 5.1. Some results for the InAs side of the interface at fixed electron concentrations and with a
humped profile with a net positive background. The results show that the error in the first confinement
= 10 15cm~3 is negligible in comparison to the more
energies of the subband assumina
Nn
assuming that Nn"As
realistic case where Nn"As = 10 l6cm"\
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5.6 Calculated Results and Discussion
Following the procedure outlined above, solutions for the SHET at any field can be
obtained f 3r any n up to approximately 5NL corresponding to up to 6 occupied Landau
levels.

Beyond this point, convergence is very difficult to obtain as between
iterations, the Fermi level may be pinned to multiple degenerate Landau levels with
differing subband indices. An example of a final output is given in Figure 5.10,
showing the SHET at zero bias and 20T in a simple case of one occupied electron and
hole Landau level each. By plotting the movement of the Landau levels with bias, it
becomes possible to relate observed experimental behaviour to specific predicted
phenomena. For reasons that will become apparent, I choose to tackle the results at
high pressure (section 5.7.1) before applying my analysis to the 1 bar experimental
results (section 5.7.2).
150

125
100
bO
<D

75

'InSb-like' Interface
Zero Bias and 20T

50

(IBar)

25
0

-3000

-2000

-1000

0

1000

Distance / A

2000

3000

Figure 5.10. Result of a self-consistent calculation for an 'InSb-like' sample at zero bias under
a magnetic field of 20T applied perpendicular to its interface.

5.7 General Behaviour
It is clear from Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.16 below that magnetic field suppresses the
peak current. This can be understood by considering the effect of the field on the
lowest spin split electron and hole Landau levels at zero bias. The spin splitting has
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ot

hitherto been neglected but
splits the electron Landau
levels by ±y2g*^BB where g*

t

4.7x10^
r d*.
L0

r

TTl
11]

effective

the

is

at

gyromagnetic ratio and JUB is
the Bohr magneton.

The

movement of the spin-split
valence Landau levels is,
however,

made

more

complex by band mixing10.

InAs
F

GaSb

This fortunately has been
calculated using k.p theory

r

by

Figure 5.44. Schematic representation of the SHET band
profile at the magnetic field induced semimetal to
semiconductor transition Bc. All values are in electron- volts.
From [4].

Vaughan

[11]

who

showed that the lowest spin
split

hole

Landau

level

HHooT moves approximately

linearly with field at a rate of -0.47 meV/T. In the limit where only these levels, EQ
and HHo° , are occupied, the two spin-split levels should pin together at the Fermi
energy. Any increase in field will tend to push EQ above HHo° . Hence in order to
preserve the continuity of the Fermi level across the interface, electrons must
recombine with hole states, thus decreasing n and p. Consequently EO and HHo
become smaller, allowing E0° and HHo° to pin together once more. This continues
until n and p fall to zero at a magnetic field induced semimetal to semiconductor
transition Bc. This should be compared with the effect of pressure which also
suppresses NDR by reducing n and p but does so by reducing the band overlap A.
Under perpendicular field A remains constant.

Following Khan-Cheema [4], an

expression to estimate Bc can be easily derived,

He- g

10 For InAs, g*

(5.22)

15. However, there is evidence to suggest that g is not a constant, but actually varies

with field [10].
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this yields a value of Bc of 61T for an 'InSb-like1 SHET and 49T for a 'GaAs-like'
SHET - in rough agreement with the results presented in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.53
(and with those of Barnes et al [12]).

5.7.1 Analysis at High Pressure
Figure 5.47 shows the calculated movement of the Landau levels against bias at a
pressure of 10 kbar and magnetic fields of 5, 10 and 15T. The plots clearly show that
at very low voltages, there is only one occupied hole and electron Landau level each,
crossing of course at zero bias. Consider the effect of increasing the bias on the
electrons alone. This is simply equivalent to an increasing electron concentration «,
and the electron Landau levels move up in energy as the confinement energy EQ of the
self-consistent profile increases. A point will be reached when the first occupied
Landau level becomes fully occupied (occurring when n = A//,). Additional electrons
will then begin to occupy the next (previously unoccupied) Landau level. The k.p
results of chapter 4 and the results of Khan-Cheema [4] have shown that the peak
under zero field occurs at a bias close to when Eo and HHo pass one another. NDR at
this magnetic field and pressure would therefore be expected in the region when EQO
and HHoo have similarly crossed and have separated by about a phonon in energy.
Figure 5.47 clearly shows that this is expected to be below 70 mV for each field
calculated though little quantitative comparison can be confidently made owing to the
suppression of the NDR by the magnetic field and the presence of multiple phonons
that mask the NDR region (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6).
Beyond the NDR resonance region, there are five clear features highlighted by arrows
in Figure 5.6 (and labelled A to E) that move up in bias with field. At 15T and 9.73
kbar, the voltage positions of the first four (A, B, C, D) are 193, 245, 370, and 468
mV respectively (the position of E cannot be conclusively determined but is
approximately located at 590 mV). By 10T, the positions of B, C, D and E are 164,
269, 350, and 431 mV respectively. Contrast these with the calculated values of the
bias when the number of electrons exactly fills an integer number of Landau levels.
Figure 5.47 shows these to be at 107, 263, 364 and 474 mV at 15T which agree well
with the observed positions of A, B, C and D at 9.73 kbar and at the same field At
10T, Figure 5.47 predicts this to occur at 63, 175, 258 and 328 mV, which again are
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close to the observed positions of the features B, C, D and E at the same field (see
Figure 5.6). Excellent correspondence between the position of the observed features
and calculated bias positions at which n fills an integer number of Landau levels is
obtained. The first two features are both weak and broad making it difficult to follow
their movement with field. However, the peak positions of the stronger waves can be
clearly mapped as a function of field and further quantitatively compared with theory.
This is done in Figure 5.45 highlighting graphically the excellent agreement between
the bias at which n=3NL and n=4NL and the positions of the peaks C and D for a
range of field values (at pressures of 9.73 and 14.8 kbar). The algorithm reached its
computational limit at n ~ 5Nt making any comparison with higher bias peaks
impossible 11 . This not only includes the third strongest peak, which at 15T is at
approximately 596 mV, but also peaks beyond it which are more clearly visible at
lower fields. The trace highlighted in red in Figure 5.6 for example, shows peaks
beyond the first five features indicated by the arrows in the same diagram. It is
probable that these are due to similar Landau level unpinning effects described earlier,
though now of course, the process will involve higher Landau levels still (belonging
to perhaps fourth or fifth confined subbands). This fact is lent support by the roughly
equidistant position of each peak which would be consistent with an increase in the
amount of electrons in the InAs side of the interface by a constant number TV/,.

" In fact, the bias positions at which n = 5NL could be calculated, but only for the highest fields.
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Figure 5.45. Results showing the position of features C and D in Figure 5.6 at 9.73 kbar, and the
same feature at 14.8 kbar, as a function of magnetic field (solid line connected with squares)
compared with the bias results of the self-consistent calculations performed with n = 3NL and n = 4NL
at pressures of 9.73 kbar and 14.8 kbar (dashed line) respectively.

These results provide compelling evidence that the obviously perpendicular magnetic
field induced features at high pressure are due to the filling of a previously
unoccupied Landau level. It would be instructive to review in detail the electronic
band structure through such a point. Consider again, for example, the low bias regime
of Figure 5.47 at 15T. Eoo is the only occupied Landau level, and the electron quasi
Fermi level is accordingly pinned to it. As the bias increases (n increasing), EOO (—Ep)
moves up in energy and the positive reservoir of background charge (forming a hump
in the InAs side of the interface) in the band profile increases in size until n = NL.
The bias can subsequently increase infinitesimally only by unpinning the electron
Fermi level so that it actually lies above E0o (n now of course remains constant at NL).
The hump in the band profile then begins to fall until it disappears when the
background charge becomes wholly negative. At higher bias still, EF will pin itself to
the now occupied EIO Landau level (n > NL) and the hump will gradually reappear. In
general, on increasing the bias so that the number of Landau levels increases, such
Fermi level unpinning and re-pinning to a Landau level will always take place leading
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to a variation in the shape of the band profile. This is schematically illustrated in
Figure 5.46.
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Figure 5.46. Schematic of Fermi level unpinning from a Landau level as n remains constant.
When it does re-pin itself to a Landau level, the profile would have undergone substantially altered
as the net background doping type varies.

Note that the * secondary' features observed are not likely to be due to the holes in the
GaSb side of the interface as the cyclotron energy for the holes is much less than that
for the electron (i.e. the electron Landau levels are much more spaced apart than the
hole Landau levels). Furthermore, less band profile variation occurs in the GaSb side
of the interface. The relatively large 34 meV acceptor level energy comfortably
allows convergence to be obtained assuming the usual impurity positive background
concentration (5.5.1.4).

I therefore conclude that it is the filling of previously

unoccupied electron Landau levels in the InAs side of the interface leading to a
change in the shape of the band profile there that is responsible for the features
observed in Figure 5.6.

At high pressure, features observed are likely to be intrinsic to the sample alone
owing to very low device currents. The experiments therefore agree with theory very
well. At 1 bar, unfortunately, the uncertainty caused by high parasitic resistance and
high sample currents contribute greatly to the lack of any definitive quantitative
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comparison between experiment and theory. Tie physics of conduction in the SHET
at 1 bar can therefore only be inferred through observing and comparing predicted
trends. I now do this in the subsequent section, aiming to determine whether or not
the 1 bar 'secondary NDR' features have the same origin to that proposed for the high
pressure features.
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Figure 5.47. Calculated Landau level energy versus bias results for an 'InSb-like'
sample at 10 kbar under a fields of 5, 10 and 15T applied perpendicularly to the
interface.
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5.7.2 Analysis at 1 bar
5.7.2.1 Low Fields (<20T)
The number of states in a Landau level at low field is much less than at high field.
Figure 5.1 shows that at very low fields (less than 5T) where many occupied Landau
levels are closely spaced, the form of the resonance is similar to that obtained without
field. This is consistent with broadening which would produce a quasi-continuous k\\
dispersion. But as described in section 5.2.1, from 5T onwards, secondary features
are observed after the main resonance, moving up with bias as the field is increased.
The complete results of the calculations at 1 bar are shown for a range of fields in
Figure 5.48. Notice at high fields, EQQ and HHoo, cross only once at zero bias rather
like the calculated results for low fields and high pressure. But at 1 bar and lower
fields (<15T), the calculations predict a second electron-hole Landau level crossing.
EM crosses HHoo at zero bias, while EQO and HHoo cross at a higher bias. It is
conceivable that in this pressure-field regime, one would expect two NDR regions at
the two biases when an electron Landau level is approximately 30 meV above a hole
Landau level. By 15T, the number of Landau level crossings is again the usual one.
The single Landau level crossing at high field and double crossing at low fields
immediately offers a plausible explanation of the observed number of NDR features at
1 bar. This option can be excluded for three important reasons. Firstly the two
calculated positions of KJO for the 5T and 10T results yields a practically constant
splitting between the two NDR regions (46.6 mV at 5T and 48.7 mV at 10T) when it
is in fact observed to increase very rapidly with field.

Secondly, the so-called

'secondary NDR' is actually composed of two different features - both of which move
up with field but at different rates. These are observable in the first derivative and are
shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 (labelled A and B). Finally such a proposal would
not adequately account for the lack of features that would be expected by electron
quasi Fermi level unpinning that has been shown to be the likely cause of weak high
pressure-field features.
I therefore draw upon the conclusions of previous and forthcoming discussions on the
resonant conduction mechanism operating in the SHET. Firstly, no distinct features
are observed in the IV under zero field when individual electron-hole subbands cross.
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Again, as will be demonstrated in chapter 6, no features in the IV (beyond the main
NDR) are observed under in-plane field as the electron and hole dispersions cross.
This behaviour is likely to be due to inelastic processes such as the multiple phonon
processes, reported in chapter 4, which would mask the effect of such crossings.
Armed with this knowledge, I postulate that multiple electron-hole Landau level
crossings under a perpendicular magnetic field would also be masked by phonons.
This implies we should in fact expect only the one main NDR feature associated with
even multiple electron-hole Landau levels crossing.
With the possibility of the secondary NDR being due to electron and hole Landau
levels crossing ruled out, alternatives must be explored.

By analogy with the

conclusions of the analysis at high pressure (5.7.1), the most likely candidate for
secondary NDR features is the same electron quasi Fermi level unpinning that occurs
when an integer number of Landau levels are completely filled. At 5T, this occurs
when n = iNi (i > 3 to ensure that it is beyond any NDR region), the first of which
corresponds to a bias of 107 mV. At 1OT, this criterion is met when / > 2, the first
two of which correspond to biases of 107 and 185 mV, and so on for higher fields.
Note that as i increases, any signature of Fermi level unpinning and band profile
variation would decrease rapidly due to the increasing background current. For low i
(consistent of course with a bias beyond NDR VSQ), the signature could again be
drowned out - but this time by it being in close proximity to the main NDR. Taking
these points into consideration, the most likely point when secondary NDR is
expected to be exhibited at 5T occurs when n = 5NL. At 10T, it is n = 3NL', at 15T, it
is when n = NL. For higher fields still, when n = NL, the bias is far beyond V3o
making it the most likely candidate for any secondary NDR features observed then.
These choices follow the observed trends of the upward movement in bias of the
'secondary NDR' feature and its increasing separation with the main NDR.
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Figure 5.48. Calculated Landau level energy versus bias results for an 'InSb-like'
sample at 1 bar under a fields of 5,10 and 1ST applied perpendicularly to the interface.
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5.7.2.2 High Fields (>20T)
Figure 5.16 shows the response of an 'InSb-like' sample under high (pulsed) fields
taken with the set up described earlier in chapter 2. The secondary NDR is expectedly
visible at low fields, though at very high fields (above say 25T), it has disappeared.
But as the results show, at very high fields, additional IV structure at approximately
200 mV appears. At 40T, this is in striking agreement with Fermi level unpinning
calculated to take place at n = NL at a bias of -230 mV (which I call V2eB/h)- This
suggests that Fermi level pinning/unpinning is in fact the origin of this feature.
A possible reason why such a feature is more difficult to observe at lower fields (15 20T) could be because then V2eB/h and ¥30 are very close. The proximity of NDR
would make any signature of Fermi level unpinning at V2eB/h difficult to observe.
With higher field, and with V2eB/h moving increasingly further away from ¥30 (Figure
5.50), Fermi level unpinning effects would become less clouded by the NDR region
and appear stronger. At the very highest fields, this could make them visible in the
IV. Note also that the low current at high field also reduces the effect of contact
resistance and leads to quite good quantitative agreement of bias position.

OT

0.2

0.3

Voltage / V
Figure 5.16. IV traces for 177lb#5 taken at pulsed field up to 40T applied perpendicular to the SHET
interface at 4K. The slight difference in the plots for measurements taken with increasing and
decreasing voltage is due to an induced component in the measuring circuit.
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5.8 'GaAs - like' Interface
Figure 5.51 and Figure 5.53 show the IV response of 1772b#17 to B±, illustrating the
large difference between the field dependence of vertical transport for the two
interface types. The peak current and voltages again decrease as the field is increased
but at a much slower rate than for the 1771 series. No magnetic field induced features
before the main resonance are observed. Notice though that B± does cause additional
features beyond the main resonance as it did in 'InSb-like' samples (see Figure 5.1).
These were not observed in earlier work [4] and thus the second resonance was
thought to occur only in 'InSb-like' samples. The data here suggests otherwise; a
second perpendicular magnetic field induced resonance beyond the main resonance is
common to both sample types. Though difficult to observe in the IV, they are clearly
visible in the conductance measurements (Figure 5.52). Such measurements were not
made earlier and evidence for the secondary resonance relied solely on the IV results.
This would explain why these features were missed in 'GaAs-like' samples and
attributed only to samples with an 'InSb-like' interface.
Measurements using high pulsed magnetic fields were also made and are shown in
Figure 5.53. As was found with pressure, NDR is found to be harder to suppress in
'GaAs-like' SHETs than in 'InSb-like' SHETs. It clearly disappears at a much higher
field for this interface, whereas the smaller band overlap would imply that it should
vanish sooner (according to equation (5.22)).
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Figure 5.51. IV response of a 'GaAs-Iike' SHET at 1 bar and 4K under field
perpendicular to its interface.
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Figure 5.52. Conductance response of a 'GaAs-like' SHET at 1 bar and 4K under field
perpendicular to its interface.
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Figure 5.53. Response of a 'GaAs-like' SHET to a perpendicular field from 0 to 40T (pulsed).

A series of pressure runs combined with (perpendicular) magnetic field were also
carried out on these sample types. As with the 1 bar results, NDR was found to
always be difficult to suppress. Figure 5.54 presents the IV results at high pressure
and shows that the peak current falls slightly in the magnetic field range 0-15T at an
approximately constant peak voltage. By analogy with the results on the 1771 series
any magnetic field induced effects in the conductance or IV would be expected to be
enhanced with pressure. However, the opposite is found to be the case. Any trace of
(secondary) magnetic field induced features beyond the main NDR actually
disappears with increasing pressure. As NDR in 'GaAs-like' samples occurs at a
higher bias than in 'InSb-like' samples at the same pressure, the background current
would be correspondingly larger and that could severely drain any trace of the second
resonance at high pressure. Alternatively, as the 1 bar results of Figure 5.52 show, the
weak secondary features occur very near the main resonance - certainly much nearer
to the main resonance than the secondary features in 'InSb-like' samples. It is
possible that any high pressure weak secondary features occur between the peak and
valley of the NDR region. Figure 5.54 does show a high pressure zero magnetic field
NDR region altering significantly altering under increasing field. Though both these
suggestions plausibly explain why the secondary NDR features become invisible at
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higher pressures in 4GaAs-like' samples, a clear definitive reason as yet cannot be
given.
The high pressure results did yield evidence for phonon ladders in reverse bias that
were introduced in section 4.5.2. These 2nd derivative phonon features are shown
below, and their positions were found to be unaffected by the magnetic field (Figure
5.55). This key result lends strong support for phonon assisted tunnelling in the
SHETs.
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Figure 5.54. IV characteristic at high pressure under field for a 'GaAs-like' interface.
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Figure 5.55. 2nd derivative results for 1772b#17 under pressure with field perpendicular to the
interface. Notice the reverse bias features, each peak separated by 30 meV and unaffected by the
field. Each peak is separated by 30 meV - the equivalent of a phonon energy.

The actual theoretical calculations produced for the 'InSb-like' interface samples
yielded qualitative predictions for the number of NDR features expected and possible
explanations for weak high bias features.

As the model fails to predict any

quantitative outcome at 1 bar then this also applies to the 'GaAs-like' samples.

5.9 Summary
This chapter has provided a very thorough investigation of the combined effects of
pressure and magnetic field perpendicular to the SHET interface.

A number of

interesting features are observed in the 'InSb-like' samples,
• At 1 bar, the emergence of weak 'secondary NDRs' beyond the main resonance are
observed at fields greater than 5T and found to move up in bias as the field is
increased.

By 15T, they become too weak to observe, probably due to the

increased background thermal current at high bias.
• At high pressures, very weak 2nd derivative features are observed, and
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• multiple forward bias phonons are observed.
Subsequent modelling has shown that the first two of these points are likely to be due
to the Fermi level unpinning that takes place when a complete number of Landau
levels are filled and not due to electron-hole Landau levels crossing. At this point the
band profile loses its reservoir of net positive background charge, being replaced by a
net negative background and therefore undergoes a dramatic change in shape. This
provides a comprehensive understanding for the origins of the sharp secondary NDR
at 1 bar, the high pressure features and the features observed at 1 bar and high
(pulsed) fields.
Similar features at 1 bar were originally thought to be absent in 'GaAs-like' samples
but have been found here through careful 1 st derivative measurements. It is thought
these features are due to the same underlying physics as in the 'InSb-like' samples.
The IV trace itself is found to be far more difficult to suppress than its 'InSb-like'
counterpart at all pressures. At 1 bar for example, the latter has an NDR signal that
weakens with field and seems to be altogether disappearing at very high
experimentally available fields (Figure 5.16). This is consistent with the calculated
value of the magnetic field induced semimetal-semiconductor transition Bc of 61T at
which NDR is expected to cease (see equation (5.22)). The 'GaAs-like' samples, on
the other hand, exhibit strong NDR at even high fields (Figure 5.53), whereas the
smaller band overlap value associated with such sample types suggests it should have
completely disappeared by 49T (equation (5.22) again). The question of why NDR is
exhibited in 'GaAs-like' samples beyond the point expected (with or without field) is
a central area of investigation, but the clear observation of multiple phonons suggest
strongly phonon aided tunnelling as a viable and at least a partial solution. The details
of phonon coupling are currently unknown, leaving this question open to further
investigation.
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6.1 Introduction

6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter dealt with the application of a magnetic field perpendicular to
the interface of the SHET.

Under such a configuration, the electrons execute

cyclotron orbits which are quantised into Landau levels and lead to new features in
the IV beyond the main resonance. This chapter will deal with a different geometrical
arrangement of the magnetic field and the SHET, i.e. the situation in which the
magnetic field lies in the plane of the electron-hole gases. In this case, there is a
significant modification of the electronic states due to the combined effects of the
Lorentz force and the confining potential (sect 6.3). The most pronounced effect of
the parallel magnetic field is a shift of the subband energy dispersion curves, as
predicted by Stern and Howard [i]. According to their lowest order perturbation
theory treatment, the wavevector position of a subband minimum shifts linearly with
magnetic field B, while the energy of the minimum experiences a quadratic
diamagnetic shift. In both cases, the magnitude of the shift increases with subband
number due to the increasing spatial extent of the higher subband wavefunctions and
as a result, it is possible to alter the individual subband populations to the point where
higher lying subbands are completely depopulated [2, 3].
In the case of the InAs/GaSb SHET, the analysis is not so easy because of the nontrivial coupling of the various subbands and their subsequent mixing, and the
seemingly explicit dependence of the resonant conduction mechanism on k\\. The
lowest order perturbative method would not provide a particularly realistic description
of the heterojunction electronic structure and the subject of this chapter presents the
first ever in-depth self-consistent calculation. It must be stressed however as was the
case with B± calculations, that the model employed here does not include the expected
electron-hole mixing. That would be the subject of a separate k.p theory, including
the effect of in-plane field in the Hamiltonian matrix. Thus, the model assumes the
in-plane dispersions are parabolic in the absence of field. Under such circumstances,
it will be shown that applying the field then will cause the motion of the electrons
(holes) perpendicular to the interface to couple with electron (hole) motion in one of
the in-plane directions.
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The layout of this chapter is as follows. First, in section 6.2, the experimental results
of applying an in-plane field (both DC and pulsed) parallel to the interface, will be
presented for both the 'InSb' and 'GaAs' interface type samples. Drastic differences
between the responses of the two interfaces will be shown. Further, previously
unobserved 2nd derivative measurements of the IV traces for the 'GaAs-like' interface
type samples will be presented at the end of section 6.2.2 and in section 6.5 The
movement of the IV traces with field will then be compared with a model detailed in
section 6.3.2. Its conclusions are presented in 6.4, and will again yield conclusive
evidence for a difference in conduction mechanism between the two interface type
samples not explicable solely due to the difference in band overlap. Section 6.5
presents detailed measurements of the movement of the peak of the NDR at fixed
field as the in-plane orientation is varied.

These results can possibly lead to

information about the anisotropy of the hole Fermi surface. Finally, section 6.6
provides a summary of the major conclusions obtained from this work.

6.2 Experimental Results
The following two sections contain data from samples under an in-plane field.
Section 6.2.1 considers 'InSb-like' SHETs and section 6.2.2 considers 'GaAs-like'
SHETs.

All the experiments were carried out at 4K using the superconducting

magnet described in chapter 2.

6.2.1 'InSb-like' Interface
Figure 6.1 shows the TV trace for 1771b#8 under an in-plane field B\\ up to 15T. The
sample itself was randomly orientated, but detailed measurements with field at all
orientations show differences in the IV for various orientations to be small (section
6.5). The peak voltage, Vp, increases, and no additional features emerge. This should
be compared with the results obtained under B±, where a secondary NDR feature was
observed. This provides clear proof that this second resonance, and indeed other
weaker features, are genuine features induced only by the application of field
perpendicular to the interface, #j_.
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Figure 6.1. Response of the SHET with an 'InSb-like' interface (1771b#8) at 4K and 1 bar
under a DC field applied parallel to the interface.
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Figure 6.2. IV traces for 1771 b#8 taken at pulsed magnetic fields greater than SOT applied
parallel to the SHET interface at 4K. The two lines per trace correspond to the voltage
being swept up and down.
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Figure 6.2 shows results from the same mesa, but at higher fields, produced by using
the pulsed field set-up. Again, Vp can be seen to move up with field initially, though
at higher fields (~25T), it begins to fall. By 46T, NDR has vanished.
The results observed are qualitatively similar to those observed by Takamasu et al. [4]
from an InAs/GaSb/lnAs DHET structure with pulsed B\\ up to 40T. Again, they
observed a peak voltage increase followed by a decrease.

They attempted an

explanation of the behaviour by using a two band model of a SHET. However, the
results were disappointing reflecting their use of a very simple model. In this chapter,
the first realistic calculations on an InAs/GaSb SHET will be presented, taking into
account coupling between the motion of the electrons along the growth direction and
along a direction perpendicular to it.
A series of pressure runs were carried out in this orientation of B field. Shown in
Figure 6.3 are the results carried out on 1771b#2 at 3.67 kbar. Again, the peak
voltage of the NDR, Vp, increases with field with no other additional features
observed as a result of the field. At higher pressures still, no additional B\\ induced
features were observed before or beyond the NDR in the IV, conductance or 2n
derivative measurements.
or
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Figure 6.3. Response of the SHET IV for 1771b#2 at 4K and 3.67 kbar under a DC field applied
parallel to the interface ranging from 0 to 15T in IT steps.
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6.2.2 'GaAs-like' Interface
Figure 6.5 shows the IV plots for 1772b#17 under £„ up to 15T. Again, the trends
exhibited by this 'GaAs-like' SHET are very different from those observed in the
'InSb-like' interface sample 1771b#8 above. Vp is seen to increase rapidly with B\\.
The same results are found with the field pulsed - the resonant voltage seems to
increase throughout the entire B\\ range from 0 to 40T. This is in stark contrast to the
results obtained in the 'InSb-like' SHET which show Vp increasing initially and then
decreasing rapidly at higher fields (greater than ~25T).
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Figure 6.4. IV traces for 1772#6 taken at pulsed
fields up to 40T applied parallel to the SHET
interface at 4K.
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Figure 6.5. Response of a 'GaAs-like' sample
SHET to a DC magnetic field applied parallel to

the interface at 4K.

A magnetic field perpendicular to the interface of both 'InSb-like' and 'GaAs-like'
SHETs leads to new features in the IV. Applying field parallel to the interface for
'InSb-like' SHETs changed the shape of the IV trace; the peak and valley voltages
and currents were altered but no new sharp additional features were observed (in the
IV, conductance or 2nd derivative measurements) unlike the situation with B
perpendicular to the interface. Similar results in the IV were obtained when applying
field parallel to the interfaces for 'GaAs-like' samples. However, careful 2nd
derivative measurements (Figure 6.6) did reveal additional weak forward bias features
caused by the in-plane field. It is interesting to note the positions at which these
features appear. One set occurs just before the onset of NDR. Another set appear at
very low biases of approximately 0.04V. This is exactly the bias at which tunnelling
is allowed by energy and in-plane momentum conservation [5]. At lower voltages, the
current is therefore suppressed, leading to the formation of an 'S' shape kink at the
origin. It is very puzzling that such features occur only at the point where tunnelling
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is just allowed and at the point where NDR occurs. Again these features are unique to
the 4 GaAs-like' interface samples. Further, the results of section 6.5 show that the
shape of the NDR is greatly affected by the orientation of the field in the plane.

At

some orientations, NDR is very sharp while at others, a distinct feature can be seen
before NDR. The 2nd derivative result here is probably due to having the sample
placed on the insert so that the field is applied at a random in-plane angle. Clearly
more experiments and detailed calculations perhaps taking into account light holes
and the warped nature of the bands are needed to understand these phenomena.
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10,12,14,151)
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Figure 6.6. 2nd derivative measurements of 1772b#17 ('GaAs-like' sample) at 4K
and 1 bar under an in-plane field revealing very weak features near zero bias and
just before the onset of NDR.

6.3 The SHET in a n in-Plane Magnetic Field
Again denoting the growth direction to be z, and the direction of the applied field to
be in the x direction (this would be the direction out of the paper in Figure 1.8), then
by following the treatment in [6], the Schrodinger equation for the electrons can again
be written as:

2m*

(6.1)
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However, we now use the gauge A = (0, -Bz, 0) so the magnetic field B is applied
along the right axis.

Again, after separating the variables and writing the

wavefunction as
, y,z) = exp{-i(*,jc + kyy)}u(z)

(6.2)

One finds that the motion in the growth direction is coupled with the ^-direction
according to the following equation:
ft2 ^w(z) 1 JeB
v ,
0 • ./, + -m \—z ——H u(z) + F(z)W(z) = Ezyu(z)
2m GZ
2 \m
m I

(6.3)

with the motion in the x-direction being that of a free particle.
The motion of the electrons along the growth direction (z) is therefore coupled to its
motion along a direction perpendicular to z according to equation (6.3). The problem
to calculate the self-consistent profile V(z) hence requires calculation of all occupied
states in ky space and will therefore be correspondingly more lengthy than the
calculations with the field perpendicular to the interface.

6.3.1 Perturbative Method
The use of perturbation theory to describe the effect of a parallel magnetic field was
first considered by Stern and Howard [l]. The perturbation is taken to be those terms
in equation (6.3) which depend explicitly on the magnetic field, i.e.:
V
1 yC°cZ 21 m . cZ

l<6U
' }

where,
<*>c = —r
m

(6-5)

The energy shift of the state k\ to first order is given by:

2

^ ,

<6-6>
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where the expectation values are computed with the envelope function at zero
magnetic field. In this approximation, the energy curves remain parabolic but the
energy band minimum is shifted in ky by the amount

(6.7)
and in energy by

(6.8)
Owing to the greater extent of the upper subband wavefunctions, the diamagnetic
energy shift increases with subband number and the energy separation between
subbands always increases with the application of a parallel magnetic field. Thus,
upper subbands which may be populated when B = 0 are progressively depopulated
with increasing field strength.
Equation (6.7) has been used by Hayden et al [7] to probe the in-plane dispersion
curves of confined holes in the valence band of a GaAs/AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs/GaAs
double barrier structure by studying the shift in voltage position of the resonant peaks
with B\\ allowing them to reveal experimentally the light hole/heavy hole admixing.

6.3.2 Fully Self-Consistent Calculations
Solving for the electronic structure self-consistently in semiconductor systems under
in-plane field has been used by Heisz et al [8]. His study, focusing on GaAs/AlxGa/_
xAs single heteroj unctions highlighted the unreliability of using the perturbative
method by comparing the prediction of carrier densities from both models with
experimentally observed results. The same method has also been used by B Mitrovic
et al [9] and by Zawadzki [10]. Here, the aim is to present the theory, and results of
the first ever fully self-consistent electronic structure calculations for the InAs/GaSb
SHET.
Any accurate quantitative method, in a nutshell, would require equation (6.3) in
section 6.3 to be solved fully and simultaneously with Poisson's equation. The main
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steps in the calculation consist of i) the numerical solution of (6.3) for a range o
values, i'0 the determination of EF, Hi) the construction of the electron density which
determines the total potential in (6.3) and finally, iv) iteration to convergence. The
process is repeated for the GaSb side until the gradients at the interface match. These
steps are discussed in more detail below.

6.3.2.1 Calculating the wave function
The transfer matrix method is again employed to calculate the energies and
wavefunctions at ky [i I]. Again the initial conditions on the wavefunction and its
gradient are that they are 0 and -1 respectively. However, the potential to be entered
in the algorithm is now a summation of the self-consistent band profile potential VBand
Profile and the parabolic potential VMagnetic Fieid due to the in-plane magnetic field:

M

,.I

m

m

(6.9)

where coc = eB/m , z0 = Tik v I eB and at z = 0, the electron and holes are assumed to
see an infinite barrier. The eigenvalue solutions for the first subband are labelled Eozy,
for the 2nd subband E,:y.

6.3.2.2 Calculating the Ferm i energy
After calculating the solution to (6.3) for a range of closely spaced ky values, and
assuming that in the x-direction the dispersion is parabolic, the Fermi energy is
calculated. For a 2D system, the population of a given subband is proportional to the
area of populated states in k\\ space. As the k\\ dispersions are now known, the
problem reduces to calculating an energy such that the area in k\\ space, Atotai, at that
energy gives the correct electron concentration which assuming spin degeneracy is
given by:
A.,,.
n = In2
•--

(6.10)

The values of ky used ranged from -0.095A'1 to 0.15A' 1 (-0.05 to 0.08 bohf1 ) with a
mesh spacing of O.OOlA" 1 . After calculating all the confinement energies for this
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range of ky space a trial Fermi energy is selected. The confinement energies are
compared with the Fermi energy and if they are below, are retained.

For these

resulting energies, the free particle wavevector kx is calculated and the incremental
area at these kx and ky points occupied by the electrons is calculated:

(6.11)
where

_2m(EF -Ev(k,))

*? =

(6.12)

h2

The summation of these areas ATulal = ^T M.k .
*,

If the electron concentration calculated from equation (6.10) is less than the electron
concentration in the heterostructure (an input constant), the Fermi energy is increased
and the process is repeated. Similarly, if the calculated concentration is greater, the
Fermi energy is decreased. This process is repeated until the calculated electron
concentration equals the number of electrons in the heterostructure.

6.3.2.3 Solving the Poisson Equation
The method to solve the Poisson Equation is identical to that shown in section 5.5.1.3
except now the number of electrons at various k points is modulated by the number of
electrons at that k point itself.
For each (kx, ky) point, with the number of electrons at that point is:
A4

(6.13)

———=

The Poisson equation is:

d2®

In As

UL

z<0
(6.14)
z>0

£

Such that,
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V(z} =

z<0
z>0

A - eO(z)

(6.15)

and the solution under the boundary conditions,
en

dz

ep

0

z<0

and O(0) =

(6.16)

A

z>0

is,

' <te\

z<0

A/I,,.

(6.17)
A/7,

OV/.S7,

z>0

6.3.2.4 Background Doping
Background doping has been discussed in 5.5.1.4. As with the case without field, the
background charge in GaSb is positive for a distance ZA as in this region, the donors
are ionised and acceptors neutral. Similarly, the background charge in InAs is
negative for in the depletion region (length ZD), acceptors remain ionised, but donors
are neutral. Poisson's equation is therefore accordingly modified,

d2 ®
dz2

.

InAs

I

InAs
A

z<0

(6.18)
z>0

where NAInAs is the compensated acceptor concentration, and NDGaSb is the
compensated donor concentration. It is known the MOVPE-grown InAs is w-type
with rcbulk~4xl0 16 cm'3 , and GaSb isp-type with/?bulk~10 16 cm"3 . Their compensated
minority charge, however, is not known and for the purposes of the calculation, NA
and NDGaSb were both were taken to be equal to 10 15 cm"3. A detailed analysis at B = 0
of the effect of changing these values was undertaken in [12] with NAInAs and NDGaSb
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varying between 10 15 and 4xl0 15 at various pressures. The conclusions proved that
the resulting change in calculated confinement energies was small, and could be
quoted with a maximum error of ±2 meV.
Again, the presence of an in-plane magnetic field will cause Landau levels in the bulk
material to form. Taking into account the pinning of the electron Fermi energy to the
donor ionisation energy and that of the hole Fermi energy to the acceptor ionisation
energy again,
i) The quasi electron Fermi energy will be pinned (2meV - 1/2/J6>//ec"ww) below the B
= 0 conduction band edge far away from the interface in InAs.
ii) The quasi hole Fermi energy will be pinned (34meV - l/2H(DcHoles) above the B = 0
valence band edge far away from the interface in GaSb.

where

"'" - -^- and
Holes

Eleclmnx
mElecl

6.3.3 Results
6.3.3.1 Potential Profiles and Wavefunctions
Figure 6.7a below shows the first confined wavefunctions at the InAs side of the
interface at zero bias and 40T. At this high magnetic field, VMagnetic Fieid» VBand Profile
so that the electrons are confined to a very near parabolic potential with minimum
varying along the z-axis for z < 0 and a barrier at z = 0. From equation (6.9), the
minimum of the potential is farther from the interface for increasing ky so that a
confined electron will have a greater probability of being found close to the interface
at low ky values than at higher ky values. Figure 6.7b also shows the solution for the
GaSb side at this bias. Unsurprisingly, the results are qualitatively not too dissimilar
to the results for the InAs side of the interface. Again, the wavefunction is calculated
to be have a maximum near the interface, but is found to broaden with increasing \ky\
as the minimum of the confining potential shifts farther out along the z-axis away
from the interface. Figure 6.8 shows the final resulting self-consistent band profile
potential.
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a) InAs-aide at n=Me15

b) GaSb-eide at p=37934e15e15
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Figure 6.7. Results showing the wavefunctions (solutions to (6,3)), coloured green and total potential
profiles (self-consistent band-profile plus the magnetic term, equation (6.9)) coloured blue on either
side of the interface as a function of ky for an 'InSb-like' interface sample under an in-plane field of
40T at a bias of 34.4mV. Note the different range of Rvalues used on the axis for side of the interface
type reflecting the different values of the Fermi wavevectors for the electrons and holes.
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Figure 6.8. Self-consistent solution for the band profile at zero bias under an in-plane field of 40T for
an 'InSb-like' interface, n = 2.1 andp = 1.9 (xlO11 cni'2).

Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show the wavefunctions along with the total potential as a
function of ky (equation (6.9)) and the final self-consistent band profile at 5T and zero
bias respectively. At these lower magnetic fields, the magnetic field contribution to
the total potential VTotai experienced by the carriers in equation (6.9) is a lot less than
in the case with B = 40T presented earlier. VTotai is then highly non-parabolic, but the
wavefunctions are still of course broadened with increasing \ky\.
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a) InAs-sids al n=5e15

b) GaSb-side at p=4.83e15s15
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Figure 6.9. Schematic showing the wavefunctions (solutions to (6.3)) and total potential profiles (selfconsistent band-profile plus the magnetic term, equation (6.9)) on either side of the interface as a
function of ky for an 'InSb-like' interface under an in-plane field of 5T at zero bias. Notice that as the
field is now small, the distortion of the potential from near parabola by the self-consistent band profile
is easily visible.
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Figure 6.10. Self-consistent solution for the band profile at zero bias at 5T for an 'InSb-like' interface.
n = 4.2 andp = 4.0 (xlOn crn 2).

6.3.3.2 Dispersion Curves
Consider the InAs Eozy electron dispersion curve shown in Figure 6.11 at, for example,
40T. For high ky the total potential will be a sum of the InAs band profile edge and a
parabolic potential with minimum far away from the interface and coinciding with the
very flat part of the InAs band profile. At z = 0, the parabolic potential will be much
greater than the InAs self-consistent band profile near the interface. So to a good
approximation, the electron will be subject to a parabolic-type potential. Increasing
at this point and thereby moving the parabolic potential further from the interface
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will therefore hardly affect the energy of the confined state for the electron will be
subject to the same potential but just shifted in space. (However, the position of
maximum electron probability will change as the minimum of the potential varies
along z). Thus at high fields and large \ky\ values, the wavefunctions become localised
in the remote magnetic well rather than the potential well at the interface. As a result,
the subband energies in this region will tend to the constant values given by the
oscillator energy (n + j)nco c (Figure 6.11). At lower ky values however, the parabolic
potential would have a minimum at z < 0.

Lowering hy will shift this pseudo-

minimum increasingly to negative z thereby increasing the value of the potential at z =
0. Thus one would expect the confined energy Eozyto increase as ky is lowered. A
similar argument applies to the qualitative understanding of the dispersion curves for
the holes except the sign of z and ky are the opposite. At lower fields, the parabolic
potential contribution to the total potential at a particular ky point is much less than at
5T. The consequence of this is that one needs to go very far in ky space in order to see
the flattening of the dispersion curves.
Note also that increasing in-plane field shifts the dispersion curves relative to each
other in k space, reducing their overlap. At high fields, they are completely separated
leading one to expect the SHET to exhibit semimetallic character with an indirect
band overlap. Conduction is still however observed at these fields, suggesting the
operation of inelastic processes.
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Figure 6.11. Calculated results showing the dispersion curves at zero bias for each field and the
increasing separation between electron and hole dispersion curves with increasing in-plane field. At
large ky the dispersion diverges away from the parabolic shape one would expect from an application of
a simple Stern Howard perturbative method.
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The self-consistent calculation is carried out for a particular concentration of electrons
in the InAs. It is repeated for a hole concentration (in GaSb) until the gradients of the
band profiles on either side of the interface are equal. Continuing this way, one can
produce a plot of the Fermi energies and of the minimum of the electron dispersion
curves and the maximum of the hole dispersion curves against bias. Figure 6.12
shows the results for a sample with an InSb-type interface at 5 and 40T:

'InSb-like' Interface
350
- max(H02y)
--• max(H lzy)
-H

w

50

100

150

200

250

300

50

100

150

200

250

300

Bias /mV
Figure 6.12. Results showing the calculated positions of the minimum of the electron and maximum
of the hole dispersions against bias at 5 and 40T. Indicated is the voltage V30 at which min(£og,) and
are separated by 30 meV.

Notice the calculations show that only one subband of each type was found to be
occupied at zero bias. As pointed out earlier, this result is because the diamagnetic
energy shift (equation (6.6)) increases with subband number as a 2nd confined
wavefunction has greater spatial extent than a 1st confined state. Consequently, the
energy separation between subbands always will increase with increasing in-plane
field causing higher states, which were populated at B = 0, to become progressively
depopulated.

6.4 Comparison with Experiment
It is interesting to note that no additional features are observed in the IV under inplane field (see Figure 6.1 through to Figure 6.5) as the electron and hole dispersions
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completely separate at just over 12.5T. A similar observation was initially made by
Khan-Cheema [12]. There the analysis of the SHET under zero field showed,
surprisingly, no features in the IV as individual electron subbands crossed the hole
subbands.

The lack of features associated with electron subbands crossing hole

subbands in energy and ky space is strong evidence for the presence of inelastic
processes occurring in the system. At this point, I would like to digress and discuss
the results of the perpendicular field calculations and measurements. The evidence
for inelastic processes would also support the claim that features in the IV trace would
not result when an electron Landau level crosses a hole Landau level with the field
applied perpendicular to the interface. Thus, despite there being complicated Landau
level versus bias relations (Figure 5.47 and Figure 5.48), particularly at low fields,
one would not expect each point at which the Landau levels cross to result in a miniNDR. Instead, only one NDR, the main NDR, would be expected as the inelastic
processes smear the effects of individual Landau level crossings. Consequently, as
borne out by experiment, the NDR with perpendicular field would not be too
dissimilar to the NDR without field. This further lends evidence to the postulate that
the 2nd resonance observed under magnetic field applied perpendicular to the interface
(5.2 onwards) is not in fact due to the electron and hole Landau levels crossing, but
rather due to the drastic variation in band profile at high biases.
The presence of at least two particle types in the GaSb (heavy and light holes) causes
a transverse magnetoresistance [13], however, and this needs to be taken into account
when comparing experimentally obtained peak and valley voltages for B\\ with any
theoretical results. A good indication of this can be found from high reverse bias
measurements of the SHET. At such a large bias, many electron and hole states will
overlap in energy, and the interface will hardly contribute to the magnetoresistance.
Figure 6.13 below shows the results of an 'InSb-like' interface sample, showing the
variation of the reverse bias resistance with in-plane field.
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Figure 6.13. Reverse bias IV traces as a function of field. At a fixed bias, the ratio V/I gives a good
indication of the field dependent magnetoresistance in the sample.

Figure 6.14 displays the bias Vp at which the minimum of the electron dispersion
curve (mm(Eozy)) crosses the maximum of the hole dispersion curve (max(Hozy)) as a
function of in-plane field. Also shown on this plot is Vso? the bias position at which
mm(Eozy) and max(Hozy) are separated by 30 meV (the approximate equivalent of an
InAs longitudinal optical phonon energy). These can be compared with the position
of the observed peak and valley voltages. However, following the treatment given
earlier in 4.4.1, the true position of the peak and valley voltages is obtained by
subtracting the voltage drop across the series parasitic (magneto)resistance R(B\\) from
the total voltage across the device. This resistance is given in Figure 6.13 above. If
Vp is the observed peak voltage, the true position of the peak voltage across the
interface Vt is then given by
(6.19)

and similarly for the valley. These values are also plotted Figure 6.14 for a more
accurate comparison between Vso and the true position of the NDR across an 'ideal'
device.
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Figure 6.14. Comparison of the measured peak voltages at 4K (uncorrected and corrected for
increasing transverse magnetoresistance) and V30 (also Vc for 'GaAs-like' interface samples), the selfconsistently calculated position of the NDR bias. Notice good agreement between theory and
experiment for samples with an 'InSb-like' interface, while for the 'GaAs-like' samples, there is
striking disparity. Note that for the pulsed data, by the time the high fixed reverse bias is reached, the
peak of the field would have been passed. There is therefore a slight error in the calculated
magnetoresistance at high pulsed fields.
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The results show the peak voltage of 'InSb-like' interface samples, corrected for
increased magnetoresistance, follows V30 very well. Notice also that not only does
V30 predict the general trend of a falling Vp with increasing % but that its sudden
jump at 10T is also as observed. This provides confirmation of the results of chapter
4 where it was shown through k.p self-consistent calculations that the peak of the
NDR, Fp, at 4K as a function of pressure is equal to V30 (the bias position when E0 has
passed HH0 by a phonon energy).

Khan-Cheema [12], using the results of his

decoupled model and data collected at 77K instead of the 4K data that I use here,
concluded that it is in fact Vv that follows V30, i.e. that the valley may be due to
phonon emission (he also showed that Vc lies between Vp and Vv). As the results of
his decoupled model agree very well with my k.p results, the origin of our different
conclusions is simply as a result of our measurements being taken at different
temperatures. With evidence of phonons in both sample types presented in 4.5.2 and
in this chapter, Khan-Cheema's conclusion that the 'InSb-like' response is consistent
with the NDR mechanism described in chapter 1 but with NDR occurring a number of
phonon energies after Vc still holds.

Our combined results provide strong

experimental and theoretical evidence of a phonon component in the conduction
process in such sample types.
The 'GaAs-interface" samples' peak voltage, again corrected for increased
magnetoresistance, bears no resemblance to the expected trend. The peak and valley
voltages increase with field, whereas V3() falls with field. It is again evident that the
'InSb-like' sample has NDR that can be explained by an overlap in energy and
momentum space of the back to back electron and hole gases confined on either side
of the interface, with possibly the aid of a phonon. No such explanation of the NDR
can be attributed to the 'GaAs-like' interface samples unless multiple phonons are
involved. In short therefore, in-plane magnetic field experiments and self-consistent
calculations have again shown that the 'GaAs-like' interface sample supports a
different conduction mechanism to that exhibited by the more predictable 'InSb-like'
one, at least in the number of phonons involved in the conduction process.
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6.5 Angle-Resolved Magnetotunnelling
In section 6.3.1 it was shown that when a magnetic field is applied parallel to the
interface, the carriers acquire an additional contribution to the momentum allowing
tunnelling to occur through to final states with in-plane momenta larger than kr. The
dispersions will separate in h space gaining an in-plane wavevector perpendicular to
the field, which by perturbation theory is:
(6.20)
This law of conservation of canonical momentum allows the possibility of using
resonant magnetotunnelling as a probe in the in-plane dispersion relation of the
valence band and specifically that of the heavy hole band. This has been used by
Hayden et al [7] to reveal the highly non-parabolic nature of the valence band in
GaAs/AlAs double barrier resonant tunnelling structures, but the added dimension of
orientation of the field in the plane allows the possibility of the band warping itself to
be measured (see also [14]). The electron Fermi surface is known to be (very nearly)
spherical but the valence constant energy surfaces have the approximate anisotropic
form [15, 16],

E(K) = Ah 2 ±[B2 k4 +C(k 2 k2 +k2 kl+k2 k2 )]

1/2

(6.21)

and are distorted cubes, as indicated in Figure 6.15. By rotating the field in the plane
of the interfaces, it is possible to investigate any anisotropy between different crystal
directions in this plane. This angle-resolved magnetotunnelling, the first ever to be
applied to the InAs/GaSb SHET, does not average over all k space, but directly probes
states with specific k values.
The direction of the shift in k space will be dependent on the orientation of the inplane magnetic field. As the electron Fermi surface is spherical and the hole Fermi
surface roughly square, one should be able to observe differences in the NDR
depending on the direction these Fermi surfaces separate with increasing field. Figure
6.16 and Figure 6.17 show the results of such an experiment taken by rotating the
sample in the cryostat at a fixed magnetic field. These results show that the bias
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position of the resonance for the 'InSb-like' device is not only a function of the size of
the magnetic field but also of its angle in the plane parallel to the interface, because
the peak bias is larger when the field is parallel to [110] than when it is parallel to
[100].

They thus represent to my knowledge the first conclusive proof for the

variation of the 'InSb-like' SHET NDR peak with field orientation.
Such a method was also used by Gennser et al[\l] to investigate the band anisotropy
of the valence band of Si/Si/.AGex quantum wells. Their conductance measurements
allowed the anisotropy of the heavy hole and light hole bands to be measured and
revealed the expected 45° phase difference in warping of the two bands. Here, as the
primary conduction mechanism causing NDR is between electron and heavy holes,
the observed results reflect the anisotropy in the heavy hole band only.
oio

110

Electron
Fermi surface

Warped Hole Fermi surface

Figure 6 15 Figure (a) showing the directions in which the electron and hole Fermi energies move
under the application of an in-plane field in a particular orientation. Note however the size and
directionality of the warpina effect in the valence band depends on the band mixing and hence on any
strain in the structure. Thus, it is difficult to predict the actual translational direction of the constant
energy surfaces with field and hence difficult to predict the relative position of the peaks and valleys in
the IV traces. Figures b and c show the positions of the Fermi surfaces under an in-plane field applied
in two orientations, 100 and 110 respectively.
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Figure 6.17 shows the shift of the peak bias position as a function of the in-plane field
angle where 0° corresponds to the [110] direction. The shift appears as a clover leaf
(4 fold symmetry) except that it is elongated in one of the [110] directions. Figure
6.15 shows that we would expect such a four fold symiietry with field angle for
tunnelling between electrons and heavy holes reflecting, of course, the underlying
four fold symmetry of the hole Fermi surface itself. Even if phonons are involved in
the tunnelling, the square shape of the hole Fermi surface will ensure that different
phonon wavevectors are involved when the hole Fermi surface is displaced by the
field along [110] than when it is displaced along [100]. A similar argument can be
made for tunnelling between electrons- and light-holes because .again the light hole
Fermi surface has a square symmetry.
The most unusual aspect of Figure 6.17 is the elongation along one of the [110]
directions. The reason is not clear but may perhaps be due to interface induced
mixing between heavy and light holes [18]. In this case, the underlying mechanism is
mixing between the px and py orbitals of the Bloch states which splits their
degeneracy, even at the BZ zone centre, and creates new states with Bloch orbital
symmetry along the two [110] directions.

Such mixing is a consequence of the

reduced symmetry due to the presence of a heterointerface between two zinc-blende
type materials and can be shown to operate in the Fg subspace (heavy and light holes)
only. It may be considerably enhanced in the InAs/GaSb system compared with the
GaAs/AlAs system considered in ref. [18] due to the special nature of the InSb-like or
GaAs-like interfaces, though as it is dependent on the envelope function overlap at the
interface, it is expected to be small. However, it has recently been shown to be
responsible for an optical anisotropy in heterostructures with no common anion or
cation. That may be analogous to the electrical anisotropy observed here [19].
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Figure 6.17. Results of the difference between the peak voltage under an in-plane field of 15T and the
peak voltage at OT versus orientation of an 'InSb-like' sample in the magnetic field. The radial
coordinate is the difference between the peak voltages at 0 and 1ST. The second figure shows the
results for a second 'InSb-like' sample at 10T.

Similar experiments were carried out on the 1772 'GaAs-like' interface type samples
revealing yet more remarkable differences between the responses of the two interface
types. Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 show these results. The first thing to be noticed is
the remarkable result that NDR actually disappears at some orientations. The sharp
shape of NDR is only present at some orientations while at others three mini-NDR
features are present (e.g. see the trace highlighted in blue corresponding to 290.625°
in Figure 6.19).

This is again in stark contrast to the results of the 'InSb-like'

interface where only the position of NDR varied with orientation, and no variation in
its sharp shape was observed.

Note that Khan-Cheema [12] observed what he

described as a secondary feature in the NDR of 'GaAs-like' interface samples under
in-plane field just before the onset of NDR.

The work here suggests that this

secondary feature was simply the result of having the sample at a random orientation
in the cryostat. It is also equally possible that the 2nd derivative results presented in
section at the end of section 6.2.2 may have the same origin as the angular dependent
NDR features observed here. Again, the sample was at a random orientation in the
pressure cell submerged in the cryostat. This further leads to the speculation that the
features observed there near zero bias may be closely related to the features observed
just before the onset of NDR. However, the angular variation of those 2nd derivative
measurements can only be measured by similar rotation experiments involving small
experimental cells capable of fitting inside a magnet cryostat. The technology for
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such a formidable experimental challenge has only just been realised. Im [20] has
recently undertaken a high pressure study on GaAs/AlAs double barrier
heterostructures capable of being rotated in an in-plane magnetic field through the use
of a novel type of small spherical pressure cell [21]. Though this research is in its
infancy, the simultaneous use of high pressure and rotating in-plane field promises to
lead to an understanding of fundamental quantum phenomena. Similar experiments
need to be carried on the InAs/GaSb SHET to determine whether the 2nd derivative
results of section 6.2.2, and the features shown here induced by varying the in-plane
field orientation are of the same origin.

This in turn may also determine the

underlying reasons why they only occur in 'GaAs-like' interface sample types.

1772b#18

Increase by 9.375°
112.5°

Plots offset along
x-axis for clarity

Bias / mV
Figure 6 18 Angular variation of the IV trace for a sample with a 'GaAs-like' interface 1772b#18
under a constant in-plane Field of 15T. The sample was rotated by 9.3750° before each trace was
taken, with the initial trace taken with the field directed along the 110 direction (selected angles
shown). The figures are offset along the x-axis for clarity.
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Increase by 9.375°

1772b#18
360

4.375

Bias / mV
Figure 6.19. As above but with the sample rotated further. Notice that under some orientations, the
sharp NDR at 0° is replaced by somewhat weaker multiple NDR features (the blue traces highlight
this).

It is worth noting that tunnelling experiments carried out by Marquardt et al [22] on
InAs/AlSb/GaSb/AlSb/InAs heterostructures with field also in the plane of the
interface show that beyond some critical field, a weak shoulder in the IV trace before
NDR forms. Through complex k.p calculations, they are able to associate the NDR
with tunnelling through heavy hole states and the weaker shoulder with tunnelling via
light hole states. It is open to speculation if the features observed before NDR here
also involve tunnelling through light hole states (as well as heavy hole states). The
answer to this can only be resolved through comparison of experimental results with
further k.p type calculations taking into account the effect of in-plane field.

6.6 Summary
Again, the results here have provided additional confirmation that the vertical
transport IV characteristics of the two interface types respond in a very different
manner to external stimuli and therefore possibly are the result of a different number
of phbiions being involved in conduction in each sample type.
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Under B\\, Vp increases as the field is increased in both 'InSb-like' and 'GaAs-like'
SHETs. The difference, however, is that at 1ST, Vp starts to decrease in the 'InSblike' samples, whereas in samples with a 'GaAs-like' interface, Vp continues to
increase until SOT which was the maximum attainable field. Conduction is found to
clearly persist at high fields after the occupied electron and hole dispersions are
totally separate in k\\ space. This is indirect evidence for conduction mediated through
inelastic processes and supports the conclusions reached in the previous chapter, i.e.
multiple phonon processes occur in samples with both interface types.
Through self-consistent calculations taking into account the effect of in-plane field on
the carriers for the first time, conduction in 'InSb-like' samples is shown to be
consistent with the mechanism described in 1.5.1, with the peak occurring a phonon
energy (30 meV) after the electron and hole dispersions have crossed, V30. Owing to
different experimental results at zero field, Khan-Cheema [12] concluded using
pressure measurements and calculations that it was the valley that corresponded to
Fj0. What is certain though is that conduction in 'InSb-like' samples is consistent
with electron-hole overlap in energy and momentum space (1.5.1) with the fine
distinction of the exact NDR peak and valley clouded by inelastic processes. For the
'GaAs-like' samples, to explain the difference between observed and calculated
trends in the framework of electron-hole overlap in energy and momentum space
aided by inelastic processes would need to a very large phonon cascade. With the
results of 4.5.2 showing phonon ladders much larger than the corresponding cascade
in 'InSb-like' samples, it seems that this might just be the case.
Finally, with the field rotated, I have shown for the first time that the IV characteristic
for each sample is strongly angular dependent. For the 'InSb-like' samples, this data
reveals the four fold symmetry in the hole Fermi surface. For the 'GaAs-like'
samples, however, complicated NDR effects occur, adding to the mystery behind its
4

resonant conduction. As yet the origin of this effect is unknown. It may simply be
due to sample inhomogeneity or be due to electron-heavy hole/electron-light hole
coupling that would require detailed k.p modelling (the latter of which was ignored in
the calculations presented here). This data therefore again suggests a complicated
conduction mechanism occurring in 'GaAs-like' samples.

Without detailed

calculations and further experiments, the debate is still widely open.
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1. Concluding Remarks
7.1 Summary
This thesis significantly builds upon the previous work of Khan-Cheema [1] and
complementing one another, they collectively constitute a very detailed investigation
into the vertical transport properties of the InAs/GaSb SHET. Each experiment time
and again has demonstrated that the SHET IV characteristics differs depending on
whether the interface is 'InSb-like' or 'GaAs-like'. This is qujte clearly seen even
under conditions of zero field and ambient pressure as the peak voltage of 'GaAs-like'
V

SHETs at 0.4V is much higher than that of 'InSb-like' SHETs at 0.12V, measured at
77K (PVRs are also different and approximately 1.8 and >2 respectively).
Forward bias IV measurements under pressure reveal more differences in the vertical
transport behaviour of the two interface types. The NDR feature is found to disappear
with Vp —> 0 and Ip —» 0 as A -> 0 for samples with an 'InSb-like' interface, and the
resonant component of the current vanishes before 18 kbar. Self consistent k.p band
profile calculations have been performed, agreeing very well with previous values of
Vc and VSQ from calculations by Khan-Cheema's decoupled model. This perhaps is
unsurprising because at such biases there are no degenerate electrons and holes, so
interactions are weak for all in-plane vectors. The results also show that resonant
conduction is primarily due to electrons and heavy holes, as light hole states lie below
the hole quasi Fermi energy. They are important to perform not only to confirm
Khan-Cheema's conclusions, but also to lend faith to the use of decoupled models
later when treating the effect of magnetic field parallel and perpendicular to the
interface of the SHET.
However, owing to the different pressures at which we performed our pressure runs,
our conclusions vary slightly. My data, collected at 4K compared to Khan-Cheema's
data at 77K shows that it is Vp and not Vv that follows V30 well in the 'InSb-like'
samples. The theory thus supports the idea that the peak of the NDR at 4K occurs
after the electron and (heavy) hole subbands have crossed one another by
approximately a phonon in energy, and the valley after (again through phonon
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mediation). As well as specifying the position of the peak and valley to a greater
precision than before, the high pressure and low temperature results, presented in
chapter 4, provide strong evidence for phonons being involved in the conduction
process near the point at which NDR occurs. This last piece of data is very important
as it for the first time establishes the long sought after evidence of phonons in the
SHET and thereby firmly establishes the resonant conduction mechanism in 'InSblike' samples described in chapter 1 as due to tunnelling between electrons and holes
blurred through the mediation of a few phonons.
The greater challenge has, however, not been explaining resonant conduction in
'InSb-iike' samples, but in the 'GaAs-like' samples. These are found to behave not so
predictably with pressure under forward bias. Not only does a noticeable feature exist
at 21 kbar where the band overlap is calculated to be in the region of -100 meV, but
the NDR also occurs at a much higher bias than expected. The pressure dependence
of the peak and valley voltages are consistent with the resonance occurring when
Eo-HHo is between 120 and 140 meV. Inelastic process could of course again
explain this discrepancy, but to do so in terms of just phonons (of energy «30 meV)
would require one to postulate up to four or five. In the light of the high pressure, low
temperature results with samples with an 'InSb-like' interface where up to 3 phonons
were observed close to the NDR region, this certainly seems feasible. Experiments
were therefore carried out on these samples under the same conditions. The results
were very surprising, revealing many features separated by a phonon energy in
reverse bias in careful 2nd derivative measurements. Though it is very likely that a
similar number of phonons, too weak to be observed, exist in the forward bias, it is
difficult to predict if these are the sole inelastic processes responsible for the
discrepancy between calculated Vc and VI2o- What is clear though is that for the first
time strong evidence presented here suggests that an extremely efficient cascade of 30
meV phonons does exist and therefore goes a long way in explaining resonant
conduction in these sample types too. At the very least, it perhaps unsurprisingly
discounts the theory that single phonon events of energy above 100 meV and Auger
effects cause such a discrepancy between experiment and theory in such sample types.
Moreover, with such numbers of phonons are involved, conduction can be explained
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without resorting to questioning the role any interface states play, postulated earlier
byKhan-Cheema[l].
BL (chapter 5) measurements have provided additional confirmation that the vertical
transport IV characteristic of the two interface types respond in a very different
manner to external stimuli. The 'GaAs-like' SHET has an IV trace that is far more
difficult to suppress than its 'InSb-like' counterpart. The latter has a region of NDR
that disappears at about the magnetic field induced semimetal/semiconductor
transition Bc at zero bias. The former, however, exhibits a strong NDR at 40T,
whereas its smaller band overlap value suggests it should have .disappeared by SOT.
Additionally, the data provides strong evidence that the current resonance occurs after
the voltage induced semimetal/semiconductor transition. In the quantum limit of one
occupied electron and hole spin-split Landau level for example, the two levels pin
together at zero bias and any voltage increase should immediately induce the
semimetal/semiconductor transition. The experimental IV traces, however, show
clear regions of NDR at a finite bias after the quantum limit has been reached.
Beyond about 5T at 1 bar, additional resonances beyond the main NDR resonance are
observed. Though these were reported previously [1] as a 'secondary NDR' in the
'InSb-like' samples, detailed measurements performed in the course of this work in
the first derivative show that this is not a single 'secondary NDR' feature, but a
couple, both of which move up in bias with field but at different rates. The first
experiments performed utilising a combination of high pressure and 5j_ reveal the
existence of very weak (observable only in the 2nd derivative) features well beyond
the main NDR resonance. This entire collection of data has also been analysed using
a self-consistent non k.p model. The bias position of the high pressure magnetic field
induced features is found to be in excellent agreement with the calculated position
when n = i(2eB/h) where i is an integer. The modelling therefore strongly suggests
that the origin of these features is due to the complete filling of an integer number of
Landau levels, at which point the InAs band profile is predicted to undergo a drastic
change in shape. Extrapolating this result to 1 bar strongly suggests that the
secondary NDR there is also due to the filling of an integer number of Landau levels,
with the peak due to the crossing of electron and hole Landau levels by a phonon in
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energy, in analogy with the zero field position of the expected NDR peak. However
high current densities at such low pressures make any attempt at a quantitative
comparison futile. Similar experiments were also performed on samples with 'GaAslike' samples with the results revealing for the first time the existence of similar
'secondary NDR' features.
Chapter 6 sets out to provide a comprehensive treatment of the vertical transport
properties of the SHET under magnetic field parallel to the interface layers (By) in
much the same way as chapters 3 to 5 have treated the SHET behaviour in zero field
and under B_L. Here again measurements of the IV traces from 'InSb-like' and 'GaAslike' SHETs also show strong interface dependent differences. The bias at which the
main resonance occurs in samples with a 'GaAs-like' interface, for example, increases
significantly with increasing j%

Vp for the 'InSb-like' SHET, however, increases

initially and then starts to decrease as the field is raised. Analysis using complex selfconsistent calculations that take into account the coupling of the particle motion along
the growth directions and an in-plane direction again leads to the conclusion that ¥30
follows Vp in the 'InSb-like' samples thereby confirming the results at zero field in
chapter 4. Unsurprisingly, the 'GaAs-like' samples do not even follow the predicted
trend, though of course the evidence for phonons, summarised above, is (again)
highly likely to be a reason for the discrepancy. Indeed, the results of the calculations
showing the eventual complete separation of the electron and hole dispersion curves
with increasing field compared with the lack of any IV feature besides the main NDR
again points to the existence of an efficient inelastic conduction path.
Studied under 1 st and 2nd derivative using traditional lock-in methods, the 'GaAs-like'
samples under B\\ show very weak features, which to my knowledge have never been
observed before, occurring near zero bias and just before the onset of NDR (6.2.2).
The origin of these features are as yet unknown and are likely to be the same features
X

that obscure NDR observed in the IV under certain orientations of the in-plane field
(Figure 6.6). Such features are not observed in the same experiment performed with
'InSb-like' samples. However, their peak position is found to vary with field so that
when plotted in polar coordinates, a clover leaf like (4 fold symmetry) elongated in
the [110] direction results. The experiments are consistent with a warped (square)
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hold Fermi surface therefore though only future experiments and possibly theory are
needed to explain the elongation.

7.2 Future Development
Mentioned in this group initially by Austing [2], the InAs/GaSb single heterojunction
was studied in detail by Khan-Cheema, with particularly strong emphasis on its
pressure response. This thesis using his work as a foundation, has extended the
understanding of the InAs/GaSb SHET especially in magnetic field. In addition, it
has confirmed his findings at zero field, presenting a k.p algorithm which can be quite
easily modified to include the effect of magnetic field [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. This has for
example been used by Liu et al [6] to show that the primary interband transport
mechanism in InAs/GaSb/AlSb systems arises from the coupling between InAs
conduction band states and GaSb light hole states, though weaker shoulders in the IV
traces are due to electron-heavy hole coupling that increase with increasing in-plane
magnetic field.
Extensions to the work here can immediately be realised by taking advantage of the
next generation of pressure cells. An experiment that may yield fruitful insights into
the device operation is the behaviour of the SHET in an in-plane field at high
pressure. Combined with the results of the corresponding self-consistent calculations
(presented here), the high pressure and magnetic field IV dependence can be traced.
Additionally, high pressure-in plane field experiments using small spherical pressure
cells attached to the end of a suitable rotating insert of may resolve why the NDR
actually disappears at some field orientations in 'GaAs-like' samples and may yield
more information on why the expected four fold symmetry of the peak voltage
position versus angle (section 6.5) is not strictly observed in the 'InSb-like' sample
types. The possibility also exists of using cells capable of fitting in the pulse field set
up [8], thus allowing the vertical transport properties of the SHET (and of course of
other samples) to be measured at high pressure and very high magnetic fields.
There are many varieties of InAs/GaSb DHET structures whose vertical transport
behaviour can be investigated. Samples with a single interface type (i.e. both 'InSb-
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like' or both 'GaAs-like') can be used to compare vertical transport through interfaces
that are grown with InAs on GaSb and those grown with GaSb on InAs. The effect of
mixed interface structures (i.e. 'InSb-like' and 4GaAs-like' in the same sample) on the
IV trace can also be studied, and the ability to vary the quantum well width pi ovides
an additional experimental variable.
Apart from the SHET and DHET, there exists the possibility of incorporating
Ini.jGaxSb into the structures in order to alter the electrostatics. The Ini./ra^Sb is
capable of acting as a well or barrier for the electrons depending upon the value of x.
Also, analysis of the effects of strain on the IV trace is possible because of the lattice
mismatch. The prospect of applying similar experimental techniques (and subsequent
analysis) to any of these new sample types promises that the InAs/GaSb system will
be the subject of many years of rich research in the future.
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Parameter

In\s

GaSb

Lattice Constant (A)

6.0584

6.0954

Band Gap Eg (meV)

418

811

Spin-orbit Splitting Aso

380

775

Yi

20.5

14.3

Y2

9

5.3

Y3

9

6.5

EP = 2m0P2 (eV)

21.11

22.88

Relative Permittivity sr

15.15

15.69

me* (m0)

0.023

0.042

mhh (mo)

0.41

0.33(w||* = 0.1/w0)

mth (m0)

0.025

0.05
10 15 cm-3

»/• GaSb
1\D

NAJnAs

10 15 cm'3

dEGr/dP

10 meV/kbar

14 meV/kbar

Table Al. Table of variables used in calculations in this thesis.
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Deriving the Condition for Confined T States
Equations (4.7), (4.8) and (5.13) are derived using a transfer matrix formalism
incorporating the differing boundary conditions between the two cases. In order to
take into account electron-light hole coupling, the zone centre envelope functions
used in chapter 4 as a basis must necessarily be calculated taking into account the
rapid decay of, for example, electron wavefunctions in the GaSb layer and similarly
\

of the heavy and light hole wavefunctions' decay in the InAs layer of the SHET. The
simpler theory of chapter 5, however, neglects band mixing so it suffices to assume
the wavefunctions of all states are zero at the interface. By taking into account the
differing boundary conditions for the different cases, this appendix derives the
appropriate conditions for deriving the zone centre confined states (and continuum
states where necessary). I start by considering the simpler case of assuming the
wavefunctions see an infinite barrier at the interface and are therefore zero at this
point.
Consider the InAs side of the SHET interface (Figure 1.8). Using the subscript R to
denote large positive z (where the band profile is flat) and 0 to denote z = 0, the
transfer matrix connecting these two points between z = 0 and R is T such that,

1

d

(Bl)

_ml.<«M dz _

Thus,
(B2)

and
(B3)
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At large (negative) z away from the interface, the wavefunction will have an
exponential form,

(B4)

Substituting the boundary conditions y/ 0r =0and

dz

= -1 into equations (B2)
2=0

and (B3) and using equation (B4), the condition for confinement is easily obtained,

T +T

-*? 7 ^ -M 2

*

'

-0

~~ W

(B5)

The analysis of chapter 4 proceeds by assuming the SHET sits inside a much larger
quantum well. The transfer matrix connected the right and left hand sides (denoted by
R and L respectively) then is,

=T

(B6)

flaSh

Thus,
(B7)

and
(B8)

Again at large z (now positive) away from the interface, the wavefunction will have
an exponential form:

(B9)
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where kfis the value of k at large z. Substituting in (B8):

(BIO)

Combining this with (B7) one has:

The confined wavefunction at large -z will similarly have an exponential behaviour:

(B12)

where &/ is the value of A: at large -z.

Substituting this into equation (Bll) and rearranging, one obtains the necessary
condition for a confined state allowing it to penetrate across the interface:
,

,

/
T +T
12 1 + 12 2

*

j

\ m-'GaSI> I T +T
^ -*1,1 ^ ^1,2
T

*

i

-Q
W

In calculating the continuum wavefunction states, given the boundary conditions that
the wavefunction is zero at the edge of the SHET (Figure 1.8) and that again it
penetrates across the interface, one has:
=0

(B14)

Equation Bll then simplifies to:

'".-/in*

. + 7; 2 ";'<**» JL.r*LL = Q
' W*>AV */ ^z
^z

(B15)
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After rearranging, the necessary condition for a continuum state is obtained:
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Table Cl. The 8-band Kane Hamiltonain relative to the basis functions shown in Table 3.1 with the k.p interaction restricted to the T6, T7 and T8 states. The upper triangle
is the hermitian conjugate of the lower triangle. Here, e0 is the separation of the T6 and F8 states (band gap), and Aso is the separation between the T8 and T7 states (the spinorbit split off band and heavy hole band at the zone centre).
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Table C2. The 8-band renormalised Kane Hamiltonain matrix used throughout the calculations. The upper triangle is
the hermitian conjugate of the lower triangle. Here,
the effects of remote band effects inside the T6, F7 and T8 states are included.
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k± =kx ±ik.
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2mQ mc

(6 Band)

m

fr

m=
The parameters /, 7, and ^3 are the modified Luttinger parameters used for the 4x4
valence band Hamiltonian and are related to the Luttinger parameters by

E,

v =. v — ——-— v
— v
/I
/I
-j-, i 7 2(3) -A 2(3)

JjCS s

«

To ensure the hermicity of the Hamiltonian, the 'symmetrized' form was applied
using the following substitutions [1,2]:

_d_ d_
dz dz'
d —> -—\Y, d}
i —
d +—
dY
-iv —
2V dz dz
r dz
21 dz.

(Cl)
(C2)

A hermitian operator Q is one such that \f*Qgdr =J (/<2) gdr and the consequence
of this is that its eigenvalues are real (as expected for all observables are real).
Therefore, making use of this property for kz and k? one finds:

(C3)
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(C4)

Hence we have (fl k] fa } = - J fifi </r = J ^>2 dr .
This equality therefore justifies the presence of the - sign in (Cl). This is usually
neglected in the literature as Fis constant and therefore, (^M^) = Oso that the change
of sign in the off-diagonal element in one lower triangle of the matrix is offset by a
change of sign in the other upper triangle. This convenience is inapplicable here
where the V varies throughout the junction. It could also be justified by using the
following mathematical identity formed by simply rearranging the product integration
formula,

dr
\Y2

dr

because the wavefunctions are normalised and zero at ±00.
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